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Editors' Note

We would like to thank our current and new subscribers for your

continued support and patronage. Additionally, we would like to

inform you that the New German Review webpage has been updated

and now grants access to Volume 12 onwards.

As always, our journal is devoted to provide a platform for

publications by graduate students and junior faculty. We invite

submissions throughout the year and encourage you to make

colleagues and fellow graduate smdents from all disciplines aware of

our call for papers (see next page).

Enjoy your summer!

Christina]. Wegel

Kry^of Urban
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Jared Foley

Analysis of a Nazi Titanic

Jared Foley

On the evening of July 31, 1942, Herbert Selpin's pants fell

down. He dared not reach down to retrieve them, because doing so

would require him to loosen his grip on the bars to the window high

in his Berlin jail cell. His suspenders, once used to keep his trousers

securely in place, now stretched from the bars of the window to his

neck. As his pants began their delicate descent past his buttocks,

thighs, knees, and calves, his arms grew more weary, the suspenders

tightened, slowly throttling him. As his pants setded around his

ankles, Selpin too reached his low point. The cell-bench upon which

he was forced to stand had been removed from the cell by his SS

guards, following orders from Joseph Goebbels and his aide Fritz

Hippler.'

Herbert Selpin was a German film-maker. He began his direcdng

career in 1 934 with Die Reiter von Deutsch-Ostafrika^ made several other

acdon films, and then was asked by Goebbels to create a cinemadc

version of the sinking of the Titanic due to his expertise in both

catastrophe and naval films. Goebbels, searching for a cinematic

vehicle to propound Nazi ideology, settied on the story of the sinking

of the Titanic as a suitable one to express to a German public an

anti-English sentiment required by war-time. One of Selpin's

colleagues, Walter Zerlett-Olfenius, was selected to write up a script.

Zerlett-Olfenius, described by one writer as a "fanatic Nazi,"

developed a plot that played on common assumptions about the

malfeasance of the idiotic English (the American characters being

transmogrified into British nationals), thus serving the propagandist

purposes that Goebbels initially had in mind (Hull 24).
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Filming began in Berlin in May 1942, and proceeded smoothly.

Selpin sent Zerlett-Olfenius to the port of Gotenhafen (now Gdynia,

in Poland) to begin work with a second film crew on the naval scenes.

When Selpin arrived, however, he discovered that Zerlett-Olfenius

had been lax in his dudes, more concerned with sucking up to the

local SS officers than with working on the film, which was requiring

the expenditure of huge amounts of money. When Selpin found out

that the SS men had been attempting to seduce his cast members,

further delaying action, he exploded. Selpin, who according to his

widow had never liked the regime, berated Zerlett-Olfenius and burst

forth with ''Ach dul Mit deinen Scheifaoldaten, du Scheipeutnant uherhaupt

mit deiner ScheiJ^werhmachtr upon which the screenwriter resigned and

scurried back to Berlin to tattie on the director's indiscretion. Selpin

was recalled to Berlin, given a chance to recant (which he refused),

and then escorted to his cell (Hull 226-9; Heyer 125-6).^

When news of Selpin's "suicide" reached other members of the

German film industry, Zerlett-Olfenius was ostracized and Goebbels

was forced to proclaim that anyone refusing to speak to

Zerlett-Olfenius would be dealt with in a manner similar to Selpin.

Goebbels dispatched a second director, Werner Klingler, to the set to

finish work on the film and forbade the mentioning of Selpin's name.

Klingler finished the fikn in April 1943, and Goebbels previewed the

film on April 30.

Titanic, however, did not meet Goebbels's expectations, and he

refused to allow the film to be shown in Germany. Many argue that

Goebbels yanked the film because the dramatic sinking would remind

Germans of their own experiences in bombing raids, thus lowering

morale (Sakkara 170; Hull 129). Instead, the film was distributed

outside of Germany, premiering in Paris and Florence on November

10, 1943, then briefly showing in the Netiierlands as well.

While the theory that Goebbels refused to allow Titanic to be

screened in Germany due to the disturbing nature of the catastrophe

scenes is persuasive, a more sophisticated and nuanced reading of the

film may enrich this argument. On the surface, Zerlett-Olfenius's

script is a fine work of propaganda: the anti-English sentiments are

clear and are generally supported by the facts of the sinking.
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However, the disaster has consistently been employed as a metaphor,

functioning (perhaps inappropriately) as a "floating signifier," which

has been mobilized in different ways and different times for political

effect (Foley; Zizek). Another reading of the film indicates that the

film's source proved too ambivalent in its use as a way of depicting

German qualities. The film was produced in the middle of the war,

when the Eastern Front was becoming more and more unstable, as

resistance became more organized (the White Rose and

Stauffenberg's circle of conspirators both arose at this time, and the

Warsaw ghetto uprising occurred just as the film was being finished),

after the American entrance into the war, but also during the period

in which the mass killings of Jews began in earnest. Against this

backdrop, Titanic, and Goebbels's reaction to it, must be rethought.

The film is interesting in that it depicts, as Goebbels recognized,

a society in crisis. It shows how rational humans must react to crisis,

but more important, how they must relate to errant and inflexible

leaders who have brought catastrophe upon themselves and society.

Moreover, Titanic narrates specific ways of negotiating order,

discipline, and power. Additionally, the main character, First Officer

Petersen, who Zerlett-Olfenius hoped would represent a contrast

between the stupid English and the sensible, intelligent German, does

exacdy that, but also provided audiences with a radical critique of the

"bad Germans," the ScheiJ^wehrmacht, Scheipeutnants, and ScheiJ^soldaten

who were unable to act ethically or self-critically. Thus, Selpin's film

(and to whatever extent appropriate, Klingler's) encodes a critique of

Nazi power as it seems to uphold it. It is this potential for radical

critique that I am interested in discussing, as it suggests that even

those who worked daily in support of the Nazis had the opportunity

to engage critically the power of the regime, allowing even the

propagandist nature of artistic expressions to be subverted.

Two arguments are required to make this point effectively. First,

the plot of Titanic will be examined in some detail, showing how and

why it could serve as an effective propaganda piece. When
appropriate, I hope to explain how the propagandist elements

historically drew on arguments first presented by Germans in 1912.

Examining those places at which Zerlett-Olfenius 's representation of
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the disaster in his screenplay significantly deviated from the historical

record will similarly expose the usefulness of the story of the Titanic

disaster as a propagandist strategy. The second argument I hope will

be more sophisticated. In this secdon of the paper, I would like to

examine the manner in which Selpin's filming of the disaster, the

ways in which he cinematicaUy represented this trauma, carried the

potential to subvert Zerlett-Olfenius's screenplay.^

Titanic opens with a board meeting of the White Star Line, the

owners of the ship. The costs of constructing the Titanic have been

so prohibitive that the White Star Line has been devalued on the

stock exchange. Thus, the ship's-maiden voyage is particularly

important to the economic health of the company. To boost the

value of the shares, the president of the company,
J.

Bruce Ismay,

hopes that the Titanic will break the transadantic speed record (held at

that time by the Cunard ship Lusitania). With this in mind, Ismay

orders the captain to rush "full-steam ahead" along a northern route

that wiU ensure a speedy arrival in New York. Despite warnings from

other ships in the area about the danger of ice floes. Captain White,

secure in the ship's unsinkability, foUows Ismay's orders. A series of

strange twists then begin. The fictional German First Officer,

Petersen, aware of the danger presented to the ship, begins lobbying

through a variety^ of channels for a reduction in the ship's speed: he

confronts the captain, he addresses himself to Ismay, he tries to

convince Sigrid Oole (a fictional Danish character reported to be

fabulously wealthy) to use her feminine charms on Ismay as a way of

getting him to forgo the lure of money in favor of a safe speed. Of
course, the Titanic has its brush with the iceberg, and in a

now-famous ending, a mad dash for the lifeboats ensues. Oole, by

this time in love with Petersen, volunteers for lifeboat duty, Ismay

and Astor attempt a variety of schemes to get a safe place on a

lifeboat, while the captain unleashes further chaos by jettisoning

rationality, shouting out "every man for himself" Petersen, always

selfless, is only saved because he hears the cries of a young girl,

rushes to her aid, and swims her to the safety of a Efeboat. He climbs

aboard, exhausted, to find Oole. Reunited with the Teutonic female,

he sits wrapped in her comforting arms, transfixed by the sight of the

10
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sinking Titanic as it breaks up and founders. One ending of the film

(but not the one released after the war) contained a governmental

inquiry in which the slippery Ismay succeeds in pinning the disaster

on the captain (who, like all good captains, went down with the ship),

thus escaping prosecution for his role in the sinking.

As propaganda, the film's messages are clear, so clear, in fact, that

British censors refused to allow Titanic to be shown after the war. The

repugnant qualities of the English in this representation of the

disaster are easily recognized, making the propagandist content of

the film straightforward. As a counterpoint to Ismay, the Astors, and

Captain White, the Teutonic Petersen and Sigrid Oole, who finish the

film locked in a bourgeois embrace, offer an opportunity to analyze

the ways in which the tropes of the bad English are contrasted with

that of the good German. Although the Nazis have been generally

described as being opposed to bourgeois conventions, their

valorization of "traditional" systems of gender and the family vis-a-

vis those they associated with Weimar-working women,

homosexuality, a declining birth rate should be seen as a return to

certain bourgeois discourses on the family and gender.

Petersen and Oole, always in implicit contrast with the British and

Americans, provide a depiction of the cultural ideals that made

Germans superior to their war-time rivals. Petersen, of course, is

sensitive to the natural environment, sensing the danger presented by

the ice even when his superior officer is confident of the Titanic's

unsinkability. A second component to this aspect of Petersen's

sensibility is his ability to understand the technological capabilities of

the ship. Indeed, Petersen's awareness of the Titanic's dangerous

situation, while profoundly gendered, marks both his Germanness

and the buffoon-like qualities of the English.

Through an analysis of how Zerlett-Olfenius invoked gender and

sexuality in his screenplay it is possible to see how German difference

was crafted in the film. George Mosse's famous isolation of

"nationalism and sexuality" makes clear the theoretical implications

of heterosexuality and gender to the construction of national

identity, particularly during wartime, and this avenue provides a

fruitful area of analysis when looking at the film. The

11
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Vttttstn./ Titanic and Petersen/Oole dyads, like the German
immigrant couple traveling in steerage present a way of analyzing the

National Socialist ideology of the family and of domesticity as

opposed to that of corrupt organization of the family in Britain.

Petersen and Oole can be said to represent an ideal of German

bourgeois domesticity (especially at the end of the film): an example

of genuine affection, Oole has been awakened to her true, sacrificial

femininity by Petersen. Petersen too is equally responsive to the

concerns of the community, exemplified by his rescuing of the young

girl and his concern for the safety of the passengers on board the

Titanic. When the two are united at the end of the film, this pristine

picmre of authentic sentimentality and of mutual gender

compatibility presents a visual example of how German domesticity

differed in kind from that of the corrupt domesticity found in

English and American circles, particularly the refusal of Astor to pay

attention to his wife and Ismay's manipulation of women for

financial gain. Furthermore, Petersen is grounded in the part of the

good father to the rescued girl as opposed to the cad who abandoned

her. Similarly, the visual unification of the immigrant couple

(matching that of Petersen and Oole) after they have been physically

separated by sex in steerage, suggests as well the ways in which

German domesticity was superior to the artificiality of its

counterpart in other countries, shown by the steerage passengers of

other nationalities who stand meekly apart from their love ones. The
desperate search of the divided couple amidst the chaos of the final

scenes, culminating in the man's leap overboard in a futile attempt

physically to rejoin his wife, provides another example of German
qualities counterposed to those expressed by the flaccid Astor and

Ismay, who abandon their female counterparts when danger

approaches. Finally, unlike the British captain's inability to control or

understand his female counterpart, Titanic suggests that the British

lacked the technological and sexual mastery of females present in the

German Petersen. In each case, German sexuality and gender were

understood to be superior to their British counterparts, allowing

Titanic to present an argument about the ways in which gender and

sexuality were used to construct and privilege a German national

12
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identity based on National Socialist ideologies about the role and

nature of women, male ability to understand technology and nature,

and certain masculine qualities of affection and familial hegemony

that found expression in other realms of Nazi ideology.

Gender and Teutonic superiority were also expressed through

characterization. Sigrid Oole, like Petersen, is able to avoid the traps

found in western culmre. Although she once masked her authentic

self, appearing as an aristocratic vamp (although her fortune has

disappeared and she is actually quite penniless), by the end of the

film she has announced her affections for Petersen and during tiie

sinking scenes acts in a selfless manner. It would seem that this

element of Dole's character is drawn from the historical example of

Molly Brown, the Denver socialite who inspired the people in her

lifeboat to keep rowing, even taking the oars herself. In 1912, this was

upheld as an example of selfless femininity, which when transposed

to a Teutonic character attaches those positive traces to Germany

rather than America.

Following the disaster in 1912, the British hoped to redeem their

tarnished national pride by arguing that the men who remained on

board the Titanic acted in calm, rational ways, that they approached

death in a masculine, civilized manner. When these activities and

qualities were transposed to the Germanic characters, Petersen and

Oole, the argument becomes reversed. Rather than acting in ways

that reflect an acculturated civilization, the British are shown to be

hysterical and duplicitous. They act in ways that signify a dystopic

natural order when the veneers of civilization are stripped away.

Petersen and Oole, however, reflect a more positive possibility. The

Germans are able to withstand terror, their selves fortified against

impending death, always maintaining civilization, rationality, and

bourgeois decency in the worst of simations.

Assuming the gendered characteristics of civilization, which in

the British case were always attached to masculinity (as opposed to

the natural and feminine), Titanic offers an opportunity to examine

further Nazi conceptions of gender, civilization, and nature. If the

disaster is read (as it often was in 1912) as the triumph of nature over

13
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human endeavor, then Titanic presents, in some ways, a celebration of

the natural world.

Petersen and Oole humbly accept and do not attempt to conquer

the natural world. They recognize its chaotic character, its danger, its

irrationality. They respect nature, attempting to understand it and to

accept nature's blows rather than simply exploiting it. Shown in this

light, they are represented as being superior, allowing them to survive

the disaster's conclusion. Instead of dominating a feminized nature

that has been opened to a specular gaze in the scientist's laboratory,

the German characters, due to their innate ability to understand

nature, are able to negotiate the natural world through less-invasive

procedures. In this way, the gendered characteristics of nature and

civilization are rewritten. Petersen should certainly be understood as a

representation of the rational German bourgeois. Even Oole, whose

character was scripted to depict certain feminine characteristics

(moving from the manipulative and dangerous mistress to the

genuine and affectionate "Fm//"), expresses a certain masculine

quality of sensitivity to and acceptance of nature. Contrary to

common analyses of gender in the Nazi period (in which domesticity

and maternity were emphasized and encouraged through programs

like tax credits for children, motherhood medals, a celebration of

Mother's Day, and so on), this would seem to suggest that Nazi

systems of gender expected masculine qualities to be attached to

females, which may have been particularly important in 1942 and

1943, as the wartime situation demanded greater sacrifice and the

potential for invasion grew.

The Nazi narration of the disaster invoked many of the gendered

arguments current in 1912 in its critique of British society and in its

representation of fascist ideology. Klaus Theweleit argues that the

fascist psychology imaginatively and materially used women as a way

of marking the boundaries of the self. This has important

implications when one considers two elements of Titanic. First,

Petersen is the only male that is successful in controlling and

understanding femininity. Unlike the captain, Astor, and Ismay, who
each have very strange relationships with the women in their lives

(for Astor, his wife; for Ismay, his mistress and Oole; for the captain,

14
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the ship), Petersen is successful in negotiating the dangerous and

deceptive women he deals with—Oole and the Titanic. Discourse on

the sinking in 1912 represented the Titanic as the death-dealing

woman, relying on familiar nineteenth-century tropes of vampirism,

the natural evil of women, and ideas about sexual difference (that

were then reified through certain practices like the rule of the sea, in

which sexual difference marked life or death). The Titanic was

pulsatingly powerful, a hyper-modern cyber-woman, capable of

unmatched speed, her thick skin seemingly impervious to any threat.

However, the Titanic ultimately threw off masculine surveillance,

destroying the men who attempted to control her, thus subverting a

masculinity centered on the manipulation and control of women.

Indeed, the ship subverted even the most hallowed of bourgeois

culmral convendons—heterosexual marriage—by spurning her

domestic lover, the captain, in favor of the "icy phallus" that

penetrates her in a strange simulation of intercourse (Larabee).

For our purposes, the responses of the male characters to

femininity reveal the ways in which fascist systems of gender could

be legitimized through historical example. The cultural world on the

Titanic, and by extension, England and America, is one of strong

women and hysterical men, a reversal of the expected system of

gender. The masculine exception, Petersen, remains calm and

collected throughout the ordeal, first in his awareness of the danger

to the ship, then in his attempts to subvert the captain's orders

through influencing Oole, and finally during the sinking. In

opposition to Ismay, who frantically attempts to buy his way onto a

lifeboat, Petersen's approach to the disaster is stoical. Indeed, the

sinking scenes are primarily focused on men and their reactions to

the disaster: some head to the bar, others rush the lifeboats, the

captain gives the "every man for himself" order, the other officers (in

a depiction of the rumors, surrounding Second Officer Murdoch's

gunplay that circulated in 1912) must resort to firearms to maintain

order. Petersen, though, attempts to manipulate situations for the

good of the collective. His supplications to Oole (asking her to use

her influence on Ismay to slow the ship), rather than placing him in

an inferior position, privilege him as rational, safe, bourgeois, and

15
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German in contrast to the smitten, money-hungry British aristocrat

Ismay.

Another element common to discourse on the disaster in 1912

focused on the intertwining connotadons of luxury and safety. The

Bridsh, looking for explanations of the disaster, isolated the luxuries

on the Titanic as items prevendng the inclusion of adequate safety

measures, namely an appropriate number of lifeboats to support the

large population on the ship. As might be expected, these luxuries,

tennis courts, swimming pools, cafes, and Turkish baths were

understood by many British to be included at the behest of female

passengers, who required luxury as a condition of their femininity

(interestingly, many British avoided a class analysis of luxury, refusing

to identify luxury as being a requirement of the middle- and

upper-classes). In this way, luxury was opposed to safety, while at the

same time being attached to a familiar feminine/masculine

dichotomy. When Germans entered into this debate, they

nationalized these qualities, locating luxury and femininity as

peculiarly British attributes. This argument was recapitulated in

Titanic. For example, women are shown sunbathing, playing tennis,

getting manicures, fetishizing jewelry, suggesting that luxury was

linked to femininity in the film, especially as it feminized British

males when they are shown playing tennis, fawning over women, and,

in a complicated subplot, stealing their jewelry.

In 1912, the British used the disaster to paint sacrifice as a marker

of British national identity by identifying the ways in which men
approached death as being particularly British. It would seem as if a

similar ploy was used by the Germans in Titanic. Considering that the

film was explicitiy made for propagandist purposes within a wartime

situation, the representation of sacrifice as an Aryan/German quality

should be examined. Petersen and Oole, presumably passing muster

as a raciaUy-adequate couple (although this is exceedingly problematic

as filmed, a point I wiU discuss in a later section), are allowed to

survive the disaster but still locate sacrifice as a quality peculiar to the

Germans. Christian Delage argues that Nazi ideologues upheld

sacrifice as a quality of the Aryan new man that then could serve as

markers of Aryan difference and superiority and that sacrifice and

16
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Aryan identity were to be cinematically linked, employing film as a

way of constructing racial and national identities (Delage 183).

Delage cites Mein Kampfto address the ways in which Hitier theorized

sacrifice as an Aryan quality:

SA, soldiers and SS were thus charged with

incarnating the myths and the reality of the creation

of a racist state where the elements considered as

more typical of the Aryan race distinguished of those

whose status was merely auxiliary. In his initial

definition of existing links between "the people" and

the "race," Hider clearly expressed his eschatological

conception of the coming Aryan man: "This

disposition to sacrifice ... is the greatness of the

Aryan, who is not rich in intellectual faculties, but in

his propensity to lay out all his capacities in the

service of the community. The instinct to

self-preservation takes a very noble form: he

subordinates himself to the life of the community

and he performs sacrifice when the circumstances

require it." (182-3)

When this attimde is transposed to the film, the self-negating

qualities of Petersen and Oole take on an ideological weight.

Petersen, sacrificing his pride when begging the captain to lower the

speed or supplicating himself before Oole, is always concerned with

the effects of disaster on the ship's community. His worry for

innocent people endangered by pride and greed leads him to a

position of sacrifice. Of course, his dangerous and heroic actions at

the end of the film, in which he risks his life in order to rescue the

young girl (and, one could argue, ironically facilitates his own

survival) reveal both the heroic and sacrificial qualities inherent to the

Aryan character. Oole, too, casts aside her artificial self and takes on

these sacrificial qualities as well. She is one of the last to enter a

lifeboat and then works as an organizational force. Unlike in 1912,

when sacrifice entered discourse on the Titanic around gendered

categories (due to the rule of the sea, in which male sacrifice was

17
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privileged), German ideologues dieorized sacrifice as revolving

around race and nation (which, of course, were intimately linked);

because both males and females are equally qualified and expected to

sacrifice for the good of the larger community, sacrifice could be

divorced in crucial ways from gender.

Titanic functioned as a propaganda device not only through

contrasting the British with the Germans, but also in the ways that it

depicted certain fascist ideologies. Theweleit argues that the fascist

psychology required violence as a way of creating boundaries: only by

destroying others could the fascist reaffirm his own aliveness and

overcome the fear of bodily decomposition. One method of

accomplishing this, Theweleit argues, is through imposing order on

the mass through violence. Theweleit writes that:

... a mass of diverse consistencies, from fluid to

viscous, in which the soldier male "sinks and is

irretrievable lost." A damp mass: all that is hybrid

within, across, on, or emanating from the body;

everything "filthy."

If the soldier male speaks negatively, with hatred,

loathing, fear, disgust, of the mass (the human mass),

it is not from any direct relation to the human masses

themselves that his emotions spring; they arise in

relation to the "mass" that issues from his own body.

The emergence of revolutionary masses into the

public arena occurs as a consequence of the rupturing

of dams. At the same time, it threatens to undermine

the internal dams of these men, as if their bodily

boundaries might collapse under the pressure of the

masses without. Their own inner mass "dissipates"

into the mass which is outside, and the external mass

comes to embody their own erupted interior. The
man is "inundated." (Theweleit II: 3)

Theweleit's conceptual reliance on liquid metaphors to explain the

fascist psychology leads to an interesting comparison with Titanic. Of

18
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course, the ship provided die dam, which (for a dme) prevented the

"inundation" of male bodies, but then, as another sinister,

death-dealing woman, consumes men upon breaking up. However,

the responses of the men to the impending inundation reveals a

fascist aesthetic of violence and order: the weak English captain, with

the declaration "every man for himself gives free reign to the mass,

chaos explodes, and is quickly followed by scenes of men jumping

into the water, the complete inundation. More sinister, perhaps, is the

attempt to maintain rationality, which may occur only through

imposing order on the mass. Theweleit argues that the soldier must

impose order on the mass, constructing channels into which the

flood may flow, building and rebuilding the dams that will protect

him from internal dissolution. In one crucial scene in which steerage-

passengers are prepared for the disaster, whisties ring out, the

terrified mass, confronted with men in uniform, recoil. The sailors

wade into the mass, channeling them into two columns—one for

men and one for women, one which wiU live and one which will die,

combining ideologies of fascist violence and sexual difference.

This scene requires additional comment. In many ways, the

representation in the film of the sexual division of steerage

passengers in preparation for the loading of the lifeboats and the

distribution of life vests is eerily like the ways in which cinematic

representations depict concentration-camp Selektions. That such a

scene was created in 1942 (early 1943 at the latest) compounds the

uneasiness that it evokes when watching it now. Despite the violence

portrayed in the scene and the traces of the Holocaust it evokes, the

scene is also notable for how resistance is represented, for the ways in

which the mass retained a distinctiveness. The German immigrant

couple, forced to separate by the ship's officers, gradually inch closer

to one another, finally grasping one another by the hand in a gesture

of terror and defiance. In a sense, the couple refuses to be absorbed

into the mass, remaining distinct through their displays of affection.

The camera follows this as well, focusing primarily on these two

Germans who are able to maintain a distinguishing characteristic.

These two, who suffer a series of separations and reunifications

until they finally lose sight of each other and die (presumably) apart.
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seem to be drawn from the historical example of Isador and Ida

Strauss. The Strausses, the Jewish owners of Macy's, were lauded in

1912 due to the fact that Mrs. Strauss refused to enter a lifeboat or to

leave her husband, choosing instead to remain behind so that the

couple could die together. A similar dynamic seems to be motivating

the German pair in Titanic, in which they attempt to live together or

die together as a couple. In the film, this sentiment appears to be

approvingly represented—the soulful looks the couple give one

another, the protective mannerisms the husband adopts, and the

final, desperate, search for one another as the ship founders, all

appear to be expressions of genuine sentiment. However, that this

cinematic representation had its source in a Jewish and upper-class

example reveals the ideological purposes to which history could be

turned. Imposing these qualities onto lower-class Germans, who are

revealed to embrace the norms of bourgeois domesticity and

sentimentality, then privileges their actions as having a national (and,

it would appear, racial) basis.

This scene is also important for a third reason. It appears that

the scene, in which social, national, and sexual differences are reified,

allowed Titanic to function as a visual indicator of the ways in which

racial ideology, gender ideology, and national ideology were coalesced

in their expression. Theweleit writes that "the qualities of 'race' are in

every detail the precise opposites of the terror of the 'the mass'." (II:

73-4)"* This binary opposition, and the qualities that come to be

subsumed under the terms, could then be visually expressed through

film narrative. When visually intertwined with the mass/race

distinction, these three characteristics could function as an

educational tool through which Nazi ideology could be expressed.

Equating the mass with a sexual division and with a racial

characteristic, the scene also displays the ways in which the film

medium provided another avenue through which the regime could

impact the ideological worlds of moviegoers (Rentschler).

It seems clear that Titanic was an effort at dialogue with the past,

but had profoundly present concerns. As a piece of propaganda, the

film relied on implicit contrasts between Teutonic characters and

their British rivals, and in so doing, shoving a German superiority
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appropriate to wartime. In addition, the film visually explores certain

elements of a fascist mentality and ideology. Focusing intendy on the

way in which gender, race, and nadon were intertwined, the film can

be said to put forward a thesis in which the British could be

feminized as the Teutonic characters, self-sacrificial, masculine,

correcdy gendered, could be represented as namral, hence superior.

Now that I have discussed the propagandist possibilides included

in the film, I would like to turn to a discussion of how the fijm

encoded resistance to the regime. First, I would like to discuss the

ways in which Titanic was constructed so that it would bore the

viewer. Second, it seems plausible that the casting of the film was

carried out in such a way that it subverted the arguments of the

screenplay. Finally, the structural qualities of the film, in which good

Germans are highlighted as subverting authority, provide the most

clear example of how Titanic undermined its own textual arguments

by upholding a right to resist even as it critiqued the enemies of

Germany.

Film critics have noticed the ways in which the narrative style of

Titanic appears drawn out and overbearing. While it is possible that

these critics are simply not enamored with the details of the financial

shenanigans that form the bulk of the film, the possibility exists that

Titanic was self-consciously filmed in such a way as to bore the

viewer, thus minimizing the effects of its propagandist screenplay. In

a critique cited by Cinzia Romani, two German writers argue that:

The degree of boredom that Selpin and Klingler are

capable of imparting to the episodes preceding the

sinking of the Titanic is truly awesome; the quarrel

between the British plutocrats ... for example, is so

unimaginatively photographed, with routine shots

endlessly repeated, effectively robbing their argument

of any dramatic interest. . . . Until the fmal

catastrophe, one never has the feeling, even for an

instant, of reaUy being on a ship in the middle of the

Atiantic. The total insensibility with which these

directors have treated their actors is clearly
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demonstrated by a scene in which the camera focuses

on the face of Sybille Schmitz [Sigrid Oole], giving

this actress, so attractive and expressive in other films,

the appearance of a painted cadaver, (qtd. in Romani

71)

Indeed, the casting may have had a subversive quality to it as well.

Romani writes that Sybille Schmitz (who played Sigrid Oole) was

attacked because she "represented a type of 'foreign' beauty. To be

sure, with her face she could only be cast in a certain type of role;

with her unsettling glance, it would be impossible to imagine her as a

wholesome German milkmaid." (Romani 68) It seems possible that

Selpin chose her as the heroine in order to circumvent the

screenplay's ending, in which Petersen and Oole stand in the lifeboat,

clutched in a love-embrace as the Titanic founders. In other words,

the ideological foundations of the Nazi racial family that could have

been expressed through appropriate casting (many other actresses in

the film possessed suitable physical characteristics) were visually

disrupted by the triumph of the less-than-ideal couple at the end of

the film. This is indicated as well by the fact that Schmitz's role in

another film, Fahrmann Maria, led to it being criticized by the editors

of Volk unci Rasse for "lacking racial awareness" (Romani 68).

Just as the casting may have subverted the screenplay of the film,

it seems plausible that other filmed elements, particularly the ending,

also worked to undermine Zerlett-Olfenius's messages. Saul

Friedlander, commenting on the strange ways in which Nazism has

come to be represented, indeed as it represented itself, argues that

it is the juxtaposition of the kitsch aesthetic and of

the themes of death that creates the surprise, that

special frisson so characteristic not only of the new
discourse but also, it appears, of Nazism itself . . .

There is a kitsch of death . . . And yet this kitsch of

death, of destruction, of apocalypse is a special

kitsch, a representation of reality that does not

integrate in the vision of ordinary kitsch. (26)
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Friedlander goes on to assert that

It has often been said that one of the characteristics

of kitsch is precisely the neutralization of "extreme

situations," particularly death, by turning them into

some sentimental idyll. This is undoubtedly true at the

level of kitsch production, hardly so at the level of

individual experience, when one has to imagine or to •

face death. As I have just mentioned, whatever the

kitsch images surrounding one, death creates an

authentic feeling of loneliness and dread.. Basically, at

the level of individual experience, kitsch and death

remain incompatible. The juxtaposition of these two

contradictory elements represents the foundation of a

certain religious aesthetic, and, in my opinion, the

bedrock of nazi aesthetics . . . (27)

Titanic clearly fits this mold, placing it well within the realm of the

"nazi aesthetic." Nonetheless, I would like to argue that the ending,

the kitschiest section of the film, complicates the representations of

death present in other sections. The sickly-sweet sentimentality of the

ending, formed by Petersen and Oole's reunion and the rescue of the

girl, suggests that kitsch was a requirement of the ending (as a way of

mitigating the horror) but also undermines the heroic narratives into

which the Germans were placed. To develop this argument, one must

consider what constituted an appropriate ending to the film. We
know that the original release was to include a governmental inquiry

in which Ismay is exonerated, and did not end simply with Petersen

and Oole looking forlornly at the foundering of the Titanic. The

unreleased conclusion would hammer home the intended

propagandist messages, suggesting that the film's conclusion was

perhaps not suited to that impulse and was unable to leave the viewer

with the bad taste of idiotic Englishness in his or her mouth. With

that in mind, how does the sentimentality of the conclusion

function? It would seem as if kitsch could be mobilized, not as a

bedrock of Nazi aesthetics, but as a way of undermining other
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elements of Nazi ideology presented in the film, especiaUy the he
narradves of Petersen and Oole. Petersen, by surviving the isa
only to be represented cinemaucaUy in a melodramatic embr
glowing in the light of exploding ship-boilers, is hardly the armc
fascist hero. Kitsch, it would seem, magnifies Petersen's uldn
inabikty to prevent disaster. The employment of kitsch in what wc
be the penultimate scene was perhaps an artistic point of resista.The actors in the last scene, who have survived both the Taa
sinking and Goebbels's fury at Selpin, had to be represented
sentimentality Kitsch, a response to their "authentic feelings
loneUness and dread" at the possibility- of meeting a fate like Selpor drowmng as a Tiram victim, marked an unrepresentable cae. ,

between the material and the imagined world
"
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urreptitiously an irrational, corrupt, and illegally-assumed authority.

Lather than allowing order to provide a sign of rational and civilized

ocial organization, Titanic presents an argument to the contrary:

>rder is shown to be the sign of arbitrary, irrational, uncivilized

tower.

It is clear that Zerlett-Olfenius used the Petersen character as a

/ay of examining German difference, yet Petersen retains ambivalent

s an ideologically correct example of propaganda. Instead, Petersen

)rovided Selpin and Klingler the oppormnity to construct an on-

creen example of the good German who critically engages authority,

:omes to a rational decision on how to respond to bad leadership,

nd then works on the margins of power to subvert authority.

Petersen, because of his ethical commitment to the safety of the

)assengers, feels it to be his duty to challenge the captain, who, unlike

etersen, is unable to challenge his orders from Ismay. This element

)f the film, in which Petersen is shown to do it all—critiquing

uthority, rescuing girls, foreseeing danger, manipulating women,

mderstanding technology, protecting his community—in short,

icting as a 1940s James Bond, seems to be an ethical call to arms to a

jerman audience that would watch the film late in 1943. It seems

equally persuasive that this element of the film led to its being

canned, not, as it is believed, because Goebbels was concerned about

I German public unable to withstand the trauma the film represents.

In conclusion, Titanic's legacy is a perplexing one. On one hand, it

retains a sinister quality as an example of fascist ideology in

Dractice-marking out the culmral boundaries of a special Aryanness

Jiat is in every way superior to a British civilization in the midst of

devolution. Yet, Selpin's demise seems instructive. I have speculated

Jiat his attempts to subvert elements of Zerlett-Olfenius's screenplay,

:oupled with the selection of the Titanic disaster as source material,

allowed the opening of a form of artistic resistance to the regime,

perhaps recognized by Goebbels when he banned the film.
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Notes

' This story has been reproduced in a number of sources. See Sakkara 170;

Heyer 126; Brederoo. However, all cite Hull 227-229. Hull conducted

an interview with Selpin's widow, Anni, and consulted post-war trial

records for this information.

2 HuU and Heyer report that Zerlett-Olfenius was-put on trial after the war

and sentenced to five years in prison for his involvement in Selpin's

murder. Nevertheless, Zerlett-Olfenius successfully evaded his

sentence, reportedly fleeing to Switzerland.

3 Although I would like to think this was intentional on Selpin's part, this

would require further research into his production notes. Thus, I am
forced to speculate as to his mindset and intentions based on the final

product.

'* To support this argument, Theweleit reproduces "The Decalogue of

Race" and "The Decalogue of the Mass" constricted by Maximilian

Delmar. Several couplets bear on elements contained in the scene:

"Race is the spirit of grace in landscape, blood, and form/Mass is the

death of spirit in landscape, blood, and form;" "Race is the exception,

and the rights due to it/Mass is equality and its attendant terrors;"

"Race is the passionate intensity of will in a man/Mass is feminization

of the will in a man;" "Race is passionate submission in a woman/Mass
is prostitution in a woman."
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KONRAD BAYER UND DIE WIENER
GRUPPE*

Clemens K. Stepina

Einleitung

In der zeitgenossischen Literaturwissenschaft wird die Wiener

Gruppe „als ein Stxeit- und Vorzeigeobjekt in der Debatte um eine

neue osterreichische Literatur"^ gehandelt. DaB die Dichtergruppe

diesen hypertrophen Status heute erlangt hat, kristallisiert sich als das

kompensatorische Resultat eines inadaquaten Methodendiskurses

heraus: Die Auseinandersetzung mit der Wiener Gruppe^ wie mit

Konrad Bayer insbesondere, erfolgt anhand historisierender Rekurse

auf Vorformen der experimenteilen Literatur (la) oder durch

biographische Forschung (lb). Entgegen diesen beiden Tendenzen

wird in dieser Arbeit die Anstrengung unternommen, das

verstehenskonstitutive Paradigma der Prasentadon fur den

Textbegriff experimenteller und konkreter Literatur aufzufinden und

es in die methodologische Diskussion einzufuhren: Nicht um die

Sprache an sich im Medium der Reprasentation analog des

tradidonellen Realismus, sondern um eine Hinterfragung der

Bedingung ihrer Moglichkeiten als Prasentadon—anhand von

Montage- und Invendonismustechnik—geht es (2). Die Leismngs-

fahigkeit des Paradigmas der Prasentadon wird dann abschlieBend

auf das Textmaterial des Romans >>der sechste sinn<< von Konrad

Bayer (iberpriift (3). Der SchluBteil (4) soil die hier erarbeiteten

Forschungsergebnisse—alien voran: der Gruppe ging es in ihrer

Sprachkritik, entgegen traditioneller Literamr mit ihrem Prinzip der

Reprasentadon, um die Prasentadon von Sprache—resiimieren.
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1 Forschungsproblematik

Die Inkompatibilitat literatunvissenschaftlicher Methodik in

bezug auf die Einmaligkeit des Schaffens der Wiener Gruppe ist im

historischen Rekurs auf Vorformen der experimentellen Literatur (a)

wie andererseits durch biographische Forschung (b) gegeben.

la Historisierende Rekurse

Was die Historisierung anbelangt, so haben sich von Anfang an

die Vertxeter der experimentellen Nachkriegsliteratur dagegen

verwahrt, ihre Dichtung in einen geschichdichen Bezugsrahmen

setzen zu lassen, da dadurch das Eigene nicht genug beriicksichdgt

werden wiirde. So hielt Gomringer schon 1960 fest, daB „es . . .

immer wieder interpreten von konkreten gedichten [gibt], die

glauben, dem gegenstand nur dadurch gerecht zu werden, dass sie ihn

ausdeuten, so wie man konventionelle dichtung ausdeutet, das heisst,

sie stellen ihn in historisch-kausale zusammenhange."" Seine

Zeitdiagnose erweist sich heute als adaquat, wenn zudem bedacht

wird, daB der konservadven Literaturkritik die historisierende

Methode dazu diente, die kulturpolitisch nach dem Krieg immer noch

geltende Dichotomie zwischen hoher und niederer, zwischen ardger

und entarteter Kunst zu fesdgen. Noch 1967 denunzierte etwa

Friedrich in seinem Standardwerk >>Die Struktur der modernen

Lyrik<< Konkrete Poesie als „maschinell ausgeworfenen Worter-

und Silbenschutt", die „dank ihrer Sterilitat" in einer Analyse iiber

'moderne' Litertur „vollig auBer Betracht bleiben" ^ konne.

Nicht anders wurde mit der Wiener Gruppe verfahren: Was ihre

einzelnen Mitgleider verband, war daB sie sich als anarchistisches

Gegengewicht zu dem damals herrschenden Strom von Hof- und

Heimatdichtern verstanden. Die literarische Offentlichkeit im

Nachkriegswien wurde von jenen—Bayer nannte sie „musterschuler

von kalkvater grillparzer""*, Artmann „schmoezx6n"^—dominiert.

Die Texte der Gruppe wurden kaum publiziert (und selbst in

posthumer Veroffentlichung denunziert)*^, ihre Auftritte boykottiert/
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Die Aufnahme der osterreichischen Avantgardeliteratur nach

1945 durch die Literaturwissenschaft und -kritik war der deutschen

sehr ahnlich: Entweder verwarf man sie als niedere, entartete Kunst

oder verdachtigte sie des Dadaismus- und Surrealismus- Plagiats.^ Als

Folge dessen hat sich die zeitgenossische Literatur- und

Sprachwissenschaft resignierend dazu entschlossen, „[d]ie

Textformen" experimenteUer Literatur als „Resultat der

sprachexperimentellen Verfahren" zu definieren, „fur die es aber eine

wissenschaftsanaloge strenge Methodik nicht gibt".

lb Biographische Forschung

In der biographischen Forschung wurden Komponenten des

autorensoziologischen wie soziokulturellen Hintergrunds der Wiener

Gruppe nicht in bezug auf die Werkrezeption analysiert, sondern mit

iiberbelichtetem Pathos zum literarischen Mythos erhoben: In

Zeitschriften wie spezifischen Publikationen wird das literarische

Gruppenwerk wie die EinzeUeistungen Konrad Bayers hinter der

FoHe exzentrischer Selbstdarstellung 'interpretiert' oder

Autobiographisches der Gruppe durch gelegentUche Zitate aus der

Schatzkammer des eigenen Fachwissen iiber Avantgarde,

Experimentelle Dichtung und Konkrete Poesie bereichert.

Der Nahrboden fiir diese Haltung, welche aus einem

kompensatorischen Rezeptionsbediirfnis entsprungen ist (wahrend

dem Bestehen der Gruppe gab es fast keine theoretischen

Selbstverstandigungstexte)^\ wurde nicht zuletzt durch die

'Hinterbliebenen' der Wiener Gruppe angereichert: Esoterische

Meinungen der ehemaligen Mitglieder iiber die Gruppe—^wie iiber

Bayer im besonderen, der nach seinem Freitod 1964 rasch zum
Mythos avancierte—^wurden besonders von Riihm und Wiener im

Standartwerk >>Die Wiener Gruppe. Achleitner, Artmann, Bayer,

Riihm, Wiener. Texte. Gemeinschaftsarbeiten. Aktionen.<< geschickt

plaziert.'^ Diese konnen aber nur von iiberaus fragwiirdiger Autoritat

sein, da sie auf elitare Selbstdarstellung, und nicht auf seriose oral-

history abzielen.
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Mustergiiltig sei diese Behauptung an einem Zitat von Oswald

Wiener nachgewiesen, der aus der Not der biographisch orientierten

Literaturwissenschaft, die Texte der Gruppe angemessen inter-

pretieren zu konnen, eine geniale Tugend des In-Eins-Fallen von

Leben und Werk macht. Im Kontext zu Konrad Bayers Schaffen halt

er—bis heute !

—'^ daran fest, daB dieser „durch seine personliche

Anwesenheit und durch sein Gesprach weit starker und folgenreicher

gewirkt [hat] als durch seine Arbeit."'"^ Es ist klar, daB wenn man sich

auf solche Aussagen stiitzt,'^ objektive Kriterien einer Werkanalyse

zugunsten subjektiver Anspriiche vollig aufgegeben werden.

Damit werden auch unseriosen 'Rezensenten' verschlossene

Tiiren geoffnet: AnlaBlich des Erscheinens der >>Samtlichen

Werke<< von Konrad Bayer (1985)'*^ gab es eine Besprechung, die

im ehrenbeleidigenden Stil Bayers Texte als „schlicht und einfach

schlecht", bezeichneten (sie kamen „kaum iiber das Niveau einer

durchschnittlichen Maturazeitung" hinaus) und sie „simpel als

Ergebnis einer mehr oder minder b'soffenen Hetz" verstanden

wissen woUte.

2 Zur Sprachkritik der Wiener Gruppe

Weder Historisierung noch (werkextrapolierende) Biographie

konnen die forschungsspezifischen Instrumentarien sein, mit der sich

eine werkimmanente Auseinandersetzung mit der Wiener Gruppe wie

mit Bayer im speziellen erreichen lasst. Deshalb gilt es, ein

verstehenskonsdmtives Paradigma fiir den Textbegriff experimen-

teller Literatur (hier im speziellen: Konkreter Poesie) zu definieren

und es in den spezifischen Diskurs einzufiihren.

Der genuine Gedanke im Werk der Wiener Gruppe laBt sich als

Thematisierung von Sprachskepsis interpretieren: „von anfang an war

fur [...] uns die sprache das >fremde<, das instrument, die

maschine."^^ Nicht um die Sprache an sich im Medium der

Reprasentation, sondern um ihre Prasentation—als Hinterfragung

sprachlicher Bedingungen iiberhaupt—ist es der Gruppe gegangen.

Die Sprache wird dabei nicht, wie in Realismusdarstellungen der

tradidonellen Literatur, als abbildgetreues Bild von Wirklichkeit re-
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prasentiert, sondern dieses Bild wird anhand von Prasentations- oder

Materialisationsverfahren (Montage- und Inventionismustechnik) ad

absurdum gefiihrt. Die Wiener Gruppe geht dabei von einer

philosophisch intendierten Sprachskepsis aus:'^ Es wird hinterfragt,

oh die Sprache Begriffe wie Subjekdvitat und Individualist als

reflexives Wirklichkeitskonzept des Menschen re-prasenderen kann.

Als Konsequenz dessen erscheinen in ihren Arbeiten diese Begriffe

als sprachliche Fikdonen.

Transportiert wurden diese sprachkridschen Aufgaben nach der

Methode der Konkreten Poesie, die durch ihren GehaltsvoUzug

Paradigmenfunktion innerhalb der experimentellen Literatur besitzt.^^

Die Pramisse Konkreter Poesie ist die, daB Sprache in ihr nichts

anderes darsteUen oder zeigen soil, als sich selbst; d.h. ihr Material:

Prasentadon statt Reprasentadon der Sprache. Gegeniiber dem
Reprasentationsprinzip des ReaUsmus wird von Vertretern

experimenteller Literatur „nicht auf die Darstellung, sondern auf die

Form, die der DarsteUung vorausgeht, auf den materialen Aspekt der

Sprache und Schrift, auf ihre phonedschen, grafischen, rhythmischen

Qualitaten"^' das Interesse gelegt. Die gestalterische Konzeption des

Textmaterials wird auf den Bedeutungstrager >Sprache< selbst

zugeschnitten, und nicht auf die konventionalisierte Bedeutung von

Sprache. Die Sprache wird so weniger als Mittel, denn vor allem als

Material angesehen. Ihre Prasentadonsformen sind dabei als

Purgierungs- oder „Redukdons-, Reprodukdons- und Kombinadons-

verfahren [anzusehen], aus denen die Konkretisierungsprozedur

besteht: Redukdon auf Elemente, Reproduktion sprachHcher

Versatzstiicke (Vorformulierungen, Zitate) und Kombinadon der

Elemente zu neuen Konstelladonen."^^ In der Konkreten Poesie geht

es um eine Metasprache; d. h. um eine Sprache, die die Sprache

reflekdert. In dieser Sprachreflexion wird eine Prasentadon von

Sprache und Sprachelementen erwirkt, deren Reprasentadons-

charakter methodisch durch einen MaterialisadonsprozeB abgebaut

wird.

Indem die Wiener Gruppe Konkrete Poesie^^ nicht nur als

literarischen Stil, sondern als Methode an sich iibernimmt (der

Dichter tritt zugunsten einer Sprachregelmechanik zuriick), sind ihre
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Werke in Lyrik, Dramatik und Epik nicht einer konventionellen

Texttypologie einreihbar, sondern vielmehr als einander iiber-

greifende Schwellformen zu verstehen.^'' In extxemen Ausformungen

Konkreter Poesie wird Sprache nach mathematischen Berechnungen

entworfen, um den Eindruck entstehen zu lassen, daB sie sich

selbst—ohne wesentliches Zumn des Dichters (und das war eine

ungeheure Provokation gegeniiber den Heimatdichtern Osterreichs,

die sich als geniale Sprachschopfer empfanden)—erzeuge: Der

„methodische >inventionismus< wurde entwickelt. eine art

systematisierung der alogischen begriffsfolgen des radikalen

surrealismus . . . moglichst dissoziierte begriffsgruppen werden von

einer arithmetischen reihe . . . permutativ geordnet. das sprachliche

material sollte auf diese weise aus dem kausalen

begriffszusammenhang in eine art semandschen schwebezustand

gebracht werden, auf >mechanischem< wege iiberraschende

wortfolgen und bilder erzeugen."^^ Diese Methode wurde von der

Gruppe, wie von Bayer insbesondere in seiner Lyrik angewandt.

Neben dem methodischen Invenuonismus wurde die Montage

eingesetzt: Das experimentelle Sprachinstrument der Montage

(bewuBt in der Literatur zum ersten Mai von Athanasius Kircher und

Hugo Ball eingefiihrt), hatte ebenso zum Ziel tendentiell die

klassischen Gattungsgrenzen zwischen Lyrik, Dramatik und Epik

aufheben zu wollen. Sie wurde von der Wiener Gmppe, ausgehend von

montierten Texten aus alten Konversadonslexika, zu „eine[r]

bewuBte[n] gemeinsame[n] auseinandersetzung mit dem material

sprache iiberhaupt"^^ verwendet. Sie ist bei Bayer nicht nur im

Rahmen von formal angelegten Romanen (>>der kopf des vitus

bering<<^^, >>der sechste sinn<<), sondern auch in dramatischen

Skizzen zu finden.^^ Dadurch, daB epische, lyrische und dramatische

Texte von der Gruppe durch die Methoden des Invendonismus und

der Montage iiberarbeitet wurden, ist eine klassische Einteilung in

Gattungen nicht moglich.^*^

Diese beiden Methoden machen die Leistungsfahigkeit des

Paradigmas der Prasentadon aus und grenzen es damit deutlich vom
Modus der Reprasentadon des tradidonellen Realismus ab. Das gilt

auch fiir experimentelle Erzahlungen in Prosa. Durch die
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sprachkritische Ausstellung von Erzahlungen in Prosa wird

prasentiert, daB die reaiistische Intention, eine Auseinandersetzung

einer Person mit ihrer Umwelt zu re-prasentieren, ein in sich

aporetisches Unterfangen darstellt: UnumstoBliche Begriffe des

Realismus wie Subjekt und Wirklichkeit werden auf ihre sprachiiche

Abbildungsfahigkeit hinterfragt und kritisiert, bis sie schlieBlich selbst

als sprachiiche Fiktionen ausgemacht werden. Das soil mustergiiltig

anhand des Romans >>der sechste sinn<< von Konrad Bayer

nachgewiesen werden.

3 Bayers Roman »der sechste sinn«

>>der sechste sinn<< ist - wie sein Titel das schon andeutet - ein

bewuBtseinsphilosophischer 'Roman'^' und tragt autobiographische

Ziige^^: Das Leben in und im Umkreis der Wiener Gruppe, also das

Leben als Experiment und die Hinterfragung des eigenen Ichs als

willentliches Sprach- und Handlungsindividuum, wird thematisiert.

Das zentrale formale Thema des Sprachexperiments wird inhaltlich

an einem negadven Realismuskonzept festgemacht: Die Sprache

erscheint hier nicht, wie in konventionellen Realismusdarstellungen

der traditionellen Literatur, als abbildgetreues Vexierbild von

Wirklichkeit, sondern die Bedingungen der Moglichkeit dieses Bildes

wird anhand der Montagetechnik selbst gepriift und desavouiert. Die

Sprache ist fiir Bayer im Medium des Experiments zugleich

methodischer Inhalt ihrer Form. „[E]ine[r] Form, von der die

Philosophen noch manches lernen konnen",^^ wie Ernst Bloch dies

nach einer Lesung Bayers meinte. Die experimentelle Romanform
des „sechsten sinns" ist gekennzeichnet durch die (post)moderne

Thematisierung der Unmoglichkeit von Wirklichkeits- bzw.

Wahrnehmungskonzepten; der Zerissenheit des Ichs in der Welt. Die

Krisis des modernen BewuBtseins wird dabei bei Bayer

auBerordentlich plastisch, in hochardsdschen Sprachbildern wider die

(konvendonalisierte) Sprache selbst, dargestellt. Die sprachkridsch-

literarischen Reflexionen zu Begriffen der Subjektivitat, Sprache und

Wirklichkeit ist hier unmittelbar auf eigene autobiographische

Erfahrungen angewandt, wobei selbst hier das Prinzip einer
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Dichtungsmaschine (korrespondierend dem Prinzip der Montage)

nicht abgelegt wird, sondern nur auf die Bedingungen erzahlerischer

Form angewandt wird: Die Methodik Konkreter Poesie, die es in der

Materialisation und Prasentation von Sprache bewirkt, Subjektivitat

als sprachliche Fikdon auszuweisen, wird auf den Rahmen eines

Erzahlmusters iibertragen. Die Sprachmechanik friiher Texte kehrt

nicht als RegelprozeB wieder, aber ist in ihren Grundprinzipien auch

im Bayer'schen Romankonzept nachzuverfolgen: Der Dichter tritt

nun insofern wieder zugunsten eines methodischen Konstrukdons-

plans zuriick, da die sprachlichen Konventionen im tradidonellen

Roman hier einer Dekonstruktion unteriiegen. Es gibt im

>>sechsten sinn<< keinen Ich-Erzahler, es gibt ferner keine

Idendfikadon des Autors mit einer entwickeiten Figur, auBerdem sind

die Figuren voneinander nicht klar getrennt—in ihnen sind keine

Idendfikationsakte von Subjekten vorzufinden. So heiBt es

bezeichnenderweise in einer Passage:

„plotzlich steht oppenheimer vor mir und sieht aus

wie braunschweiger, der wie dobyhal aussieht und der

sieht aus wie nina, die wie weintraub aussieht, der wie

lipschitz aussieht, der wie mirjam aussieht und die

sieht aus wie der mann an der barriere da, der meine

eintrittskarte sehen will. »he, sie«, sagt der.

verdammt."^"*

Der fiir das menschliche Individuum idendtatssdftende Begriff

>Ich< ist fiir Bayer eine sprachliche Fikdon, auf dem sich nur

illusorische Kommunikationsakte begriinden konnen. Das laBt sich an

der 'Konversation' zweier 'Haupt'personen des Romans, dobyhal und

goldenberg, ablesen:

»wer bin ich?« schreit dobyhal. er ist betrunken. »aber

ich«, fliistert goldenberg, seine augen sind geschlossen

und hinter den lidern haben sich die pupillen in kleine

graue aber singende vogel verwandelt, was niemand

beweisen kann, weil sie doch unsichtbar geworden

sind, »das sind wir doch alle«, setzt goldenberg fort
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und die lider tun sich auf und entblossen die beiden

vogel die jetzt wieder augen sind und zwar beide,

»jeder nennt sich so, jeder heisst so, ich, das bist du

und er und sie und die andern und jeder und vielleicht

auch die steine und die blumen, was weiss ich was die

denken, und noch schlimmer: auch gehen und griin

und fiir und und . .« aber dobyhal, der gar nicht

zugehort hat, schreit weiter: »was heisst ich, was soil

das sein, ist das meine zehen & ich oder mein

bewusstsein und was ist dann mein unterbewusstsein?

vielleicht die bibliothek der geheimliteratur, die

versteinte mysdk dieses ichs meines ichs, hallo was

heisst das?«^^

Es ist nicht so, daB Bayer die Moglichkeit der Verstandigung

vollstandig leugnen wiirde, was er allerdings bestreitet, ist daB

Sprache das adaquate Medium sei, in dem sinnvoll iiber Subjektivitat

und Identitat mit anderen reflekdert werden kann; was zuletzt nicht

eine Kritik an der tradidonellen Literatur ist.^^ Diese inhaltliche

Kritik—die oben angesprochene Hinterfragung von Subjektivitat u.

a.—^wird formal durch die Methode der Montage gefestigt. Sie

suggeriert Simultanitat zwischen den Textpassagen und kann somit

den Leser unmoglich zwischen Anfang, Mitte und Ende des Romans
differenzieren lassen. Ein Beispiel von vielen: Indem Bayer etwa die

Aussage „wo leben und eigentum bedroht werden" von Anfang bis

Ende des Romans in inhaltlich vollig verschiedene Textpassagen

permanent mondert und in ihrer Finalitat unerheblich variiert („[da]

horen alle unterscheidungen auf, „verlieren sich die

unterscheidungen", „treten die unterschiede aus der seiten-

dekoradon") , ist der Leser gezwungen, kontextuelle Analogien zu

Ziehen, die einer kausale Abfolge von Ereignissen wie einer logischen

und temporaren Stringenz des Erzahlstrangstrangs aber

entgegenarbeiten.^^
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4 SchluB

In der Wiener Gruppe, und wir haben dies anhand Konrad Bayer

explizit nachzuweisen versucht, ist das iibergreifende Moment ihres

Werkes die Arbeit mit dem Sprachmaterial an sich. Wird diese nicht

als Teil der gesamten literarischen Arbeiten und sprach-

philosophischen Reflexionen um das Phanomen der Prasentation von

Sprache begriffen, gehen historisch und biographisch bemiihte

Interpretationen nur allzu ieicht fehl. Alle Textbefunde der Gruppe,

die zwingend in das Interpretadonsfeld des Paradigmas der

Keprasentationskrise tradiuoneller Literatur verweisen, das sich als

Hinterfragung der Bedingungen der Moglichkeit von Sprache

statuiert, konnen dann nicht mehr adaquat behandelt werden,

sondern miissen mit den kompensatorischen Werkzeugen der

Historisierung oder des Biographismus Mythos begradigt werden.
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Zeittafel zur Wiener Gruppe

1951/52: Griindungszeit der Wiener Gruppe (Namensgebung von D. Zeeman). Um H.C.

Artmann beginnt sich ein Dichterkreis zu formieren, der sich in der Ausweitung literarischer Mittel

unter Kritik bisheriger literarischer Formen vibt. Seine nominellen Mitglieder sind: Friedrich Achleitner

(Architekt), H.C. Artmann (Poet), Konrad Bayer (Dandy), Gerhard Riihm (Musiker), Oswald Wiener

(autodidaktischer Philosoph).

1953: Artmann formuliert seine >>Acht-Punkte-Proklamation des poetischen Acts<<, eine

radikale Poetologie des anything goes, die im Kern davon handelt, „dass man Dichter sein kann, ohne

auch irgendjemals ein Wort geschrieben oder gesprochen zu haben." (zit. n. Bayer 1964a, 348). Mit

dieser radikalen Eigendynamik der Gruppe beginnt sich ab

1954 - 1957: Ein neues formales BewuBtsein fiir Sprache zu entwickeln. Es geht nicht mehr um
die bloBe Inhaltlichkeit von Sprache an sich, sondern um die formale Thematisierung der Bedingungen

der Moglichkeit von Sprache. Sdchwort: Prasentation (Materialisation, Verdinglichung) statt

Reprasentation (Abbildung) von Sprache. Gemeinsam mit dem Bildhauer Marc Adrian wird ein

formales Dichtungsprinzip, der „Methodische Invenrionismus" entwickelt, das syntaktisch nach einem

Zufallsverfahren Wortreihen und -ketten bildet. Im formalen Spiegel des Experiments—qua negative

konkrete Poesie—sind Dialektgedichte (etwa H.C. Artmann: >>Med ana schwoazzn dinm<< (1958)),

Montagen (etwa Artmann/Bayer: >>11 verbarien<<) und schlieBlich das Literarische Caberet (etwa

Achleimer/Bayer/RiJhm/Wiener: >>die kinderoper<<) als Werkkategorien zu nennen.

1957/58: H.C. Artmann, der gemaB seiner tiefen Wurzeln in der poetischen Inhaltlichkeit von

Sprache die Zeit formaler Experimente immer schon als eine voriibergehende angesehen haben

musste, verlasst die Gruppe. Wieweit das Bayer, der in diesem Punkt kritischer Schiiler Artmanns war,

irritiert haben musste, ist daran abzulesen, daB in seinen Darstellungen iiber die Wiener Gruppe (1964

a, b), zum Argernis Riihms (SW 1, 345 ff.), dem gemeinsamen Weg mit Artmann die breitesten

Passagen einraumt werden. In diesem Zeitraum, besonders aber ab

1959-1962: beginnen sich auch fiir Bayer schwerwiegende inhaltliche Differenzen mit der

Gruppe, die sich schon zu zersetzen beginnt, abzuzeichnen. Es gibt zwar noch Gemeinschaftsarbeiten

(u.a. die Operette >>schweissfuss<< von Bayer/Riihm,), die beiden >>literarischen cabarets<<

(1958/59); aber es verliert sich schon die dichterische Substanz. Der nicht wirklich ernst zunehmende

Lob des Kalauers wird vom nunmehrigen Chefideologen der Gruppe, Oswald Wiener, verpflichtend

eingefiihrt.

1959/60: Wegen Bayers kritischen „Sehnsucht" nach „Realismus" (Achleitner in Schlosser 1993,

17 ff) - in seiner ironischen Selbstsicht: „wegen unsittlichen lebenswandels" (Bayer 1964a, 355) - wird

dieser sogar kurzfristig von der Gruppe ausgeschlossen. Am stringentesten lasst sich diese Sehnsucht

an seinen Romanen, besser: Romanprojekten, ablesen, die mit Skizzen, wie: >>das zimmer des

admirals<< oder >>der scharze prinz<< (beides in SW) in diese Zeit fallen und die die thematische

Nahe zu Artmann noch dokumenderen. Als verwirklichte Romane (wieweit diese in der

experimentellen Literatur als solche iiberhaupt zu bezeichnen sind), die zudem eine lange theorerische

Reflexionsphase iiber Literatur in sich tragen - und somit alle Register experimenteller Verfasstheit von

Realismus(verfremdungen), ohne jedoch in bloBen Formalismus abzusinken, in sich tragen (und gerade

dies lasst die Meisterschaft Bayers besonders gegeniiber Riihm und Wiener immer wieder erkennen),

sind zu nennen: >>der stein der weisen<< (1954-1962), >>der kopf des vitus bering« (1958-1960;

index 1963) und schlieBlich >>der sechste sinn<< (1960-1964) (alle in SW).

1964: Freitod Bayers, die Wiener Gruppe hort zu existieren auf Ein Mythos um die Wiener

Gruppe, wie um Konrad Bayer insbesondere, beginnt sich zu entwickeln.
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Quellen:

Sigel: SW = Bayer, Konrad: Sdmtliche Werke. 2 Bde [I, II]. Hrsg. v. Gerhard Kiihm. OBV-KJett-Cotta, Wien

/i'^5.>>autobiographische ski2ze<< (SW 1, 7f.), >>hans carl artmann und die wiener

dichtergruppe« (in SW 1, 3477ff.= 1964a) sowie »the vienna group« (SW 1, 356ff.= 1964b).

F. Achleimer, H. Schlosser, Ein standiger ProzeB der Uminterpretation, Ein Gesprach mit

Friedrich Achleimer iiber die Wiener Gruppe, ihre Folgen und ihre Tradirionen, in: Lese^^irkel, 63/1993,

17 ff.

M. Adrian: inventionen. Linz 1980 [m. e. Nachwort von G. Ruhm].

H.C. Artmann: acht punkte proklamation [1953]. In: G. Riihm: Die Wiener Gruppe..., op.cit..

H.C. Armiann: med ana schwoa^^ dintn. gedichtar aus hradnsee. Salzburg 1958.

K. Bayer: bans carl armiann und die wiener dichtergruppe [1964a]. In: h.c. armiann, ein lilienweifar

brief aus lincolnsbire, gedichte aus 21jahren. Ffm. 1969.

K. Bayer: the vienna group [1964b]. Zuerst erschienen in: Times Literary Supplement, 3. 9. 1964,

784.

K. Bayer: Briefe an Verkger. Hg. v U. Janetki, In: Sondern 4. Ziirich 1979. QP.

G. Riihm: vorwort [1965 = 1985a]. In: Konrad Bayer, SW 1.

G. Riihm: Die Wiener Gruppe. Achteitner, Artmann, Bayer, Ruhm, Wiener Texte. Gemeinschaftsarbeiten.

Aktionen. Reinbeck b. Hamburg 1985 [2].

G. Riihm: vorwort [1967]. In: Ders. (Hg.), Die Wiener Gruppe..., op.cit.

G. Riihm: zur >wiener gruppe< in den fiinfziger jahren - mit bemerkungen zu einigen friihen

gemeinschaftsarbeiten.<< In: I'om »Kahlsch/ag<< ^ »movens«: tiher das langsame Aujtauchen

experimentellerSchreibweiseinderwestdeutschenUteraturderfunfv^igerJahre. Hrsg.v. j. Drews. Miinchen 1980.

O. Wiener: Die Wiener Gruppe. Eine Kontroverse. [ Mit Beitr. u.a. v. H. Fink, G. Riihm und O.

Wiener]. In: Neues Forum 1968/171/.

O. Wiener: das >literarische cabaret< der wiener gruppe. In: Die Wiener Gruppe...,o/).«/.

Anmerkungen

* Diese Arbeit wurde durch ein Wissenschaftsstipendium des Magistrats der

Stadt Wien, Magistratsabteilung 18 (Stadtentwicklung und Stadtplanung

/ Gruppe Wissenschaft), gefordert.

1 G. Steinlechner, "Ehrenwerte Rebellen? Die Wiener Gruppe als ein Streit-

und Vorzeigeobjekt in der Debatte um eine neue osterreichische

Literatur" 202.

2 E. Gombrich, "weshalb wir unsere dichtung >konkrete dichtung<

nennen", ^ursache der konkreten I. hnkretepoesie 31 ff und 34 f.

3 G. Friedrich, Die Struktur der modernen Lyrik 13.

4 K. Bayer, Sdmtliche Werke. Bd 1, 14.

5 H.C. Artmann, med ana schwoa^^n dintn. gedichtar aus bradnsee 95.

6 Wieweit die Wiener Gruppe—sogar nach ihrer Auflosung, verursacht durch

den Selbstmord Bayers (1964)—als Storer des literarischen
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Hausfriedens in Osterreich betrachtet wurden, gibt das Beispiel des in

den Printmedien hofierten Skandals um die Veroffendichung ihres

Gesamtwerks im Jahre 1967: Die subventionierten Staatsdichter Fink

wie Eisenreich sprechen der Gruppe das Recht ab, Literatur gemacht 2u

haben. Cf. dazu: "Die Wiener Gruppe, Eine Kontroverse," Neues Forum

XV.I (1968): 237 ff.

^ Nicht nur ihre aktionistischen Auftritte im Rahmen des „literarischen

cabarets", sondern sogar die - im konventionellen Rahmen
gehaltenen—Lesungen wurden vom Publikum abgelehnt: Wahrend der

Dichterlesung aus hosn rosn baa „mit den autoren [d.s.: armiann,

achleitoer, riihm] im mozartsaal des konzerthauses [kam] es zu einem

kleinen pfeifkonzert und rufen wie >in die gaskammer<,

>kulturschande< . . . iibrigens wurde ich [Riihm] auf grund einiger

gedichte in >hosn rosn baa< (vier jahre nach erscheinen des buches)

verdachtigt, der opernmorder zu sein (aufsehenerregender lusmiord an

einem ballettmadchen) und musste mich der kriminalpolizei einem

verhor unterziehen (schlagzeile im >express< morgenausgabe,

mittwoch den 24. April 1963, >Opernmord: Wiener Mundartdichter

muss wegen seiner Verse Alibi erbringen!<)." G. Riihm, Die Wiener

Gruppe. Achleitner, Artmann, Bayer, Rjihm, Wiener. Texte.

Gemeinschaftsarheiten. Aktionen 30 f.

8 Cf. A. Okopenko, "Die schwierigen Anfange osterreichischer

Progressivliteramr nach \9A5" Neues Forum 2/1 5: 1 ff.

^ H. Kallweit, "Textgeschichte im Wechselverhalmis mit der

Sprachgeschichte: 4.3. Sprachwandel als literarisches Thema:

experimentelle Literamr der Gegenwart," Handbuch ^ur Geschichte der

deutschen Sprache und ihrer Frforschung II. 1 660.

'0 Cf den diesbeziiglichen Literamrbericht bei U. Janetzki: Alphabet und Welt.

Uber Konrad Bayer 9 f

'• Fiir das Fehlen dieoretischer Selbstverstandigungsschriften wahrend des

Bestehens der Wiener Gruppe hat sich in der Sekundarliteratur der

Erklarungsversuch Hartungs (Experimentelle Literatur und Konkrete Poesie

75) durchgesetzt: „Im Vergleich zur deutschen und schweizer Linie des

literarischen Experiments ist pDei der Wiener Gruppe; Vf.] die geringe

Neigung zur Theoriebildung bemerkenswert. Das mag verschiedene

Griinde haben: die Tendenz zur Provokation, die durch theoretische

Vermitdung entscharft worden ware; die direktere, sinnlichere
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Beziehung zum sprachlicheren Material, gefordert u.a. durch Beschafti-

gung mit nicht-literarischen Disziplinen wie Musik (Riihrn) und

Architektur (Achleimer); und nicht zuletzt die Tatsache, daB es fur die

dieoretische Reflexion ein Ventil im Gruppengesprach gab."

12 Erschienen 1967, hier zit. n.: Reinbeck b. Hamburg 1985[2]. Cf.: G.

Riihrn: vorwort. Die Wiener Gruppe. Achleitner, Artmann, Bayer, Riihm,

Wiener Texte. Gemeinschajtsarheiten. Aktionen 7 ff. und O. Wiener, "das

>literarische cabaret< der wiener gruppe," 401 ff.

^^ Cf A. Liitze, Konrad Bayer, Vila 67 (Interview mit O. Wiener aus dem

Lahre 1993).

'•* O. Wiener, "Einiges iiber Konrad Bayer. Schwarze Romantik und

Surrealismus im Nachkriegswien" Die Zeit 17. Febr. 1978: 39 f: „Er

[scil. Bayer] war auch nicht in erster Linie ein Schriftsteller (dessen

Leben dazu dient, ein Werk zu begleiten oder zu illustrieren); das

meiste, was in Form von Anregungen und Ideen von ihm

ausgegegangen ist, erscheint in seinen Schriften nicht, oder jedenfalls

nur so tastend, wie es sich in den damals moglichen Formulierungen

unterbringen lieB. . . . Konrad hat durch seine personliche Anwesenheit

und durch sein Gesprach weit starker und folgenreicher gewirkt als

durch seine Arbeit, die man seither als >Avantgarde< in die

Traditionen gestellt hat, wie man es tut, um den >Dichter< aus

Klischees zu synthetisieren."

15 Cf L. Baier, der bezugnehmend auf den o. zit. Artikel Wieners meint, daB

Rezensenten es schwer mit Bayer haben, da diese „nur ein Buch in der

Hand haben", wo hingegen „Oswald Wiener ein Bild im Kopf hat."

Ders.: Der >ganze< Konrad Bayer ist nicht der ganze. >Das

Gesamtwerk< in einem Band. In; FAZ 15. 4. 1978, 34.

16 Sdmtliche Werke. 2 Bde, ed. Gerhard Riihm (Wien: OBV-Klett-Cotta,

1985). Nachfolgend zitiert als: SW
1^ hair [pseud.], "Die Wiener Gruppe und vor allem Konrad Bayer:

GruppenfleiB und Basdergeist," M - DasMaga^in 1/% (1985): 70.

18 O. Wiener, "Wittgensteins EinfluB auf die Wiener Gruppe," die wiener

gruppe (1987) 58 f

1^ Die Wiener fur die Gruppe v.a. durch Wittgenstein provoziert sah. Cf

Ders.: "Wittgensteins EinfluB auf die Wiener Gruppe," die wienergruppe.

(1987) 46 ff Cf auch dazu: U Janetzki, Alphabet und Welt. Cher Konrad

Bayer 21 a.
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20 K. Bayer, the Vienna group (1964): „our individual works, however, also

began to manifest a common style; this was indeed the aim. Together

we tackled the same themes [Sprachkritik und Priifung der Bedingungen

der Moglichkeit von Sprache; Vf.; Hervorh. ders.] from different

aspects or according to different principles, tested out formal

possibilities, discovered new methods and applied them." Zit. n.:

Konrad Bayer: SW, 1, 356. Cf dazu: A. Berger, "Zur Sprachasthetik der

Wiener Avantgarde," die wienergruppe (1987) 30 ff.

2' B. Steiner, "Wortpuzzle im Sprachlabor. ExperimenteUe Literatur hat

verstanden, wer etwas mit ihr anzufagcn weiB," Wiener Zeitung, Abt.

Uteratur 8.

22 Th. Kopfermann, Theoretische Positionen zur konkreten Poesie, XI.

23 Spricht man von der Konkreten Poesie in bezug auf die Wiener Gruppe,

dann ist es allerdings wichtig festzuhalten, daB sie sich ihrer als

methodisches Instrumentarium und nicht als allumfassende

Lebensphilosophie bediente. Interpreten wie V. Suchy proklamieren

statt dessen eine Einheit von Werk und Leben: „Die >Einwirkung

moderner Denkdisziplinen< auf die Konkrete Poesie, von der Gomringer

gesprochen hat, zeigt sich in ihrer besonders individuellen

Ausgangswirkung bei Konrad Bayer und Oswald Wiener. [...] Bei ihren

Experimenten mit der Sprache bezogen sie ihre eigene ein und

iiberschritten mit dieser existentiellen und artistischen Konsequenz

eigentlich schon die Grenzen des reinen Sprachexperiments. Bayer hat

sosehr mit sich selber experimentiert, daB sein Selbstmord eine Folge

davon war. Wahrend Bayer die Destruktion gegen sich selbst gerichtet

hat, so richtete Oswald Wiener diese gegen die Sprache." Suchy,

"Konkrete und experimentelle Poesie in Osterreich," Uteratur und

Uteraturgeschichte in Osterreich 229 ff. und 240 f.

2'* K. Strasser hat diese Hypothese besonders in bezug auf Konrad Bayer

schliissig nachgewiesen {Hxperimentelle Uteraturansdt^ im Nachkriegsmen.

Konrad Bayer als Beispiel 47): „[D]as >lyrische Ich<, das wesentliche

Element der lyrischen Subjekt-Objekt-Korrelation . . . [, tritt bei Bayer;

Vf.] in den Hintergrund. Der Dichter wird durch den Monteur oder gar

durch die >dichtungsmaschine< ersetzt." Tatsachlich wird dadurch

„der besondere sprachlogische Ort der Lyrik aufgehoben und die

Worte konnen genausogut fordaufend, als Epik, notiert werden." Dies

ist besonders bei dem lyrisch-epischen Versuch >>der vogel singt -
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eine dichtungsmaschine in 571 bestandteilen<< (SW 2, 135 ff.) zum

Tragen gekommen.
25 G. Ruhm in SW 1, 10; cf. auch ders. in SW 376 wie M. Adrian 1980, pass.

Zum methodischen Inventionismus, cf. auch Bayer in SW 1, 350.

26 >>die tanzer trommein und springen<<, >>niit einer lanze will er den

goldschatz finden<<, >>der kutscher sitzt auf dem tanzmeister<<,

»niit einem schwert aus reinem crystall<<, >>balsader binsam<<

(SW 1, 54 f.) und >>der neunertz specken klaster<<,>>die

jakobinermutze« (SW 1, 64 f.) (alle anderen in SW 1, 52 f.). Zu den

bedeutenderen lyrischen Texten und Montagen, die auBerhalb der

Inventionen entstanden sind, gelten: >>die vogel (kinderlied)<< (SW

1, 57 ff.), >>die oberflache der vogel<< (SW 1, 63), >>das wasser

steigt« (SW 1, 63), »er, der tag« (SW 1, 77).

27 Cf. bes. G. Ruhm in SW 1,10 f; ders. in SW 1, 376; K. Bayer in SW 1,

354.

28SW,2, 167ff.

29 Cf. etwa: »der berg« (SW 1, 223 ff.), »der see (l)/(2)« (ib., 232

ff.), »17.Juni 1962« (ib., 246 ff.) und »herr tanaka« (ib., 285 ff.).

30 Cf.: K. Strasser, Experimentelle Uteraturansdtie im Nachkriegswien. Konrad

Bayer ah Beispiel pass.

3' Bayer hat gegenuber einem seiner Verleger Otto F. Walter "die

bezeichnung roman" fiir den >>sechsten sinn<< ausdriicklich „als

hilfsbezeichnung" ausgewiesen. {Briefe an Verleger n. pag.)

52 Dazu Riihm: „>der sechste sinn< ist zum grossen teil autobiografisch.

konrad bayer hat altere und jiingere ereignisse und eindriicke mehr oder

weniger frei verarbeitet und ineinander verwoben; von seinem berliner

tagebuch 1962, >die klare zeit<, fmdet sich etwas wieder, auch traume

wollte er einbauen (vielleicht geschah das schon in gewissen passagen).

die figuren sind schliisselfiguren (goldenberg ist zweifellos er selbst),

wobei sich in einzelnen figuren mehrere freunde verdichten und

umgekehrt bestimmte freunde in mehrere figuren aufgesplittert sind,

die mitunter auch seine eigenen gedanken und erlebnisse widerspiegeln.

das gUt vor aUem fur dobyhal, oppenheimer und braunschweiger.

andere figuren sind eindeutiger. so ist in neuwerk (der in einem teil des

skripts urspriinglich als »arkner« auftritt) unschwer h. c. artmann zu

erkennen, wie etwa in dem »lied« von neuwerk und goldenberg, das an

artmanns stiick >aufbruch nach amsterdam< anklingt und auf gewisse
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praktiken der gemeinschaftsarbeit hinweist (alternierendes assoziieren)

hinter markus kremser ist padhi frieberger, hinter silberstein gerharc

lampersberg, hinter weintraub friedrich hundertwasser versteckt." Ders

in: SW, 2, 366.

53 E. Bloch, "Diskussionsbeitxag nach Bayers Lesung vor der Gruppe 47

[1963]," Konrad Bayer - Symposion 83 ff.

34 SW, 2, 255. Oder noch radikaler SW, 2, 293: „pl6tzlich war goldenberg

verschwunden. mitten im gesprach, mitten im satz hatte er sich in

nichts aufgelost, war vor den augen dobyhals verschwunden. er war

weg, er war nirgends, einfach nicht da. verhohnt brach dobyhal in

tranen aus. goldenberg hatte seinen korper mit verrutschter nase am
sofa liegen lassen. zornig trat dobyhal nach diesem popanz, da schien

der hampelmann mit seinen milchigen augen zu grinsen. als er die

puppe schiittelte, begriff dobyhal langsam sehr langsam, was man mit

ihm getan, und im gefiihl seiner ohnmacht warf er die puppe vom sofa

35 SW, 2, 288 f.

36 Es gibt immer wieder Textpassagen im >>sechsten sinn<<, wo Bayer

sich iiber realistische HeimatUteratur lustig macht, wie etwa in SW, 2,

239: „der vogel fliegt. Die kuh grast. Das sind die freuden der

einsamkeit."

3"^ SW 2, 211 und pass.: „die bauerin blieb ungeriihrt im stil der jahrhundert-

wende, obwohl es gerade ein paar minuten vor der essenszeit war. ein

vornehm wirkender junger mann beobachtet uns. er klirrt im salon, sie

lachelt kaum merklich. u>o lehen und eigentum hedroht werden, da horen alle

unterscheidungen auf. nina, die auf dem toUettetisch lag, hatte ringe unter

den augen und war voller haare." [Herv. Vf.]

38 Cf. dazu: SW, II, 263: „dabei fiel goldenberg von einer zeit in die andere

und er nahm keinen schaden. »was ist zeit?« krenek lasst nicht locker.

»die zeit ist mein ruhekissen<<, sagte goldenberg. »du liegst ja

garnicht«, entgegnete krenek, ein denker. »na eben«, bestatigte

goldenberg von einem bein auf das andere hiipfend und implodierte."

„zeit? staunte goldenberg und einige tage spater, nachdem er sich die

sache iiberlegt hatte, meinte er, ist nur zerschneidung des ganzen und

durch die sinne, fiigte er hinzu, als sie wieder dariiber sprachen." (Ibid.

266)
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The Genesis of Goethe's last Novel: Wilhelm

Meisters Wanderjahre (1821)

Renata Schellenberg

Most critical studies of the Wanderjahre focus on the 1829 version

of the work. The original 1821 version is often overlooked, or even

neglected, by scholars, who deem the second, later edition a more

"complete" publication.^ Their predilection can be partially explained

in terms of the lack of accessibility of the original manuscript. Due

to the widespread acceptance of the 1829 version of the work, it

became the version that was subsequentiy republished. The 1821

Wanderjahre only reappeared in 1921, on the centenary of its initial

publication. The problem with accessibility has been alleviated in

recent years, with two separate editions of Goethe's collected works

including both versions of the Wanderjahre as part of their corpus.^

Unfortunately, as of yet, this has not yielded a renewed interest in the

1821 version, with most recent studies still focusing on the 1829

version as the only legitimate story of the Wanderjahre. A brief

consideration of the circumstances, style and content of the initial

1821 version of the novel is necessary, however, for it provides an

introductory prelude to its later counterpart, offering unique insight

into the motivation and modus of thought underlying the conception

of the work as a whole.

As early as 1796 Goethe recorded his intention to continue the

story of Wilhelm Meister beyond the initial stage of the character's

apprenticeship. In a letter to Schiller he wrote:

Bey jenem wird die Hauptfrage seyn: wo sich die

Ijehrjahre schlieBen, die eigentlich gegeben werden
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sollen, und in wie fern man Absicht hat, kiinftig die

Figuren etwa noch einaml auftreten zu iassen. Ihr

heutiger Brief deutet mir eigentlich auf eine

Fortsetzung des Werks, wozu ich wohl Idee und Lust

habe...(FA10:777)'

The idea of writing a sequel to his novel Wilhelm Meisters luehrjahre

reappears at various points throughout the next few years in his

correspondence with friends and colleagues, with further clues that

the conceptualization of the narrative is somehow underway/

However, it is only in 1807 that one finds concrete and authoritative

evidence that the act of writing is actually taking place. In his journal

Goethe wrote: "Morgens um Va 7 Uhr angefangen, von Wilhelms

Meisters Wanderjahre das erste Capitel zu dictieren" (FA 10: 783).

The prolonged launch of the course of the Wilhelm Meister

narrative is only the initial delay in the complicated story of its

development and delivery, which spanned another 14 years of events

until the novel was finally published in its original form in 1821.

Concurrent with the early work on the Wanderjahre, Goethe

was also developing a plan for a separate cyclical novel. Referring to

the structure of what would ultimately become Unterhaltungen deutscher

Ausgewanderten, he wrote: "Ich liebe mir sehr ParaUelgeschichten. Eine

deutet auf die andere hin und erklart ihren Sinn besser als viele

trockene Worte" (FA 10: 778). In addition to this other project,

Goethe also began to write a separate series of novellas for the

Wanderjahre. The purpose of these narrative insertions within the

main narrative seemed, however, either undetermined or uncertain,

for one of the novellas that came out of this cycle was Die

Wahlverwandschaften^ which was later published as an autonomous

novel in its own right in 1809. The writing of the Wanderjahre novellas

is furthermore interesting because it revealed a strange preoccupation

on the author's part as to how the finished stories should be

presented, published and read. Thus rather than publishing them

together as the cohesive unit they were intended to be, Goethe

published the novellas intermittently throughout 1808-09, as if he
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were consciously reluctant to release them to the open scrutiny of his

reading pubHc.

The fragmentary publication of the novellas in Cotta's

Taschenbucb fiir Damen raises some interesting questions. Was Goethe

hesitant to disclose that he was writing another Wilhelm Meister novel?

Or was he being secretive in order to devise a proper strategy for the

delivery of his new project? Details surrounding the publication of

the novellas only serve to heighten one's curiosity concerning these

matters. The initial Wanderjahre novella to be published by Goethe in

the Damenkaiender was Die pilgernde Torin, a story that in the 1821

version of the novel occupies belated prominence, appearing only in

the sixteenth chapter of the work. The story was not the first novella

to be completed by Goethe in his cycle; three other novellas had been

previously written.^ Wolfgang Bunzel argues that by choosing Die

pilgernde Torin for publication first, Goethe was procrastinating with a

clear announcement of his intention to write the Lebrjahre sequel, and

wanted his reading public to think that the novella was an

autonomous publication. According to Bunzel, Goethe consciously

picked Die pilgernde Torin because it was a translation from the French

manuscript entitied ha folk en pelerinage, the authorship of which he

could point to and disassociate himself from in case of negative

reception. As Bunzel maintains, neither his publisher Cotta, nor the

reading public knew that Goethe was in fact writing the novella for

the Wanderjahre (192). His intentions were only revealed after the

story was both published and favourably received, whereupon the

author allowed a formal statement to be made about his work in

progress.

In 1809 four more novellas appeared in the Damenkaiender^

complete with tide page and explicit indication that more of the

novel was to come. Bunzel cites the original caption of the second

chapter published in the journal in which Goethe wrote: "Hier folgt

im Original ein Brief an Natalien, wodurch die Wanderjahre

eingeleitet und an die Lehrjahre angekniipft werden" (195). Goethe's

intention to awake interest and curiosity in his work was coupled with

the confidence that he was making speedy progress with the

completion of the novel. Thus in 1 809 he wrote to Cotta:
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Da ich Ihnen zusagte, abermals etwas in den

DamenCalendar zu schicken, so dachte ich abermals

ein Stiick von Wilhiem Meisters Wanderjahren zu

senden. Da ich aber, indem ich die Vorarbeiten wieder

durchsehe und angreife, die Moglichkeit fiihle, wo
nicht zu Ostern, doch zu Michaelis, wenigstens den

ersten Band dieses Bandchens herauszugeben; so

werden Sie verzeihen, wenn meine Theilnahme

dieBmal nur in wenigem besteht. (FA 10: 785)

However, rather than compledng the novel within the framework

indicated, his work on the manuscript stalled, which delayed

publicadon until 1821. No formal statement was issued as to why this

might have occurred. Goethe wrote to Cotta in 1810 stadng that he

was he was revaluating his approach to the text, saying: "An den

Wanderjahren wird gearbeitet. Ob aber ein Theil fertig wird, weiB ich

kaum zu sagen. Es ist mir das Werk unter der Arbeit lieber geworden,

und ich sehe erst jetzt wieviel sich fur dasselbe und durch dasselbe

thun laBt" (FA 10: 786) Instead of completing the novel at this time,

Goethe engaged in other projects, continuing to write and publish

other manuscripts throughout the decade. He never fully remrned to

the Wanderjahre with the same degree of enthusiasm, or sense of

completion, even at the date of its publication in 1821.

In the years between 1810 and 1821 Goethe focused on other

literary endeavours. Most notably, he wrote his autobiography

Dichtung und Wahrheit (1811-22), while also completing less

comprehensive works such as Italienische Reise (1816), and West-ostlicher

Divan (1819). In 1816 he began publishing a six volume culmral

compendium Uber Kunst und Altertum, the publication of which would

steadily continue until his death in 1832. Two seminal scientific works

were published at this time as well: the Farbenlehre (1810) and the first

volume of his Hefte f^ur Morphologic (1817-1823). The Colour Theory

was particularly problematic for Goethe, because it elicited a

decidedly negative response from the scientific community, who
objected en masse to both his treatment of light, and of Sir Isaac

Newton. Goethe seemed surprisingly unconcerned with the
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controversy that took place, and appeared to have detached himself

from further work on the Farbenlehre, by choosing to immerse himself

in other projects instead. He documented his activities at the time in

the following manner;

Als, im Mai des Jahres 1810, der Druck meiner

Farbenlehre geendigt war, reiste ich nach Karlsbad,

mit dem festen Vorsatz: diesen Betrachtungen, in so

fern es moglich ware, sobald nicht weiter

nachzuhangen. Ich wandte Sinn und Gedanken gegen

biographische Erinnerungen, rekapitulierte mein

eigenes Leben so wie das Leben eingreifender

Freunde. Hackerts Biographie ward vorgesucht und,

weil ich einmal ins Erzahlen gekommen war, mehrere

kleine Novellen, Geschichten, Romane, wie man sie

niedergeschrieben, deren Stoff mir langst schon

erfreulich gewesen, die ich oft genug in guter

Gesellschaft erzahlt, und, nach endlicher Behandlung,

unter dem Titel: Wilhelm Meisters Wanderjahre zu

sammeln und zu vereinigen gedachte. (FA 25.1: 757)

However, following this statement, he also compiled a list of names

and publications belonging to people who opposed his colour theory,

and whom he himself categorized as his Widersacher, demonstrating

that, despite appearances, he was not entirely indifferent to the

critical climate surrounding his work on the Colour Theory.

It is difficult to estimate the degree to which the negative

reception of the Farbenlehre actually distracted Goethe from his

progress on the Wanderjahre. His scientific pursuits were of ongoing

importance for him, and he often specified their value within the

larger corpus of his work. He viewed his scientific writings as a

necessary accompaniment to his more celebrated literary endeavours,

and held certain expectations for these texts as a whole. He beHeved

that they accurately portrayed aspects of his thought processes that

could not be revealed in his fictional work alone. In the introduction

to Hefte ^r Morphologie he wrote: "Man sehe daher den Inhalt dieser

Blatter, wenn man sie auch jetzt fur iiberfliissig halten sollte.
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geschichtlich an, da sie denn als Zeugnise einer stillen, beharrlichen

Tatigkeit gelten mogen" (FA 24: 405). Following the negative

reception of the Colour Theory, Goethe began to receive unsolicited

support from certain scientists, who recogni2ed the merit of his

approach. A physicist, Johann Thomas Seebeck, became a close

collaborator at this time, for example. Seebeck was a prominent-

scientist in his own right, accredited with the discovery of entoptic

colours in 1813, for which he received recognition from the Institut de

France in 1815. He drew parallels between his findings and those

documented in the Farbenlehre, becoming the first contemporary

scientist to give the work any type of credence. Goethe maintained

contact with Seebeck after 1813, while conducting a series of his own
experiments on entoptic colours, demonstrating that he was still

involved and very much interested in the field of chromatic smdies.

He viewed the discovery of entoptic colours as a namral

progression in mne with his own study of physical colours, and

included Seebeck's smdy in the first volume of Zur Naturwissenschaft

iiberhaupt in. 1817. He then engaged in a thorough investigation of the

scientist's experiments himself In 1820 he published the results of

his findings as a separate text entitied Entoptische Farhen, which he

considered an additional segment to his original Farbenlehre. His

renewed interest and activity in the field of colour theory resulted in

a more complete publication entitied Chromatik in 1822, in which he

categorized and compiled work done by him in the field since 1810.

The manuscript also listed advances made by the scientific

establishment that were not included in his original smdy, and it was

here that he made honourable mention of Etienne Malus' discovery

(one of his listed adversaries!) of the Polarisation of Light, which he

ignored in his earlier synopsis. Chromatik is deemed the official

supplement to the Farbenlehre since it follows the exact sequence and

organization of the original text, replacing thus the anticipated third

volume of the work.^

Seebeck's discovery of entoptic colours and his subsequent

collaboration on the publication of the manuscript in 1817,

reinforced Goethe's belief in the validity of his own colour theory. In

the introduction to Chromatik he self-confidentiy wrote:
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Nach abgeschlossenem entoptischen Vortxag, dessen

Bearbeitung uns mehrere Jahre beschaftigt, nach dem
frischen Beweis, daI5 an unsere Farbenlehre sich jede

neu entdeckte Erscheinung freundlich anschlieBt, ins

Ganze fiigt und keiner besondern theoretischen

Erklarung bedarf, finden wir die Sache geraten,

manches Einzelne was sich bisher gesammeit hier

gleichfalls darzulegen und in jene Einheit zu

verschlingen. Den Hauptsinn unseres ganzen

Vorhabens wiederholen wir daher, weil das meiste was

bis jetzt iiber Farbe offendich gesagt worden, auf das

deudichste zeigt, daB man meine Bemiihungen

entweder nicht kennt oder nicht verstehen will. (FA

25.1:739)

Chromatik integrated a number of posidve critical responses from

Goethe's contemporaries as part of its text, as further evidence of

the strength of his chromatic smdies. In 1819 he received additional

support for his theory from physiologist Johannes Purkinje, whose

essay "Das Sehen in subjektiver Hinsicht" agreed with statements

made in the Farbenlehre regarding physiological colours. Despite the

seemingly supportive climate, and the author's growing assurance as

to the correctoess of his views, Goethe still seemed puzzled and

concerned with the initial failure of the work in 1810. His

preoccupation with this matter is evident in the manner in which he

kept track of the scientists who rejected his works, but it is also

became a documented topic of discussion in his many private

conversations with friends and colleagues.

Following the publication of the Farbenlehre, Goethe discussed

the organization of the text on various occasions, because he was

trying to assess whether there were any inherent flaws in the original

presentation of the work. In Chromatik he documented a

conversation he had had with Friedrich Siegmund Voigt, a professor

of Botany in Jena at the time, in which his colleague criticized him

for the manner in which he had published his original Colour Theory.

Voigt claimed that when Goethe published the Beitrdge ^ur Optik
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(1791-92), he misstated his intentions, inviting subsequent criticism

by misleading others into believing that he was interested primarily in

optics and not in colours alone. Voigt also felt that more emphasis

should have been given to the direction of the Beitrdge text, namely

that it was primarily intended as a forerunner to a larger colour

theory that was in progress. Goethe noted his comments, apparendy

with acceptance:

Es scheint mir dieser Fall merkwiirdig genug, um
aufmerksam zu machen, wie eine falsche Behandlung

bei Einleimng eines wichtigsten Gegenstandes das

Geschaft so viel Jahre erschweren, wo nicht gar

dessen Ausfiihrung vollig hindern konne, eben wie

durch eine verfehlte Rechtsform die triftigste

Rechtssache verloren werden kann. Ich muBte lange

leben, um zu sehen daB jener Fehler sich nach und

nach durch die Zeit verbessere. (FA 25.1: 760)

The relevance of this incident is twofold for Wanderjahre scholarship.

To those familiar with the circumstances surrounding its publication,

it is ominous in a sense, for it foreshadows the predicament in which

the 1821 version found itself. The novel was published alongside a

false version bearing the same tide, which marred the reception of

the work and confused the reading public. At another level, Goethe's

sudden awareness of the many aspects of the reception and

organization of a text can be also interpreted as translating into a

heightened sense of caution when faced with the publication of his

own text, which, in mrn, may explain the belated appearance of the

Wanderjahre in 1 821

.

Evidence that Goethe may have adopted a more

contemplative stance towards his own work after 1810 is prominent

in correspondence regarding the 1821 version of the Wanderjahre. In

contrast to the playful attimde he assumed towards its publication a

decade earlier in Cottas Damenkalender, and the seeming ease with

which he produced the cycle of novellas for his readers, Goethe

approached the finished novel in a more serious manner. Prior to

publication he wrote to his friend Carl Friedrich Zelter about it:
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Hier kommen also die Wanderjahre angezogen, ich

hoffe, sie sollen bei naherer Betrachtung gewinnen;

denn ich kann mich riihmen, daB keine Zeile drinnen

steht, die nicht gefuhlt oder gedacht ware. Der echte

Leser wird das alles schon wieder heraus fiihlen und

denken. (FA9.2:213)

The Wanderjahre, however, was not the only literary concern he had at

this time, and he openly revealed that he was thinking of other

projects as well. Thus, in the same letter to Zelter he conveyed his

excitement regarding the belated, but posidve, response the

Farbenlehre was currendy receiving:

Von Professor Hegel, der meiner Farbenlehre giinsdg,

mir geistreiche Worte meldet, habe so eben einen

Schiller, Doktor Henning, gesprochen, welcher

gleichfalls fiir diese Lehre entziindet, manches Gute

wirken wird; es ware wunderlich genug, wenn ich

noch in dieser Provinz triumphierte. (FA 9.2: 213)

Inserted as a footnote to the main content of the letter, this

comment would appear to suggest that Goethe did not anticipate the

failure of the Wanderjahre, and that unlike his Colour Theory, he

thought the novel would be a success. Ironically, his assurance might

have derived from precisely the experience of the publicadon of the

Farbenlehre. By 1821 the novellas that comprise the narrative core of

the Wanderjahre had also been in circulation for ten years, and

therefore he might well have thought that the reading public had

developed sufficient sophistication to embrace them in their new

setting.

What is further noteworthy in this letter is the way in which these

two very distinct works appear as an intertwined entity in Goethe's

mind. Larissa Kritschil wrote a smdy concerning the author's mode

of thought in his later years, and claims that a heuristic, combinatory

tendency was detectable in all his endeavours after 1800. In her view,

it was customary for him to mix and combine seemingly disparate

elements, because he developed a balanced, but permeable regard for
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the significance of these things. She defines his outlook at this time

as that of "Ganzheitspostulat" in which, through the polar treatment

of opposites, various elements are brought together, resulting in the

"...Zusammenspiel von Geist und Auge, Ideellem und Wirklichem,

EinbUdungskraft und Natur, Poesie und Wissenschaft, Individuum

und AuBeneinfliissen" (217). The key to reading these later texts, with

their incongruent accumulation of material, lies, in her view, in a

focused but flexible approach that is willing to recognize, but also

accommodate the inherent complexity of the manuscript. The focus

of Kritschil's monograph is the enhanced role the reader's

imaginative capacity plays in the whole process of reading and

accessing Goethe's works.

Imagination is variably defined as either 'Binbildungskraft or

Anschauung in Goethe's own words. The importance of this faculty

for his scientific work was paramount, as he articulated to Friedrich

vonMullerin 1824:

Im Grunde ist ohne diese hohe Gabe ein wirklicher

groBer Namrforscher gar nicht zu denken. Und zwar

meine ich nicht eine Einbildungskraft, die ins Vage

geht und sich Dinge imaginiert, die nicht existieren;

sondern ich meine eine solche, die den wirklichen

Boden der Erde nicht verlaBt und mit dem MaBstabe

des Wirklichen und Erkannten zu geahndeten,

vermuteten Dingen schreitet. (FA 10.2: 235)

Imaginative insight allowed a different, more dynamic understanding

of his work. It freed his scientific discoveries from rational scrutiny

and a Newtonian subjugation to formulaic explanation. The

advantages of this type of approach, however, did not appear to be

limited to science alone. In 1821 Goethe engaged in a lengthy

discussion regarding the nature of imagination with his friend Carl

Ludwig von Knebel, arguing its importance in the realm of literature.

Their correspondence was centred on the latter's translation of

Lucretius, which Goethe saw as proceeding in a certain way. He
insisted that Knebel must adapt his approach to the writings of the

Roman poet, in order to deliver an appropriate translation capable of
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reflecting its true meaning. Arguing against a literal translation, he

encouraged Knebel to take on a different view of the text and to

consider it as something more vibrant than was readily apparent on

the page. He stated: "Zur Anschauung gesellt sich die

EinbUdungskraft, diese ist zuerst nachbildend, die Gegenstande nur

wiederholend. Sodann ist sie produkdv, indem sie das AngefaBte

belebt, entwickelt, erweitert, verwandelt" (FA 9.2: 152). This

discussion and course of thought overlaps with the completion of

the Wanderjabre, both of which are documented on the same day in

his journal in February of 1821 (FA 9.2: 150).

Preceding the publication of the Wanderjahre^ it appears as if

Goethe was encouraging and anticipating the same type of approach

to his own literary work. His correspondence from this period

contains many entries in which he alerts both his friends and critics

to a certain manner in which they should read the narrative. He was

conscious that it was a difficult novel to read, and aware that this

could be an obstacle to its accessibility and success, he directed his

readers towards a closer, more concentrated approach. He appealed

to them to look beyond the unorthodox structure of the work, and

to read the text as an intentionally disparate, but not incoherent piece

of literature: "...Zusammenhang, Ziel und Zweck liegt innerhalb des

Biichleins selbst; ist es nicht aus Einem Stiick, so ist es doch aus

Einem Sinn, und dies war eben die Aufgabe..." (FA 10: 853).

Goethe's aposematic comments concerning the work never received

the hearing they deserved as they were eclipsed by larger events

taking place, for concurrent to the publication of his version of the

Wanderjahre, another novel with the same tide appeared, creating

unanticipated competition within an already limited readership.

The appearance of the "false" Wanderjahre ^ntls a professional

embarrassment for Goethe. It was published anonymously in early

May 1821, ahead of the release of the authentic manuscript,

coinciding with the annual Easter Fair in Leipzig where it received

ample exposure. Initially, the public believed it was Goethe's work, a

fact made worse when they responded favourably to its storyline. The

confusion surrounding authorship of the two novels was settied only

a few weeks later when the authentic Wanderjahre was published, but
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by this point damage to the author's reputation and standing had

already been done. The publication of the "false" Wanderjahre, and

the discussion that consequendy ensued, gave occasion to an overall

review of Goethe's status as the nation's leading writer and poet,

opening up a venue for criticism and rebuke. The situation was

aggravated by the serialized nature of the false narrative, which

continued to be published under the Wilhelm Meister tide in five

separate instalments untiJ 1828.

In 1822, upon publication of the second instalment Wilhelm

Meisters Tagebuch, the author of the manuscript was revealed to be

Johann Friedrich Wilhelm Pustkuchen, a minister with no previous

publishing background. It is still unclear how he was able to gain

access to the details of the narrative, and/or whether he simply

abused Goethe's announcement of the Wanderjahre from a decade

earlier. It is known, however, that there were technical problems with

the printing of the authentic manuscript, and had this not happened,

the novel would have appeared at its anticipated deadline in the early

months of 1821, and thus not coincided with the false version.

Pustkuchen's motivation for writing a separate version of the

Wanderjahre has not been precisely defined. In retrospect, his actions

can be interpreted either as an extreme manifestation of enthusiasm

for the hehrjahre narrative, which he saw as proceeding in a certain

way, or as a sign of deep-rooted criticism for Goethe as its author,

whom he deemed inadequate to finish the story of Wilhelm Meister

in proper fashion.

In his analysis of the simation, Thomas Wolf ascribes a less

generous impulse as underlying Pustkuchen's endeavour. He
describes the revolutionary nature of the changing literary scene in

Germany in the early 1800's, as well as the distincdy anti-Goethe

mood shared by publishers such as Gottfried Basse, who oversaw the

publication of the "false" Wanderjahre. Wolf argues that in view of

these circumstances, and the anonymous manner in which

Pustkuchen's novel was initially published, the manuscript cannot be

read as a persiflage, satire or even as a direct pasquille of the original

narrative. Instead, he claims that the "false" Wanderjahre was

conceived as a deliberate and direct Schmdhschrift against the author,
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which aimed at discrediting him at a professional level (149).

Pustkuchen's perspective on the Wilhelm Meister character and on

the novel as a whole diverged sharply with Goethe's own intentions

concerning the same, and he altered the direction of the narrative to

suit his purpose. He shaped the character of Wilhelm Meister

according to the aesthetic and pedagogical goals he envisioned and

thus, in the final instalment of his Wanderjahre Wilhelm Meister

becomes a court poet who continues along the predetermined path

set by earlier events of the hehrjahre. The "real" Wilhelm Meister, on

the other hand, had a decidedly different fate, which while less

predictable, was more in mne with the thoughts and feelings of the

late Goethe.

The impact of Pustkuchen's Wanderjahre on the author and his

decision to write the second part of his own version is also not clear.

Wolf attempts to portray Goethe's reaction to, what can be rightfully

interpreted as, the theft of his narrative, by assembling the

recollections of those close to him at the time, and rendering their

impressions as to his state of mind. He cites a letter written by

Johann Friedrich RochKtz in 1822, in which the following

observation was made:

Er [Goethe] ist zu stolz, mit Irgendjemand zu

sprechen oder Irgenjemand bestimmt dariiber zu

schreiben. Aber der Kampf mit sich selbst, um
iiberall personlich wie schriftlich wie vorher zu

erscheinen, obgleich er innerlich auBerst bewegt ist —

mehr als er sein sollte und sein wiirde, ware er nicht

ein Siebziger - hilft ihm aufzureiben, hat ihn fast von

Jedermann zuriickgescheut, sehr verdiistert und ihm

wahrscheinlich den Rest seiner Tage verekelt. (292)

Goethe never addressed Pustkuchen directiy about the legitimacy of

his work, leaving many to wonder how he truly felt about the entire

affair. His only response to this uncomfortable situation is contained

in the form of two small poems, which were never intended for

publication. "Goethe und Pustkuchen" was published anonymously

in 1823 in Berliner Nachrichten, with only a close circle of friends
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knowing its true source. "Gegen Pustkuchen" was published prior tc

publication of the second version of the Wanderjahre in Zeitungfiir du

elegante Welt in 18287

Goethe's restrained demeanour vis-a-vis the Pustkuchen-situatior

contrasts sharply with the reaction given to those critics whc
published positive reviews of the authentic version of the

Wanderjahre. He carefully noted who these allies were, and how they

focused solely on his novel in their reading, and thanked them openly

for their effort. Writer Karl August Varnhagen von Ense was singled

out in this regard when Goethe wrote a glowing commentary of his

support and understanding in the Geneigte Teilnahme an den

Wanderjahren in 1822. Although he withheld any immediate response,

there is evidence that shows that he paid attendon to the negative

criticism surrounding the novel as well. Thus when critic Adolph

Milliner published a comparative smdy of the two versions of

Wanderjahre in the Uteraturhlatt in 1822, claiming that Pustkuchen's

version was the better text, Goethe retaliated years later by including

Milliner as implicit material for his Zahmen Xenien in 1827.

Work on the anticipated second part of the Wanderjahre stalled.

Similar as to his behaviour a decade earlier, Goethe immersed

himself in the writing of other texts and the consideration of other

projects. Among his scientific pursuits at this time, are the publication

of the second volume of Hefte ^ur Morphologie between 1823-24, and

that of his meteorological studies in 1825. He was also engrossed in

the Farbenlehre again, after it experienced an unexpected revival in

popularity and demand. Following Seebeck's discovery of entoptic

colours in 1813, there was growing interest in his Colour Theory. In

1821 Leopold Dorotheus Henning, a professor of Philosophy at the

University of Berlin, approached him for permission to incorporate

the Farbenlehre as part of his lectures. Purkinje also personally visited

the author in Weimar in 1822 to discuss questions concerning

physiological colours. Judging by the comments made in his

correspondence and journal entries, Goethe was flattered by the

interest shown, interpreting it as a belated acknowledgment of the

validity of his theory. The field of optic and chromatic studies was

also undergoing a change. In 1827, the Saint Petersburg Academy of
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Science reopened the question concerning the nature of light,

offering a pri2e to the scientist capable of explaining its contradictory

undulant and corpuscular quality. Goethe interpreted the competition

as the end of Newton's unquestioned rule in the arena of optics and

colours, which in his nnind, also finally refuted the absolute authority

of his theory on the refraction of light.

These developments coincided with the continuous and serialized

publication of the "false" Wanderjahre by Pustkuchen. Goethe's own
intention to continue his story of Wilhelm Meister were announced

in an circuitous way only in 1 826, by stating that he was attempting to

restructure the novel as a whole. Wolf cites the announcement made

in Afi^eige von Goethes sdmtlichen Werken, in which the author claimed:

Die wunderlichen Schicksale, welche dies Buchlein bei

seinem ersten Auftreten erfahren muBte, gaben dem
Verfasser guten Humor und Lust genug, dieser

Produktion neue, doppelte Aufmerksamkeit zu

schenken. Es unterhielt ihn, das Werklein von Grund

aus aufzulosen und wieder neu aufzubauen, so daB

nun in einem ganz Anderen dasselbe wieder

erscheinen wird. (304)

The 1829 version of the Wanderjahre was consequendy not conceived

as a continuation of the original manuscript, but as an entirely new

project. It overlaps with the 1821 novel in its tide, basic cast of

characters and its use of the cyclical novellas. The additions made to

the later version were subtie but also significant, and they changed

the intention of the original work. The 1829 Wanderjahre is thus read

as a distinct literary endeavour from its 1821 counterpart. Critics

agree that Pustkuchen's influence on the changes in the 1829

narrative can be interpreted at best as incidental, for in the end the

"false" version had Uttie actual bearing on the formation of the

second version of the work (Wolf 305). Nevertheless, it is important

to note that Goethe waited until 1828 - the year that the run of the

"false" Wanderjahre ended - to announce that he had continued

writing his own version of the story.
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Notes

1 For an example of this type of evaluation see Hans Reiss' study of the

Wanderjahre in Goethe's Novels (Coral Gables: University of Miami Press,

1971).

2 Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Sdmtlkhe Werke: Briefe, Tagebiicher und Gesprdche,

ed. Hendrik Birus et al., 40 vols. (Frankfurt/Main: Deutscher Klassiker,

1985ff); Sdmtlkhe Werke nach Epochen seines Schaffens, ed. Karl Richter et

al., 21 vols. (Munich: Carl Hanser, 1985 - 1994).

3 The Frankfurt edition of Goethe's works is used here. All subsequent

references to this edition appear as FA in parentheses in the text,

followed by the volume and page number.

^ See Goethe's correspondence to Heinrich Meyer and his publisher Cotta.

Available in FA 10: 777-794.

5 Die neue Melusine, Die gefdhrliche Wette and DerMann vonJiinf^gJahren were all

written between May and June of 1807. Die pilgernde Torin was finished

in August of the same year. Several new novellas were added to the

1829 version of the Wanderjahre. Some of these late novellas had titles

(Nicht ^u weil), others were simply interpolated into the main narrative

without formal introduction.

^ See the editors' comment in FA 25: 1285.

'' Both poems are available in their entirety in FA 2 (768-769).
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"The state is not the enemy": Interview with

Prof. Wijnand Mijnhardt

Laura York and Kryztof Urban

Thefollomng interview was conducted in March 2002. Professor Mijnhardt was

a visitingprofessorfrom the University of Utrecht, The Netherlands, aspart of

an exchangeprogram between the history departments ofUChA and UU. He
specialities in Dutch 18"' century, cultural, and early modem history.

KU: First things first: how does a Dutch expert on Dutch history

end up in Los Angeles?

WM: I think this is a long-term relationship with what has been a

very minimal beginning. The first time I've actually been here was in

1985 on a William Andrews Clark summer fellowship that allowed

me to stay here for two months. It was a seminar with about six

American and European post-doctoral scholars. We were under the

directorship of Margaret Jacob, which I already knew for a couple of

years, because she had been travelling the Netherlands widely to do

research. We almost immediately became friends, as we were

interested in the same type of history and the same type of ideas and

developments. Since that time I've been in Los Angeles on and off,

because I like Los Angeles, I like the city, and I like the holdings of

the library. That's a real problem in the Netherlands in general: we
don't have as much money to spend as you have on libraries. Of
course, you can say there are so many universities here which don't

have a good library at all, but the few good ones that are there, the

good research universities, they have tremendous holdings. And I'm

not interested so much of course in primary sources because when
you do European history you don't need to go to the United States
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for primary sources, only in very specific cases. But you have great

holdings of secondary literature that we would never be able to buy.

So if I want to consult those books in the Netherlands then I have to

travel all around the Netherlands, or even to Paris or London. And

here you have them all in the stacks, and that is marvelous. So it is

much more efficient to do book research here in LA than to do it in

the Netherlands.

LY: What is the status of Dutch studies in the UCLA history

department?

WM: By an act of God—you never know how things like that

happen - Margaret Jacob [Professor, UCLA Department of History]

became professor here in UCLA. We already had been pondering the

idea that it would be interesdng to do something about Dutch history

in the European curriculum in the US, because it is largely ignored,

and that's a pity, not because I'm a nationalist—I am also a

nationalist, but that's a different story—but because I think the

Dutch experience is very interesting to the European experience as

it's in many cases different. And I think history should always make

us attentive to things that are different, and not to things that are

similar, because we don't learn very much from similar things. And so

we started to think about the idea, and we decided to do two things at

a time: we first should try to mount a Utrecht-UCLA exchange for

faculty and graduate students. That's what we did, and the system

works very well. I was the first to come here, and a professor from

UCLA is now at Utrecht University, Claudia Rapp. And there are

already people here lining up who would like to go next, and people

in the Netherlands would like to come here during the next couple of

years. So I think that the faculty exchange will go from there. That's

very good, not only for people to smdy Dutch history, but also the

way the Dutch do their humanities research might be of interest to

people here. But apart from that we also decided to try to get a sort

of Dutch center in place.

KU: You mean here at UCLA?
WM: At UCLA, a Dutch history center that will allow for a

Dutch professor to come here for a quarter, every time a different

one. And that center should also take care of graduate students on
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both sides of the Atlantic. Dutch graduate students who want to

come here (some Dutch students are here now, some will come later

in the year) but also graduate funding enabling UCLA students to

conduct research in the Netherlands, getting travel fees, living

expenses etc paid. That's what we've been trying to put into place this

year. We have now, I think, a very effective fund raising committee,

and that has pledged itself to get in the money involved within the

next two or three years, and then we hope to have that center here

officially. But in the meantime, we already have begun. Last year was a

very successful year, because I never knew why and how, but three or

four graduate students got hooked on Dutch history. I suppose I was

thinking when I came here last year that it would be just nice to teach

here for a while. But I never expected that so many people as a result

would want to incorporate part of Dutch history into their research.

But three or four smdents were interested. That remarkable

phenomenon gave us the idea: maybe we should try and build on that

growing interest already now for a bit, because the fire is now
burning, so let's keep it alight. If in the near fumre a Dutch center is

going to be a reality from the money side, we hope that the center

already will be there, virmaUy, but not yet institutionali2ed, and it's

much easier to institutionalize something that already is a going

concern.

KU: Are there other Dutch centers on the west coast?

WM: Of course you have Berkeley with professor Jan de Vries,

but he is an economic historian. That is not any criticism on him, he's

a great historian, but what we want to have here is a Dutch history

center that is beginning with Dutch history in the 13th century and

that is going on until the present day. We will put some emphasis on

the early modern period, because for that period it's the least

complex to explain why Dutch history is relevant to the European

experience. But I think the other periods are just as interesting. For

instance, one of the smdents here, Laura York, is working on map-

making in France and the Republic in thelVth and 18th cenmries and

Sara Hendren will be comparing jazz in Paris and Amsterdam in the

beginning of the 20^ cenmry I think that of course it is much too

early to talk about success, but as a concept, as an idea, the Dutch
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center is very alluring. And there are many more topics like that to be

discussed and to be worked on. People are always complaining there

is so litde done in Dutch history, and that's true. Not because Dutch

historians are lazy, but . . . people tend to forget that Dutch history as

a theme is just as big as American history, has just as many questions

and topics, just the same amount of historical problems as England

has or the United States has or France has. But how many people are

working on French history? They are legions, all over the world! How
many people are working on Dutch history? It's a small number,

maybe 200. So there are so many topics left that can be studied

successfully. And I think that American students have a lot to

contribute to Dutch history. American graduates are very good at is

concepmalizing history. They are better at that in general than Dutch

students.

KU: What do you mean by "conceptualizing history"?

WM: You see, Americans want to work not so much in history

itself, they are interested in historical problems. That's the way they

are trained. That has also to do with the system here. Here you have a

—how should I say—a master-pupil relationship with your committee

and with your dissertation advisor, because he's going to be there all

your life. That's the way it works. So you get many schools here, if

you understand what I mean. People have certain ideas, certain ways

to looking at things, and they're trying to bring that over to their

students. If they are very good professors, they are given their leeway

as well, but still, American graduate students are working within

models. I'm not thinking so much theoretical models, but explanatory

models. In the Netherlands, we don't always work that way. We have a

much more, I would say, German way of looking at things: when

people are going to study something, and they're going to do some

kind of archival research, they don't start out with a problem, but

with a topic. Of course both approaches have their inherent dangers.

The good thing about the Dutch approach is that from a historical

perspective it's very sound. Though it sometimes can be very dull,

and you ask yourself "Why do I want to know all those dull things?"

The problem with the American approach—and now of course I'm

simplifying—is that they are thinking in models, in terms of the big
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questions, and they are just looking for enough material (secondary

or primary) to support the model. And that's of course a danger too,

because history is much too complicated can't be simply fit into

models, and you have to be very careful. But I always like it when I

see an American graduate student paper. You see, graduate smdents

can write a paper on any subject, especially the first four or five

pages, they're always looking great, there's a great introducdon to the

problem, it has very nice footnotes, and it is well researched and well

written. But then they start having a problem because after that you

need to have the facts to fit the problem. Our smdents are the other

way around. They come to present me with an enormous amount of

facts and they often don't know how to organize those facts into

something that's coherent. So our way of doing history and your way

of doing history, I think if they were put together it would be

fruitful.

LY: I'm curious why you decided to become a historian, and why
a culmral historian.

WM: I never decided to become a historian. It came to me. I

hated school from my 4th class on, I think that's the 10th grade with

your class system, but I already was an avid reader. And the only

thing I wanted to do when I went to university was to continue

reading, because that seemed interesting to me. I was very young and

naive. I went to the university in Utrecht and asked whether it was

possible to make a combination of Scandinavian languages, German
languages, and English languages. That's what I wanted to smdy so

that I could continue to read. Now of course the university would

never allow that sort of levity, so I had to choose, and I chose

English language and literamre. I went in there, and then of course I

never got any literamre, I had classes in phonetics, and I went to

language labs and all that, and I hated it. And I had some friends who
were reading history. They were telling me nice stories, and I was

lying in my bed at night and wondering, "Why am I smdying

English? I don't want to smdy English." So after three months I quit

English and began to smdy history. Since I have never stopped liking

history. I enjoyed history when I was in school, but we had that type

of teacher that everyone knows, that was very thorough, but very
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uninteresting. I thought history was interesting, but I liked novels

more. And that changed then—I like history more now and novels

less.

LY: Where does your interest in the 1 8th century come from?

WM: At university. I nodced something remarkable, that nobody

did actually anything on Dutch 18th cenmry history. Nothing on

Dutch history since the 1660s until the 1850s, because that was the

age of decline. According to many historians, 18^ century people

were just not able to understand what was going on in Europe, just as

they were not able to understand what was going on in the economy.

And that enormous amount of stupidity that was ascribed to those

two centuries, that was impossible to me, that couldn't be. Of course

there must have been uninteUigent people, but not that many, and not

just during two cenmries. So that's what I started out to do, already

very early in my student career, doing 18th century history, first in

Europe and then in the Netherlands. Everybody was discouraging me
from that, because they wanted me to do the real history. "Don't do

18th century history that is bad for your career. Do 17th century

history, or contemporary history, or the history of the Dutch revolt,

those are the great topics." And to do the revolt of the 16th cenmry

against Spain, that was also interesting from a European perspecdve.

And the 17th cenmry of course was the Golden Age, everybody

knew that, that's also internationally interesting. And the 20th cenmry

is interesting because it's contemporary history. And very early I

started out to think, first we have to restore the 18th cenmry to what

it's really worth - maybe it's not a great age, but it's not the island of

stupidity that people are taking it for - and the only way to do it, is to

study the Dutch 18* cenmry from a European perspective . . .in short

it was my aim to convince people that not only Dutch 17th cenmry

was internationally relevant history, but also Dutch 18th cenmry

history. That's when I met Margaret Jacob. She was not so much

interested in later 18* cenmry history, but in the first part of the 18th

cenmry. Now at least I had an international parmer, and that resulted

in joined conferences, books, and activities. Not on a continuous

basis, there have been years where we haven't seen one another and

worked separately. But sometimes we do things together, just like
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now we are busy on creating a new, larger international research

program, which we hope will be funded by the National Endowment
for the Humanities and its Dutch equivalent on what we call the

"The Transformation of the Republican ideal and the International

Republican Conversation": Republican thinking and Republican

models 1660-1800, in which we're going to include England, the

Netherlands, Drance and America. Of course the hope is that if the

Dutch history center is going to be there, the program can be

supported by the center. And if it's not going to happen, then at least

I will have enjoyed myself very much here.

LY: How has Dutch historical scholarship, its historiography,

changed during your career?

WM: It has changed very much. When I went to university, it was

still very much a national history, it was very much a religiously

oriented history, and it was still very much a political history. And
what has happened since? First we lost the national orientation.

That's not typically a Dutch movement, but I think it's important

because at that moment younger Dutch historians began to interpret

Dutch history as part of an international movement, and that was

rare at the time. To put it otherwise, when I was a smdent, almost

none of my professors went abroad. If somebody of my institute

went abroad, that was an event! The whole institute knew about it,

and everybody was very eager for the stories they he were to tell on

their return. Dutch history was very insulated and provincial. And I

think it's my generation that first experienced the change. I went to

university in 1968, so I'm of that generation, and we were

international. Not because we were cleverer, but that was the way we
thought the world should be organized. This has been a very

important change for us, and that has brought about very important

changes to Dutch openness for international historiography. And
because we were very open from that moment, we wanted to know

about what was going on in French, English, German, and American

history. It came as some sort of surprise, especially for my
generation, that many foreign historians did not have that kind of

training yet, that familiarity with so many historiographic traditions.

The only weakness is that if you are so open, you're very adaptable.
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and that means you're just following international hypes and models

and whatever very quickly. And so from the 1970s on Dutch

historians very quickly accepted the new models of socio-economic

historiography And then in the 1980s, the new cultural history slowly

came into being. One of the professors who is now here, Lynn Hunt,

did a very interesting book in the mid-1980s, called "The New
Cultural History". Now we adapted ourselves immediately to that,

and that's something I do not like that much. I'm not against the new

cultural history, but I do not like very much that so many people

think we've got to adopt something just because it's international,

because it's new.

LY: When did you specialize in cultural history?

WM: You see I'm not really a cultural historian. I'm very much

interested in cultural developments, but I feel myself first of all an

early modernist. I'm interested in social processes and political

processes and culmral processes, and in their interplay in the early

modern period. I've not been trained as a cultural historian. We read

history divided into periods: ancient, medieaval the early modern

period, and I've been trained there, and I took my PhD in early

modern history. I am a professor now of cultural history, because

they abolished those traditional divisions and its professorships, and

they replaced it by "Professor of political history", "Professor of

social history", "Professor of cultural history". Those were the job

openings and I wanted to become a professor, it's that simple. But if

they came to change my tide to "Professor of early modern history"

I would be very grateful, because I always feel like I have to explain

something, that I am not what people think that I might be. I know

what intellecmal history is, I know what political history is, I know

what economic history is, but cultural history—that's the rest, and

including everything. That's not a field.

KU: I'd like to focus a littie bit on your work on Dutch

Enlightenment and the role the Netherlands played in the

Enlightenment. I remember growing up and going to school in

Germany, I learned in my history classes that Enlightenment was a

French invention. But in your article in the Kekenschap in 1998,

"Nederland en de Verlichting", your thesis is that the Dutch Republic
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was more advanced intellectually than France and England in the late

17th century. Could you fill in the details as to what the role of the

Netherlands was for the enlightenment movement?

WM: I think there are two things in play here. First, at the time

they taught you the standard view, the German standard view, of the

Enlightenment as a French phenomenon, that view was already under

attack, and it was replaced by the view that Enlightenment can be

broken up into various national Enlightenments. And that was my
first approach, too: there must have been a Dutch Enlightenment,

and, of course, the breakthrough of the national Enlightenment

concept internationally gave it some support. Whatever I would find

in the Netherlands could now be just dubbed national

Enlightenment. But that was only the beginning. Soon I realized that

a lot of things that were going on in the international Enlightenment

were already there or already invented, already theorized about in the

Dutch RepubUc in the 17th cenmry. Very often in Latin, so they were

not publicized widely, or very often in kinds of books and articles

and publications that ordinary Hterary and intellecmal historians

would regard as second-rate, because their authors were seen as

second rate literary authors nor did they belong to the canon of

famous intellectuals.

KU: For example?

WM: Adriaen Koerbagh, for instance, and Lodewijk Meijer.

Everybody knew about them, they were not unknown, they hadn't

been lying hidden all the time. And starting from two points, the fact

that they were amateurs, and the fact that they were proposing ideas

that would become much more relevant to the later European

Enlightenment than people would have thought, I started—and I was

not the only one, not at all—I started to think about those problems,

"WTiy is it that we have been ignoring these people for so long, and

secondly, why were those people thinking the way they were thinking,

what problems were they addressing themselves to? And did these

problems have specific Dutch origins?" And then I came accross two

elements that were very important to me, and that was, firsdy, the

republican namre of the Dutch Republic, which of course was

something exceptional in a European context, which even the Dutch
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themselves found often difficult to live with, because the model, the

biblical model, the ideal model at the time was monarchical.

Everybody was praising the monarchy: James I in England, Louis

XIV in France, and everybody was just complaining about republics,

because republics lead to chaos. But the Dutch Republic was not in

chaos, the republic worked. Now, then secondly, the position of the

author in the Netherlands seemed to be different. For example, you

do not have a patronage system in the Dutch Republic. Sometimes

you encounter dedicadons of books, but very often people are taking

part in publications and in debates on their own initiative and on

their own stature. They feel they have a role to play in society because

they are part of a community that is commercial. Therefore they feel

entitied to earn their money by just writing. It was a very difficult way

of earning a living because it's very badly paid, but that's not the

issue. The point is that they thought that they were allowed to do so

because they were living in a commercial society. It is very interesting

that you have a similar development in Dutch whoring in the 17^

century. Dutch whores see themselves as commercial entrepreneurs,

they certainly do not see themselves as "maintenees" which they

thought to be a French habit. They are on their own, they are not

kept by anybody, they are not submitting to anyone. And it's similar

with the author—the author was not somebody who's writing for

somebody else, he's writing for himself And why is that? Of course

we're only replacing the problem all the time. That has to do with the

fact that the Dutch Republic is a republic dominated by cities. And
cities are extremely important, because the city gives people a specific

position. You are part of the city community, you have specific rights

in that city community. Maybe very limited political rights, but only

very limited political rights in our understanding, because we think in

terms of the one man one vote system. But you should be able to

able to imagine other kinds of democracy as well. Dutch city dwellers

were living in a different kind of system. If, as a Dutch 17 century

citizen, I am worried about the amount of heat or dampness caused

by the industries in my street, I'm presenting myself to the

burgomasters of the city and I wiU enter a complaint, and on the

basis of that complaint I expect some new measures to be taken. Not
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always, of course, but in many cases it did. And almost all new
legislation of the cities of the Republic is based on these kinds of

requests of individual citizens. Now that is a completely different

type of democracy than we now have. We are fixated on the French

model that has been introduced at the end of the 18'^ century. As a

result, when studying systems in use before, we tend to look only for

elements that make them look a litde bit like a democracy as we know
it, instead of interpreting them in their own right. There were all

kinds of democracies, and the Dutch one was a system that

functioned. It gave people that had to lose something in society a say

in those things that really mattered. Most people aren't interested in

international or even national politics, they are just interested in the

things that are happening in their street or in their neighbourhood.

That's today the case, that was in the 18'^ cenmry the case, and in the

16th century that was the case. There is another sense in which the

city in the Netherlands was completely new. It had completely

usurped the countryside.

KU: There were relatively free cities in neighboring states. What
made Dutch cities special?

WM: Yes, Hamburg for instance. Hamburg is a very important

case in point that should be studied under the same perspective. But

the interesting thing in the Netherlands is that very early Dutch cities

have lost their dependancy upon agriculture to feed themselves. In

the rest of Europe, governments always had a very uneasy

relationship with "la campagne", because bread is very important,

and without bread, a monarch would not be able to govern. So the

"campagne" is very important. For the Dutch the "campagne" from

the 16th century onwards, was not essential anymore—well, of

course it was important as a source of income, but it was specialized

agriculmre, it was cattie feeding, all kinds of specialized breeding, and

market gardening. But the Dutch were able to feed themselves on the

grain of the Baltic. And it was due to their commercial talents that

they were able to feed themselves. And that means that you have—^in

an early modern perspective—a completely different way of looking

at how a society is organized. And I think aU those fundamental

factors related to urbanization made it that the Dutch had different
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problems, maybe problems they had at an earlier stage than other

people in Europe. For example: How do we explain and sustain our

republic? And, if we are allowed as citizens to think for ourselves, if

we are not just completely dominated by authority, then maybe we
can find our own systems? And that's what they did, although their

results were not accepted widely. The result of all this debate at the

end of the 17th cenmry was a very workable modern republican

compromise that became the basis of the Dutch 18th cenmry

Enlightenment. And the Dutch 18th cenmry Enlightenment is

different from what was happening elsewhere, in the sense that the

Dutch at the end of the cenmry were able to devise the blueprint of

the modern social welfare state, not implementing it, but debating the

model. They introduced the right of the citizen to be fed by the state,

to be supplied work by the state, to get education from the state, and

to be taken care of by the state in terms of health care. We should

not forget that the introduction of the whole system was a complete

failure. But that can be explained very easily, because of the

Napoleonic occupation, which resulted in enormous public debt of

the Netherlands, which amounted to about 400 percent of the GDP
at the end of the Napoleonic period. [Explanatory Note: In 1795,

French armies invaded the Dutch Republic, creating a Batavian Republic ruled as

a satellite state bj the French revolutionary government until 1 806, when

Napoleon Bonaparte abolished therepublic and established a monarchy in its

place.] But the interesting thing is not only that the Dutch did have

that enormous debt, which made it impossible to implement those

new measures, but also that this was such a stable society that it was

possible to carry a debt of 400 percent without everybody trying to

flee the country. People stayed because of their different view of the

state. ... We have a completely different relationship with the state.

The state is us, it is not something aUen.

KU: There were two phases of Enlightenment in the Dutch

history: a radical phase in the 17th cenmry and then a mild phase at

around 1750. What caused the end of the radical phase?

WM: The radical phase of course had never any chance.

KU: What happened to the people at the center of the radical

movement?
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WM: They died, some few died in prison. Moreover, if we take

numbers into account, it was a very limited movement; but do not let

us forget, the Enlightenment was also a very limited movement. And
the final outcome of the Enlightenment was also a very moderate

variety of the Enlightenment. The La Mettrie enlightenment, the

Diderot enlightenment, the De Sade enlightenment, that was not the

enlightenment of France of the 19th century, not at all. The Dutch

moderates accomplished something very important. They were able

to establish themselves as a sort of defenders of the traditional

establishment on the one hand. At the same time, that enabled them

to attack the real orthodox people to create a moderate compromise.

KU: Who were the moderates?

WM: The moderates were people who were basing themselves

on non-authoritarian, libertarian principles like the Cartesian

philosophy, but were still trying to find a compromise between

Cartesian philosophy and sensible elements of the Christian religion.

For instance very important in this respect was Hermann RoeU, a

professor from Franeker University, who professed for the first time,

even before John Locke did, that the Christian religion is the most

reasonable of all religions—^which of course is nonsense, if you take

it at word value, but the implication is very important. First of all you

accept the Christian religion. But secondly you say at the same time

that everything that's in the bible and that's not reasonable is not

Christian. By that way, you're taking the sting out of modernity.

Thouh it was still modern, it was not radical anymore. Many of the

real radicals, followers of Spinoza and Koerbagh, they didn't think

anything of religion. For them religion was just a way of deceiving

the people. And that kind of thing you cannot get across; it is very

interesting, but it doesn't work. The radicals are intellectually very

interesting, they are ideologically very interesting, they can serve as a

basis for other schools of thought. But there is a problem here that

still needs a lot of explaining: that the radical element which had been

so effective in the 17th century, which was followed by a moderate

compromise at the beginning of the 18th cenmry, which was then

built upon in a moderate enlightenment—why never, really never

anymore, that radical element came back. I have some hypotheses
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about that. But I'm not fullly convinced by them. For me at the

moment the very important factor in explaining the absence of

radicalism, is that of decline, which IS'*" century intellectuals saw as

an essentially moral problem, because they didn't have the economic

apparatus and the concepts and ideas to be able to explain the

enormous decline of the republic in economic terms. As a result they

were just explaining it in moral terms. And in order to explain a

decline in moral terms you need religion. It is a very big step then to

say "No, we have a moral problem here, but we're going to base our

morality on an atheist philosophical system without taking any

recourse to a god." That did not happen, and that still is the problem

to me. It is the overwhelming fear about what was happening to the

Republic, because it was a very important state in the 17th century,

and it became a minor state in the IS'*' century. And if you try to

compare it to something similar, take a look at England. England was

a major power in Europe, even after the Second World War. Now it's

nothing anymore. Of course, as partners of the United States, they

might still send five Tornado fighters to war zones, but the

Americans send 500. But the pathedc thing is that they still care

about sending those five tornados. That is exacdy stressing the

deepness of Britain's decline.

KU: I guess it serves a symbolic purpose . .

.

WM: Of course it does, but it is also a sign that you have not

come to terms with the fact that you are just a minor European

nation. And that is exacdy the process that the Dutch were going

through in the 17th and 18th century.

KU: I want to move forward in time now. The conclusion in your

article was that Enlightenment is the result of the Dutch Republic

trying to cope with its own problems and traditions. If you look at

the Netherlands today, they have very interesting solutions to social

and other problems, for example the frequendy cited drug policies

and euthanasia. Is there a parallel between the old Republic and the

modern Netherlands in terms of how they tackle their problems

quite radically?

WM: I think there is a connection. It is a continuing process.

Being a city state, that of course remains something exceptional until
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the present day. We are still the most urbanized country in the whole

world, with the exception of Hongkong and Singapore, which of

course are very peculiar states.

KU: Are they city states, too?

WM: And of course they are not in the western hemisphere, they

have completely different traditions, etc, so they are difficult to

compare. But in the western tradition, the Dutch are still very much
an exception. Not in all respects, of course, because the drug

problem is also a question that is attacked this way in Switzerland.

But it's interesting that parts of Switzerland are also very much urban

societies in which urbanity has taken over from the agricultural

element.

KU: I believe the Dutch implemented the system first.

WM: Yes, the Swiss came later. But in other senses, too, they are

very similar. You see, life in Switzerland and life in the Netherlands is

rather dull. We don't have any extremes. The United States is the

opposite. That doesn't have anything to do with your political

position—the US is a jungle, not a well-ordered society. This leads to

enormous extremes. Now that makes the United States such a

thrilling experience for a dull Dutchman or Swiss citizen, because we
lead very restricted lives. We have to adapt ourselves on a continuous

base to city life and to living with so many people on such a restricted

amount of soil. There are so many strictures, not as something that is

put upon us, but as something we have internalized in order to really

survive in that society. And that makes Holland and Switzerland into

very different cases. The second important element is that we are

small. If you are a small society you can experiment. It is very

difficult to experiment in a large society, because the risks involved

are much bigger. I keep quoting those utterances of 17th and 18th

and 19th cenmry Dutch philosophers—in their view the nice thing

about improvement and reform in the Netherlands is that it is always

possible always oversee what is the consequence of what we are

doing. And we can modify the reforms while they are in process

because we are so close to it. Moreover, this is a society where the

state, as I have mentioned before, is not the enemy. So you entrust

the state with all kinds of essential functions. The case of the INS
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officers supplying Mohammed Atta with his student visa—I think

that is exacdy the American paradox. The immigradon services will

be attacked from all sides, but the point is that Americans are not

prepared to supply these people with the money needed to put a

good system into place. And the system is completely inefficient It's

crazy—every time I'm coming here I have to fiU out those forms, and

I have a very bad handwriting, it's completely illegible, and then those

people are going to process them, in many cases by hand. And they

tell you that you are only allowed to stay for 90 days. But who is

enforcing that system. Nobody does. That system doesn't work, but

the responsible people won't get the money to change it because

Americans fear the state. Giving money to the state would give too

much power to an alien institution. The state here is always "They"'.

The Dutch trust the state—not always, and we hate to pay taxes just

like everybody else, but we are nevertheless prepared to pay 40 or 50

percent of our income. That's much higher than you could ever

imagine here. And I hate that I have to pay it, but I also like to do it,

because I'm part of a society and that society is also part of me, and

it's not the enemy.

KU: That society is about to change. In 1952, the Netherlands

became one of the founding members of the EEC, and since the

beginning of the 1990s, even the Dutch Euroenthusiasts are getting

more critical about the EU venture. How will the EU change the

Netherlands, and how can the Netherlands contribute to the EU?
WM: That's the great issue. The nice thing is that the

Netherlands actually succeeded in building out their welfare system,

still in the last phases of the national state in a period of history

when the influence of the EU was still very restricted. And now we

have two major problems—not only we of course—but our

possibilities of developing our own, different, solutions for those

problems are going to be limited all the time. First of all, the

enormous amount of immigration, unheard of in the Netherlands

before. The Dutch system depends on solidarity, on people that have

a relationship with the state. But modern immigrants do not

automatically have such a relation with the state, nor with a welfare

system based on solidarity. Of course they want to profit from it, but
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they don't see themselves as part of it, not yet at least. Maybe some

of them will in time, but you do not get it automatically. It is not as

simple that the moment you cross the border you feel like a Dutch
citizen, that you are prepared to pay up to 52 percent of your income

in taxes and support the system. So that's one thing. And the second

thing is of course the EU that is imposing all kinds of new rules that

are not automatically Dutch, which people do not relate to. The drug

problem is an interesting case, because the Dutch solution always has

elicited complaints from the French, not so much from the Germans,

but especially from the French, because they have a different

approach to the problem, and they want to have a unified European

(preferably French) approach, and that would mean that the Dutch

approach will have to be finished. And what the Dutch are trying to

impose is that there should be room for other approaches as well, so

that you should allow things to go on in a decentralized way. The
French of course do not understand that as they have a very

centralized way of doing things since, let's say, the later middle ages.

The Dutch way is the opposite. And that's what the Dutch are just

trying to maintain in Europe.

KU: The Netherlands changed their approach to the EU since

the signing of the Maastricht Treaty. That day is being referred to in

the Netherlands as the "black Monday" because it was a major

diplomatic and political embarrassment.

WM: Yes, but you know there is some peculiar element in the

Dutch approach to the EU. Why was it "black Monday"? If I recall it

weU, part of the proposed Maastricht Treaty was a much more

extended proposal for a federal Europe, and that was completely shot

down. The Dutch ... on the one hand they want to have a master

plan to transform Europe into a federal structure, which is much too

quick for the other nations which are still much more caring about

their national individuality. At the same time, the Dutch have become
very reluctant to give up their sovereignty, and that's what's

happening now all the time. First they were one of six members, and

the Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg were three of the six,

and now we are one of 15, and in the near fumre one of 21 and

more. I think it's not only a Dutch problem, but it is a European
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problem. A European citizenship is not the same as the national

variety with something added to it. If we do not reinvent citizenship

in a European manner, one that is adapted to the EU, just like

modern citizenship was adapted to the nadon states of the late 1790s,

we will be in trouble. What we are trying to do is to keep the

traditional concept of the citizen in place, while thinking of a

completely new government system. Now that cannot be done. And
there is another problem as well. I'm very much afraid—of course,

historians can't predict anything, so you don't have to buy any of

this—that our political think we can continue to manage things our

own way things and keep our national welfare states intact without

reinventing citizenship. However change in that respect is imperative.

Maybe we need something based on the American model. Take for

example the state of California, which accepts people having separate

identities at the same time, which we do not accept at this moment in

Europe. People think of you only as a Dutchman, not as a European

as well. And it is going to get more complicated every day. All the

people that are now streaming into Europan countries, they are not

even of European origins anymore, they are from wherever. And to

accommodate we have to invent a new type of citizenship . . . which

we have failed to do until now. It is remarkable that so many people

from outside of Europe who are seeking asylum in the Netherlands

and who, from a material perspective, are well treated, nevertheless

long to leave Europe and like to come to the United States. Why?
Because here you can be yourself and you can be an American

simultaneously. And in Europe it's impossible to be a European, a

Dutchman and an African at the same time.

KU: How do you think the Dutch are going to solve this

problem?

WM: They are not, they are completely denying the problem.

The interesting thing is that in the latest elections two weeks ago, the

Dutch have—those were municipal elections, but if you just

transform the municipal elections results into those of a national

election which is going to happen in two months—30 percent of the

electorate has voted for a Dutch professor who is saying that the
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Islam is the most dangerous creed of the world. And that's not the

way to do it.

KU: That seems to be a European trend in recent times.

WM: It's a European trend.

KU: So the problem is being ignored or not perceived by a

number of European nations?

WM: It would be very useful for them to look to the United

States example. There are many things completely wrong in the

United States, but many things are just perfecdy organized out here.

Not that there is an ideal model, but we just need something that

works. And of course, if you take a look at New York—there are

also parts of New York where people hate one another's guts and

where people don't have two idendties. But California is some sort of

model, there is even intermarriage on a scale which has been unheard

of before. Now that is something you need, but it has to do with

different views of citizenship and the allowing of more identities at

the same time. We have a history of very unsuccesfull dealing with

immigrants. First we wanted them to Dutchify completely and fuUy.

That turned out to be impossible. Then we thought up the model of

the multicultural society, leave them on their own, which was a

disaster as well. What we need is an approach in which immigrants

have to develop a Dutch or even European identity but are allowed

to keep their own identities as well. And that works out very fine here

in California. Because you stiU have neighborhoods where all people

are all Iranian Jews or all Armenians, but they still consider

themselves Americans. And they even have a flag on their car, for

whatever reason.

KTJ: So since there is this city culture in the Netherlands, why is

there not the awareness to be more Hke the Californian model?

WM: That's a very interesting question and I don't have a real

answer to it. If I would venmre one and just look back to the

historical experience, there were no rulings about how those 17th and

early 18th century cities had to adapt themselves to the enormous

amount of immigration that was happening there at the same time.

Millions of people have immigrated into the Dutch Republic in the

17th century, so it was very much an immigration country. I think.
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and in a sense it might be treated as a paradox, there were no

extended series of government rulings trying to organize the

adapting process. Here in the United States there is no government

system that's organizing it. In the Netherlands, we have been trying to

control the whole process of immigration from the top down and

not just to give the people their own possibilities to adapt. But this is

just a hypothesis, but one that's worth testing. Let the people sort

those things out for themselves. Don't abandon them, that's

something different. But the problem of how you and I have got to

live together, that's something only you and I can fmd out together.

KU: Professor Ivlijnhardt, thank you so much for this

conversation.

WM: Thank you. It was nice talking to you.
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Effi Driest, Tochter der Luft: Atem, Ather,

Atmosphare - zur Bedeutung eines Motivs aus

genderspezifischer Sicht

Karin Tebben

An einer Deutung der Effi Briest, die sich in der Forschung als

iiberaus ianglebig erweisen sollte, hat Fontane selbst mitgewirkt; Effis

„Kreaturlichkeit" ist zum Sinnbild des natiirlichen und triebhaften

Menschen geworden.' Attestiert wurde Effi lange Zeit fragios eine

unmittelbare Nahe zum Elementaren, eine „gefahrliche Affinitat zur

Natur"^. Ihr „eigendiches Element" sei das Wasser, quasi ihre

„Schicksalsmetapher", womit sie zweifelsfrei in die anderen

Melusinenfiguren in Werk Fontanes eingereiht werden konne.^

Angesichts der von Effi verinneriichten starren gesellschaftlichen

Normen, die zum Triebverzicht aufrufen, berge die Nahe zum
Wasser damit die standige Bedrohung „zu versinken".'*

Ein Personlichkeitsmerkmal Effis sorgt jedoch dafiir, dass sie

dieses Risiko ebenso lustvoll wie angstvoll leben wird, meisterhaft

setzt es Fontane im Symbol des Schaukelns in Szene: das Ausloten

der Gefahr, die Sehnsucht nach der Ungewissheit, die in der

Grenzsituation zwischen „dich tragt dein Gliick" und „gleich stiirz'

ich" zu erfahren ist. Deutlicher als bisher geschehen wird der Roman
im Folgenden aus genderspezischer Perspektive gelesen.^ Aus diesem

Blickwinkel betrachtet, kann die Risikobereitschaft, die dem
Schaukeln inne wohnt, zwar auch auf Effis Ehebruch iibertragen

werden. Es zeigt sich aber, dass Effi scheitern, stiirzen, fallen muss,

weil das Freiheits- und Gliicksempfinden, das mit dem Schaukeln,

„dem Fliegen", verbunden ist, nicht auf den Ehebruch zu iibertragen

ist. Grund ist, dass sie als Ehebrecherin keineswegs ihrer
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„Kreaturlichkeit", sondern unentrinnbar einem Geschlechtsstereotyp

gehorcht.

„Tochter der Luft"*^ wird Effi von der Mama genannt/ Und
„Luft"—verstanden als Atemluft, Lebensluft und Luft im

physikalisch-klimatischen Sinne—stellt ein wesendiches Struktur-

merkmal des Romans dar,^ das Effis Ersdcken an den internalisierten

weiblichen Denk- und Handlungsmustern ihrer Gesellschaft plausibel

macht. Effis physisch-psychisches Ringen nach „Luft" spiegelt nicht

nur ihre Befmdlichkeit im Spannungsverhaltnis von gewiinschtem

Eigenen und aufgezwungenem Anderen; dariiber hinaus zeigt es, wie

sie die gesellschafdich vorgegebene Definidon von Weiblichkeit auf

eine Weise verinnerlicht hat, dass sie ihr nicht entfliehen kann. Bereits

als wir Effi kennenlernen, ist ihr „sturmisches Namrell" diszipliniert.

Ihre koketten „mrnerischen Drehungen", mit denen sie ihre

Langeweile bei der (geschlechtstypischen) Stickerei kundtut, sind

keineswegs mehr „naturlich". „Effi> eigentlich hattest du doch wohl

Kunstreiterin werden mussen"(8), stellt Luise von Briest fest und

unterbindet sofort jene stiirmische Umarmung, mit der die Tochter

den Verzicht der Mutter honoriert, aus ihr eine „Dame" machen zu

wollen: „Nicht so wild, Effi, nicht so leidenschaftlich. Ich beunruhige

mich immer, wenn ich dich so sehe...'"(9).

Luise von Briest liegt mit der Charakteristik durchaus richtig.

„Immer am Trapez, immer Tochter der Luft. Ich glaube beinah, daB

du so was mochtest." (8) Und Effi kontert: "Vielleicht Mama. Aber

wenn es so ware, wer ware schuld? Von wem hab ich es? Doch nur

von dir. Oder meinst du, von Papa? Da muBt du nun selbst lachen.

Und dann, warum steckst du mich in diesen Hanger, in diesen

Jungenskittel?" (8f.) Wir sehen Effi zu Beginn des Romans in der

„regressiven Welt des Hohen-Cremmener Gartens"^, in den sie

zuriickkehrt, um zu sterben. An ihrem Lebensende tragt sie wieder

den Jungenskittel. Dazwischen liegt ihr gefahrvolles Leben als Frau,

an dessen Folgen sie zerbricht.

Doch das Spiel im Garten ist nur scheinbar kindlich-neutral.

Tatsachlich sind selbst hier die eigenen Grenzen nur auszutesten,

wenn wenigstens das AuBere mannlich attributiert ist. Was Effis

koketter Rede folgt, ist als Drohung gegen die Mutter interpretiert
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worden, '° das „risikoreiche" weihliche Spiel mit der Gefahr, das von

der Gesellschaft geahndet wird: „Mitunter denke ich, ich komme
noch wieder in kurze Kleider. Und wenn ich die erst wieder habe,

dann knicks ich auch wieder wie ein Backfisch, und wenn dann die

Rathenower heruberkommen, setze ich mich auf Oberst Goetzes

SchoB und reite hopp, hopp." (9) Die skandaltrachtigen

Implikadonen dieses sexualisierten „Spiels" konnen spater in der

Reakdon der Weihnachts-Gesellschaft auf das Verhalten der

vierzehnjahrigen Cora Ring nachgelesen werden. Doch als es zu

Beginn des Romans gilt, Effi siebzehnjahrig an den

achtunddreiBigjahrigen Innstetten zu verheiraten, da ist das

Zurschaustellen der verfiihrerischen „unbewussten" Kindlichkeit Teil

der Heirats strategic der Mutter. Gibt sich das Kind Cora also

verfiihrerisch weiblich, indem es sich auf ,,'Onkel Crampas" SchoB"

(157) setzt, gilt es als frevelhaft, weil es einem bewussten koketten

Verhalten zugeschrieben wird; Effi jedoch wird im entscheidenden

Moment suggeriert, als „Kind" aufzutreten, weil ihre „Unschuld" den

potendellen Braudgam „verfuhren" soil. Das heiBt: Zwar sind die

jungen Frauen zwischen vierzehn und siebzehn Jahren bereits auf die

Ehe kondidoniert (auch Cora Ring koketdert zum Missfallen Effis

mit Crampas und Innstetten), miissen jedoch ihre Weiblichkeit hinter

der Fassade unschuldiger Kindlichkeit verbergen.

Der „Jungenskittel" schiitzt insofern vor der weiblichen Rolle, die

von komplizierten, widerspriichlichen Regeln beherrscht ist, und

gewahrt in bescheidenem Rahmen jene Freiheit, die mit dem
Bediirfnis nach „Luft" einhergeht—jedenfalls so lange, bis dieser

Schutz von Luise von Briest umfunktionalisiert und zerstort wird.

Entsprechend erhalt die „Luft" noch in den Gesprachen mit den

Freundinnen symbolischen Wert. Effi hatte gerne einen Mastbaum

„mit Rahen und Strickleiter" und mochte den Wimpel selbst

festmachen. „Und du Hulda", so heiBt es, „du kamst dann von der

anderen Seite her herauf, und oben in der Luft wollten wir Hurra

rufen und uns einen KuB geben. Alle Wetter, das sollte schmecken."

(15) Das Erklimmen des Mastbaumes driickt hier ein Freiheits-

bediirfnis aus, das nur in raum-entgrenzter Atmosphare zu

befriedigen ist, oben in der Luft. Und wieder ist diese Freiheit nur
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dann zu ertraumen, wenn sich Effi mannlich phantasiert, als

„Midshipman oder Schiffsjunge" (15). Der saloppe und von Hulda

entsprechend kritisierte Ausruf „alle Wetter" hat im Roman
Verweisungscharakter. Denn nicht nur die von dem herrschenden

Weiblichkeitsbild unterdriickte ungestiime Wesensart Effis wird im

Motiv ihres Verlangens nach „Luft" thematisiert, sondern Fontane

unterstreicht in der Darstellung meteorologischer Begleimmstande

auch den „natiirlichen" Ablauf der Tragodie der Effi Briest.'' Wie

Effis Bediirfnis nach Luft ihre Sehnsucht nach Freiheit widerspiegelt,

so gibt die Wetteriage einen Hinweis auf die Dinge, die in der „Luft

liegen".

Am 4. Oktober, dem Tag nach der Hochzeit des Innstettenschen

Paares, strahlt zwar die Morgensonne und kiindet von der Hoffnung,

die mit dem freudigen Ereignis verbunden ist, gleichwohl ist es

„schon herbstlich frisch" (37). Der Hoffnungsschimmer, den die

Sonne verbreitet, kann nicht dariiber hinwegtauschen, dass der Ehe

Friihling und Sommer fehlen werden. Die sdckigen, beengten

Raumlichkeiten in Kessin—zu denen der Chinesenspuk wesentlich

beitragt—, rauben der jungen Frau den Atem, und so ist es nur

konsequent, wenn Innstetten zur Wiederherstellung des Ehefriedens

„nichts Besseres als frische Luft" zu empfehlen weiB, gerade weil das

Wetter „frisch und milde (ist), kaum daB ein Liiftchen geht" (84).

Mag Innstettens Vorschlag auch gut gemeint sein und getragen von

der Hoffnung, das „milde Liiftchen" werde das eheliche Sturmtief

endgiildg ablosen, Effis Bediirfnissen kommt das „Luftchen" nicht

entgegen. Ihre Reaktion ist bezeichnend, sie „hatte, nach allem, was

noch auf ihr lag, so sehr das Bediirfnis nach frischer Luft, daB sie

alles (FuBsack und Pelze, K.T.) zuriickwies und nur eine doppelte

Decke nahm" (85). Bereits hier ist eine Information bereitgestellt, die

auf das spatere Ende Effis hindeutet. Dem lebenswichdgen

Verlangen nach frischer Luft wird um den Preis gesundheitlicher

Beeintrachtigung nachgegeben. Denn dass die Luft in PreuBen

wirklich gesund ist, wird wenig spater von der TrippeUi infrage

gestellt.^" Dass sie—trotz des starken Tees—in RuBland wundervoll

schlaft, fiihrt diese auf „die Luft . . . oder das spate Diner oder well

man so verwohnt wird" zuriick. Die Luft wird hier zu einem
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ganzheitlichen Lebenselixier, das sich nur in einem (exotischen)

Raum entfalten kann. Trippellis Quintessenz, geographisch benannt

und mental gedacht, ist in Bezug auf Effis preuBische Wirklichkeit

eine utopische Alternative: „Sorgen gibt es in RuBland nicht" (97). Sie

ist umso mehr eine unerreichbare Fiktion, als sie—deren weibliche

Rolle auf die Ausiibung der landratlichen Reprasentationspflichten

beschrankt ist—am gesellschaftlichen Leben kaum teilnimmt.

Die Diirftigkeit des gesellschaftlichen Lebens in Kessin und die

Borniertheit des Landadels verhindern eine Identifikation mit der

Rolle, die einer verheirateten Baronin Innstetten zusteht - und auf die

hin ihr Denken und Fiihlen seit ihrer Kindheit kondidoniert ist.'^ Effi

bleibt Zaungast. Uber die Strandspaziergange der Schwangeren heiBt

es: „Aber wenn sie saB und von ihrem bequemen Platz aus die Wagen
und die Damen in Toilette beobachtete, die da hinausfuhren, so

belebte sie sich wieder. Denn Heiteres sehen war ihr wie Lebensluft."

(Ill) Wahrend Effi noch in Hohen-Cremmen ihr Bediirfnis nach

Luft auf der Schaukel und in ihren Phantasien als Midshipman aktiv

ausleben kann, ist sie in Kessin nur noch passive Beobachterin, hat

sie an Heiterem nur noch als Zuschauerin teil. Vergangene

Gefiihlsintensitaten lassen sich daher nur wieder beleben, wenn sich

der Gedanke an ihren Status als verheiratete Frau in Momenten
erlebten Gliicks verdrangen lasst. Bei ihrem Besuch auf Hohen-

Cremmen

war ihr ganz aus dem Sinn gekommen, iiberhaupt

verheiratet. zu sein. Das waren dann gliicldiche

Viertelsmnden gewesen. Am liebsten aber hatte sie

wie friiher auf dem durch die Luft fliegenden

Schaukelbrett gestanden und in dem Gefiihl: ,jetzt

stiirz ich' etwas eigentumlich Prickelndes, einen

Schauer siiBer Gefahr empfunden. (121)

Das Rollenangebot, das Baronin Innstetten in Kessin zur

Verfiigung steht, ist ebenso schmal, wie ihre Verpflichmngen

begrenzt sind. Das Personal endastet von der Sorge um Kind und

Haushalt, ein Idrchliches oder karitatives Engagement wird nicht

verlangt. Die Pflichten als Ehefrau, seien sie privater oder
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offentliches Natur, sind gering. Ihre Rolle, die ihr in dieser

„Musterehe" und in der Offendichkeit zugewiesen wird, heiBt

Weiblichkeit. '^ Es ist eine Rolle, in der sich tatsachliche Sittenstrenge

mit scheinbarer Verfiihrungskunst verbinden soil. Auf seine junge

Frau kann der eide Ehemann stolz sein, weil sie sein Image mehr

aufwertet als das Kind, das er geheiratet hat, Innstettens

Beobachtung nach Effis Riickkehr aus Hohen-Cremmen, „Du hast

was Verfiihrerisches" (125), pariert die junge Frau daher nur

scheinbar kokett, wie haufig enthalt das harmlose Geplauder am
Kaffeetisch die bittere Wahrheit: „'Ach, mein einziger Geert, das ist ja

herrlich, was du da sagst; nun wird mir erst recht wohl ums Herz...

Gib mir noch eine halbe Tasse... WeiBt du denn, daB ich mir das

immer gewiinscht habe? Wir miissen verfiihrerisch sein, sonst sind

wir gar nichts...'" (125)

Nein, sonst ist Effi gar nichts. Das Problem ist eher: Auch

verfiihrerisch ist sie gar nichts. Denn was als schoner Anstrich die

brave Fassade der Ehefrau aufwertet, wird vom biederen Ehemann
zwar gewiirdigt, aber keineswegs tatkrafdg belohnt. Selbst Effis

Hinweis an ihren lendenlahmen Gatten, er sei „eigentlich ein

Zartlichkeitsmensch und unter dem Liebesstern geboren", zeitigt

keine Folgen. Der Grund wird von Effi benannt und von Geert

bestatigt: „Du willst es bloB nicht zeigen und denkst, es schickt sich

nicht und verdirbt einem die Karriere." (125) Da bleibt Effi nur, ihr

diirftiges Handlungspotendal zu nutzen und die neue Rolle an

Crampas zu testen. Idendtat gewinnt sie dadurch nicht. Sowohl als

Ehefrau als auch als Geliebte von Crampas verhalt sie sich gemaf5

jenem "Gesellschaft-Etwas", das sie pragt, Effi spielt ein eingeiibtes

Spiel.^*^ Und deshalb ist das, was sie in der Affare mit Crampas sucht,

weder Liebe noch sexuelle Erfiillung, sondern in erster Linie

aufregende Vergniigung in ihrer anderen "dunklen" Rollenidendtat als

Frau. Den Ehemann wahlt sie aus Griinden, die „mit ihm personlich

nichts zu mn haben"'^, den Damenmann Crampas nicht minder.'^

Was sie im Jungenskittel in Hohen-Cremmen an Gefahrvollem

auslebte, das lebt Effi in Kessin im Gewand der Verfiihrerin aus.

Beiden Rollen gemeinsam ist: Trotz eines geriittelten MaBes an

„weiblichem" Wissen beharrt sie darauf. Kind, d.h. unwissend und
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unschuldig zu sein. Zu Recht ist darauf hingewiesen worden, dass

sowohl der "Karrieremann" Innstetten als auch der "Damenmann"
Crampas als "Muster von Mannlichkeit" Geltung beanspruchen

konnen. Und beide verkorpern als Pendant jene weiblichen

RoUenangebote, die Effi zur Verfiigung stehen: Landratin und
Verfiihrerin, Ehefrau und Geliebte—die nach auBen gespielte Rolle

und die im Geheimen ausgelebte. Wahrend der Ehemann
„offentlich" agiert, ist Crampas im Sinne Kierkegaards dem Typus

des „reflektierten Verfiihrers" zuzurechnen. Was ihn kennzeichnet, ist

„die heimtiickische, planmaBige, Schritt fiir Schritt vorgehende

Verfuhrung", die der „Rede als Mittel seiner Wirkung" bedarf. Diese

Wirkung zielt wiederum darauf, dem „Opfer" sein Erliegen als

Freiheit zu suggerieren.^*^

An ihre Mutter schreibt sie dennoch in unbewusster Prazision,

was sie von Crampas' Anwesenheit im langweiUgen Kessin erwartet.

Der Brief ist ein Musterbeispiel retuschierter Informationen. Er

beginnt damit, dass Effi ihrer Mutter mitteilt, „beinah vergessen"

(106) zu haben, was das „Wichtigste" ist, Crampas Ankunft. Nur
diirftig erklart sie ihr Interesse mit dem gesellschaftlichen Notstand in

Kessin. Es ist wohl eher der libidinose Notstand, dessen Behebung
Crampas' Ankunft assoziiert, denn, so klagt Effi ihrer Mutter, eine

innige Freundschaft zur Familie Crampas sei ausgeschlossen, da er ein

„Damenmann", und sie, Frau Crampas, eifersiichtig sei. Zu einem

auBerehelichen Verhaltnis gehoren aber zwei, doch statt die

Moglichkeit der eigenen Beteiligung auszuschlieBen, wird die

Berechtigung zur Eifersucht hervorgehoben, indem Effi—hoch

angetan—von Crampas Duell „um eben solcher Dinge willen'*

berichtet. Fasziniert scheint Effi von der korperlichen Beschadigung

des Majors, "„ich glaube, sie nennen es Resektion." Horbar klingt aus

diesen Zeilen an die Mama die Angsdust Effis heraus, unter den

Armel zu schauen. Obendrein fiihlt sich Crampas—nach Effis

Interpretation—durch seine Frau drangsaliert, obgleich er

"„ausgelassen und iibermiitig" sein kann. Effis abschlieBende

Beurteilung betont ein Verhalten innerhalb gesellschaftlicher Formen,

„vollkommener Kavalier" mit der Option, sie zu umgehen,

„ungew6hnlich gewandt" (107). Die Interpretation des unbekannten
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Crampas folgt somit den eigenen Befindlichkeiten: der Lust nach

Abwechslung, der Angst vor ehelichen Repressalien, der

offensichtlichen, gleichwohl interessanten korperlichen Erschwernis,

des heimlichen „Anderssein" und dem standesgemaBen offentlichen

Funktionieren.

Effis Affare mit Crampas ist somit vorgegeben, sie liegt

buchstablich in der Luft. Als atmospharische Wahrnehmung gibt sie

Fontane Zug um Zug in wetterwendischen Umschreibungen preis.

„Alle Wetter" begleiten die Affare mit Crampas tatsachlich. „Das

Wetter ist schon und mild" (124) an jenem Tag, auf den Effi

riickblickend den Beginn der Beziehung zu Crampas datiert. Da sitzt

sie auf der Veranda, die, wie sie bemerkt, „kein Haus" ist und

insofern weder Schutz bietet noch die Drangsal der Konventionen

vorschreibt: „Da wird man formlos oder, wenn Sie wollen, intim".

Crampas will, das steht angesichts seines Rufes als

hinterpommerscher Don Juan auBer Zweifel, und Effi ist ebenfalls

nicht abgeneigt: „und nun setzen Sie sich und geben Rechenschaft

von Ihrem Tun. Denn an Ihrem Haar (ich wiinschte Ihnen, daB es

mehr ware) sieht man deutlich, daB Sie gebadet haben" (126).

Diese Szene hat es in sich. Nicht nur winkt Innstetten den

Nebenbuhler selbst heran, „nur naher, . . . nur naher", auch Effis

Rede an ihn erhebt sich mit subtilen Anspielungen iiber die

konventionelle Form. So ist mit dem Hinweis auf das nasse Haar

nicht nur freudianisch ein Symbol der Potenz benannt (was die guten

Wiinsche nach mehr doch recht siiffisant erscheinen lassen), auch

mythologisch ist das Haar von Bedeutung, „als Trager oder Sitz

zumindest eines Teils der Seele", was sich unter anderem an seiner

Wichtigkeit fiir Zauberspriiche oder am Austausch von

Gliicksbringern zwischen Verliebten zeigt.^' Dass Effi dariiber

informiert ist, gesteht sie an anderer Stelle selbst. In dem Gesprach

mit Annie heiBt es: „Mythologie war immer mein Bestes." (278)

Zudem assoziiert der Hinweis auf das Bad deutlich fehlende

Bekleidung und spielt somit kaum kaschiert auf den nackten Korper

und damit auf Sexualitat an.

Die atmospharischen Hinweise bleiben entscheidend fiir das

Erfassen dessen, was in der Luft liegt, denn mitnichten bleibt das
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Wetter „sch6n und mild". Als nach dem Beginn von Innstettens

Wahlkampagne Effi die Ausritte mit Crampas allein unternimmt, da

heiBt es: „Ein Wetterurnschlag war freilich eingetreten, ein

andauernder Nordwest trieb Wolkenmassen heran, und das Meer

schaumte machdg, aber Regen und Kalte fehlten noch, und so waren

diese Ausfliige bei grauem Himmel und larmender Brandung fast

noch schoner, als sie vorher bei Sonnenschein und stiller See gewesen

waren." (132) Die Wellen des Begehrens schlagen also hoch und

„verstarken die philobadschen Geniisse"^^. Deutlich droht das

gefahrvolle Moment in den Wolken, die jedoch weit entfernt genug

scheinen, um tatsachlich Gefahr zu bringen. Im iibrigen bieten die

Diinen Schutz, „Effis Schleier flatterte nicht mehr""^

SchlieBlich steigert sich der Nordwest bis zum Sturm, Doch zu

diesem Zeitpunkt hat Crampas mit seiner didaktischen Auslegung des

Chinesenspuks den Ehemann madig gemacht und sich selbst als

Fluchthelfer aus der unbefriedigenden Ehe angebote—und lasst

zunachst einmal seine Worte wirken, indem er sich entzieht. Was

Crampas sagt, muss zwar nicht unbedingt das sein, was er denkt,

denn hatte Effi gelesen, was Crampas ihr als Lektiire empfohlen,

dann ware ihr manches Gesprach in einem anderen Lichte

erschienen.^"* Dass Effi unbelesen—dafiir gegen den Ehemann
gestimmt und fiir den Rezitator eingenommen—zuriickkommen

wird, darf der Major, erfahren im Umgang mit Damen, wohl getrost

in sein Unternehmen einplanen. Als sich das Unwetter ausgetobt

hat—drauBen und drinnen—„kamen noch ein paar sonnige

Spatherbsttage", die Effi veranlassen, die Spazierritte mit Crampas

wieder aufzunehmen (137). Der Einbruch des Winters verhindert

indessen weitere Ausritte. So wird ein Theaterstiick inszeniert, der

„Schritt vom Wege", fur das der Major, "einstimmig in das

Vergniigungskomitee gewahlt" (146), die Regie ubernimmt, ohne Effi

in ihr Spiel hineinzureden: "Und er war klug und Frauenkenner

genug, um den natiirlichen Entwicklungsgang, den er nach seinen

Erfahrungen nur zu gut kannte, nicht zu storen." (147)

Effi wird seine Geliebte, nicht aus Liebesleidenschaft, vielmehr,

well das Verhaltnis zu Crampas die Freiheit zu sein scheint, nach der

sie strebt. „(D)ie Luft war frisch" (159), als sie ohne Schutzleder am
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Schlitten hart an der Brandung vom Oberforster Ring nach Kessin

zuriickfahrt. Die alles entscheidende Schlittenfahrt zeigt wiederum

am Symbol der „Luft", dass mit dem Beginn der Affare auch die

(Atem)Not beginnt. Uber Effi, die die frische Luft wahrend der Fahrt

wie ein Lebenselixier genieBt, heiBt es im Moment der Annaherung:

„Bis dahin waren Luft und Licht um sie her gewesen, aber jetzt war

es damit vorbei, und die dunklen Kronen wolbten sich iiber ihr."

(164)

„Alle Wetter" begleiten auch fortan die Affare. Ein „scharfer

Nordost" geht seit Silvester und lasst jenes Schiff stranden, dessen

Rettung Effi Tranen der Erleichterung endockt. Bereits Mitte Januar

geht die Achtzehnjahrige auBerst routiniert dem Ehebruch nach.

„Das Wetter war schon, ein milde, frische Luft ging, der Himmel
bedeckt." „Bewegung und frische Luft" hat der Arzt verordnet, so

behauptet sie jedenfalls gegeniiber dem Gatten, und so tritt Effi

geradezu aus gesundheitlichen Griinden die Spaziergange zum Strand

an. Ein erhebliches MaB an Dreistigkeit, das einer jungen Tochter aus

gutem Hause nicht unbedingt zuzutrauen ist, kann dabei beobachtet

werden. So lasst sie den Gatten allein den Einladungen aufs Land

folgen und verabschiedet ihn mit Worten, die angesichts ihres

Vorhabens nicht anders als impertinent zu beurteilen sind:

„'...Ubrigens freu ich mich, und das ist das einzige Gute dabei, dich

jedesmal, wenn du fahrst, eine Strecke des Wegs begleiten zu konnen,

bis an die Miihle gewiB oder bis an den Kirchhof oder auch bis an

die Waldecke, da, wo der Morgnitzer Querweg einmiindet. Und steig

ich ab und schlendere wieder zuriick. In den Diinen ist es immer am
schonsten."' (173) Verfiigt Effi bereits in Hohen-Cremmen iiber ein

beachtliches Wissen iiber das Verhaltnis der Geschlechter^^—hier

nutzt sie es.

Die Spaziergange am Strand, die wohl deshalb die arztlich

monierte Blasse auf Effis Wangen nicht zu tilgen vermogen, weil sie

zu bald in jenem Haus zwischen Kirchhof und Waldecke enden,

setzen ein Wissen um die (Un)wagbarkeiten des Ehebruchs voraus.

Bereits jenes riihrende Gleichnis der „Gottesmauer" wird bemiiht,

weil Effi sich Vorstellungen machen kann, „nicht bloB nach dem, was

man personlich erfahren hat, auch nach dem, was man irgendwo
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gehort oder ganz zufallig weiB" (154).^*^ Es ist eben der ganz normale

Entwicklungsgang—wohl deshalb wird der Verlauf der Affare auch

nicht erzahlt, sondern nur ihre Folgen:

Sie litt schwer darunter und wollte sich befreien. Aber

wiewohl sie starker Empfindungen fahig war, so war

sie doch keine starke Natur; ihr fehlte die

Nachhaltigkeit, und alle guten Anwandlungen gingen

wieder voriiber. So trieb sie denn weiter, heute, weil

sie's nicht andern konnte, morgen, weil sie's nicht

andern wollte. Das Verbotene, das Geheimnisvolle

hatte seine Macht uber sie.

So kam es, daB sie sich, von Natur frei und offen, in

ein verstecktes Komodienspiel mehr und mehr

hineinlebte. Mitunter erschrak sie, wie leicht es ihr

wurde. Nur in einem blieb sie gleich: sie sah alles klar

und beschonigte nichts. (172)

Das schlechte Gewissen, das Effi qualt, ist nicht dem von der

GeseUschaft geahndeten Ehebruch zuzuschreiben. Vieknehr griindet

es darin, dass sie selbst keine Moglichkeit hat, ihre „Tat" zur Starkung

ihres Selbstbewusstsein zu nutzen. Zum Vergleich—Melanie van der

Straaten in l^'Adultera wird durch die ehebrecherische Liebe zu

Rubehn zum Subjekt. Untreue wird zur Voraussetzung der

Selbsttreue: "Das Geschehene, das wuBte sie, war ihre Verurteilung

vor der Welt, war ihre Demiitigung, aber es war doch auch zugleich

ihr Stolz, dies Einsetzen ihrer Existenz, dies riickhaldose Bekenntnis

ihrer Neigung. " (100) Und dann: „Ich will fort, nicht aus Schuld,

sondern aus Stolz, und ich will fort, um mich vor mir selber wieder

herzustellen. . . . Ich will den Kopf wieder hochhalten und mich

selber wieder fuhlen lernen." (101 f.) Sich „selber wieder fiihlen" zu

lernen, verweist in UAdultera auf mehr als auf die Bediirfnisse des

Korpers, die Melanie im Ehebruch befriedigt. Das „Selbst" muss hier

verstanden werden als die primare Struktur des Seelischen, der das

Triebgeschehen nachgeordnet ist. „Sich selbst wieder herzusteUen",

zielt auf ein umfassendes und geordnetes Selbst, das sich seiner
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Konturen bewusst ist. Das Gliick der Melanie van der Stxaaten

besteht demnach nicht nur in der Vergewisserung ihrer Existenz als

Liebende, die ausdriicklich auch sexuelle Identitat einschlieBt,

sondern auch in ihrer Arbeit, mit der sie an der Seite Rubehns

gleichberechtigt fiir den gemeinsamen Lebensunterhalt sorgen kann.

Anders Effi, die nicht liebt, sondern auf ehebrecherische Weise

„verfuhrerisch" ist. Damit bricht sie wie Melanie mit den auBeren

rigiden Normen der Gesellschaft, schlagt aber keineswegs den Weg
zur Subjektwerdung ein. Darin liegt das eigentlich Anklagende des

Romans begriindet. Nicht die verinneriichte Treueideologie

verhindert die voile Befriedigung im auBerehelichen Verhaltnis,

sondern die dem „Verfuhrerischen" immanente Subjekdosigkeit der

Frau.^^ Aus diesem Grunde reklamiert Effi in jenem lange nach der

Trennung von Crampas stattfindenden Monolog, der das Gewesene

in seiner Bedeutung fiir die Gegenwart reflektiert, lediglich den

Verlust ihrer Aufrichtigkeit als Verlust ihres Selbst:

Ich schame mich. Aber wie ich nicht die rechte Reue

habe, so hab ich auch nicht die rechte Scham. Ich

schame mich bloB von wegen dem ewigen Lug und

Trug; immer war es mein Stolz, daB ich nicht liigen

konne und auch nicht zu liigen brauche, liigen ist so

gemein, und nun habe ich doch immer liigen miissen,

vor ihm und vor aller Welt, im groBen und im kleinen

. . . Aber Scham iiber meine Schuld, die hab ich nicht

oder doch nicht so recht oder doch nicht genug, und

das bringt mich um, daB ich sie nicht habe. Wenn alle

Weiber so sind, dann ist es schrecklich, und wenn sie

nicht so sind, wie ich hoffe, dann steht es schlecht um
mich, dann ist etwas nicht in Ordnung in meiner

Seele, dann fehlt mir das richtige Gefiihl. (223)

Effis MutmaBung, mit ihrem Tun und dem Fehlen der rechten Reue

zu „allen Weibern" zu zahlen—^was sie aufgrund ihrer Kontaktarmut

nicht iiberpriifen kann— , impliziert, dass „das Verfiihrerische" als

weibliches Identitatsmodell „theoretisch" gesellschaftlich sanktioniert

ist. Denn makellose weibliche Sittenstrenge, wie sie in der
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unverheirateten Sidonie von Grasenabb und in Johanna vorgefiihrt

wird, aber auch in den verheirateten Frauen, Frau von Crampas und

Frau Kruse, ist nicht nur vom Erzahler mit fragwiirdigem Reiz

ausgestattet; auch die Kommentare der Romanfiguren offenbaren

zumindest eine zweifelhafte Akzeptanz. „Echte" Weiblichkeit hat

etwas Verfiihrerisches, auch wenn genau das im Dunkeln zu bleiben

hat; was theoretisch zur Grundausstattung einer attraktiven Frau

gehort, wird „praktisch" aber im Handlungspotentiai tabuisiert, ja mit

dem gesellschaftlichen Tod geahndet.^^ Effis Monolog offenbart auch

dieses Wissen; nicht nur das Liigenspiel qualt sie, sondern auch

„Angst, Todesangst, und die ewige Furcht: es kommt doch am Ende
noch an den Tag." (223) Die Effi an gesellschaftlicher Stellung

ebenbiirdge Geheimratin (!) Sophie von Zwicker stellt in ihrem Brief

an die Freundin einen (neben jenen, die den Mannern gelten)

weiteren „Weisheitssatz" auf, der eheliche Treue infrage stellt: „Es ist

unglaubHch - erst selber Zettel und Briefe schreiben und dann auch

noch die des anderen aufbewahren! Wozu gibt es Ofen und

Kamine?" (263) Sie selbst hat es offenbar vermocht, ein (geheimes)

erotisches Leben zu fuhren, das zwar Vermutungen schiirte, aber

nicht Beweise lieferte und sie somit vor den in der Wilhelminischen

Ara geltenden Sanktionen gegen eine Ehebrecherin schiitzte.^^

Hochst aufschlussreich ist in diesem Zusammenhang, was

Fontane nicht erzahlt, was aber dennoch den Entwicklungsgang

forciert, die indirekte Beteiligung des (fast) gesamten

Romanpersonals an der Affare durch vorgegebene Ahnungslosigkeit.

Das beginnt mit der Mutter. Luise von Briest sieht sich—trotz

genauer Kenntnis der Tochter und deren fehlender „Festigkeit"

—

nach der Lektiire ihres Briefes, in dem Effi das offensichtliche

Interesse an Crampas bekundet, in keiner Weise herausgefordert, ihre

Tochter zu warnen. Dass sie Ahnung von den Vorkommnissen in

Kessin hatte, raumt sie mehrere Male gegeniiber Briest ein; zudem
weiB der Erzahler, dass sie „nach Frauenart nicht ganz abgeneigt war,

die ganze Sache, so schmerzhaft sie war, als einen interessanten Fall

anzusehen" (284).

Zudem: Kessin ist ein Dorf von dreitausend Seelen, die in den

Wintermonaten allesamt der Langeweile ausgesetzt sind. Mithin bliiht
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der Klatsch. Dass die junge Landratin jeden Tag (allein) zu einem

„Haus zwischen dem Kirchhof und der Waldecke" (193) wandern

konnte, ohne die Aufmerksamkeit der Bewohner Kessins zu erregen,

ist ebenso unwahrscheinlich wie ein tagliches Rendezvous ohne jcne

Nlitwisser, die dem Paar ein Obdach zur Verfiigung stellen—denn

dass es Mitte Januar zu kalt ist, den Ehebruch in den Diinen zu

vollziehen, diirfte dem aufmerksamen Leser wohl kaum entgehen.

Die Dienstboten mn ihr Ubriges, um den Dingcn ihren Lauf zu

lassen. Roswithas schweigende Mitwisserschaft geht aus der naiv-

beredten Parallelisierung von Effis Affare zu ihrer eigenen Beziehung

zum verheirateten Kruse hervor. Und auch Johannas (faktische)

Blindheit gegeniiber den Ungeheuerlichkeiten im Hause Innstetten

darf bezweifelt werden. Kaum ist das junge Ehepaar Innstetten in

Kessin angelangt, gibt Johanna freimiitig der Frau des Amtsdieners,

Frau Paaschen, Auskunft iiber die Zartlichkeit des Hausherrn

gegeniiber seiner jungen Frau. Auch an diese Gepflogenheiten wird

Luise von Briest gedacht haben, als sie ihrer Tochter von einer roten

Ampel im Schlafzimmer abrat. Alle ahnen, wissen, sehen den

Ehebruch. „(I)ch habe einen sehr ausgezeichneten Mann", versucht

Effi auf dem Neujahrsball noch vorzuschiitzen. „WeiB ich",

entgegnet die Ritterschaftsratin von Padden, die „das, was die Natur

nach der wendisch-heidnischen Seite hin fiir sie getan hatte, durch

christlich-germanische Glaubenstrenge wieder in Ausgleich zu

bringen [suchte]. . . . Aber das hilft nicht immer. Ich hatte auch einen

ausgezeichneten Mann." Kaum anzunehmen, dass sie die Tischreden

Luthers, die sie der jungen Frau zur Starkung gegen Anfeindungen

empfiehlt, selbst fur hilfreich halt, denn, so raumt sie ein, „das mit

dem Fleisch, das bleibt . .
." (168f.).

SchlieBlich: Es ist Innstetten, der dem Liebhaber seiner Frau

indirekt mit dem Chinesenspuk das Terrain bereitet, es ist Innstetten,

der Crampas „naher" winkt, es ist Innstetten, der die weihnachtliche

Landpartie zum Oberforster Ring mit Crampas verabredet, es ist

Innstetten, der den Weg durch den Wald einschlagt, in dem es zur

ersten Annaherung Effis und Crampas' kommt. Und trotz eines

erheblichen Misstrauens geht er seinem Verdacht nicht auf den

Grund. Dabei ist seine Einstellung zu Crampas deutlich, den er selbst
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vor Effi als Damenmann bezeichnet, „und nun Damen wie du, das ist

seine besondere Passion. Und ich wette auch, daB es keiner besser

weiB als meine kleine Frau selber" (149). Was dem Damenmann
zuzurechnen ist, scheint gewiB: „Aber er ist so'n halber Pole, kein

rechter VerlaB, eigentlich in nichts, am wenigsten mit Frauen." (150)

Mehrere Male fliegt sein Blick „scharf ' iiber seine Frau hinweg, aber

erst als der Beweis auf der Hand liegt—offensichtlich vor den Augen
des Dienstpersonals—, ist er bereit, die Begebenheiten in Kessin in

ihrem ganzen AusmaB zu erkennen.

So muss sich Effi auch durch eine „ungunstige Witterung" nicht

abbringen lassen, die Spaziergange wieder aufzunehmen, als Crampas
aus Stettin zuriick ist. Zudem schilt sie Roswitha wegen ihres

Interesses an dem verheirateten Kruse! Versteckt ist hier der Vorteil

der verheirateten Frau gegeniiber der unverheirateten. Denn als die

traumatisierte Roswitha zum wiederholten Male erzahlt, wie ihr das

Kind genommen wurde, und mit dem Ausruf schlieBt, „die heil'ge

Mutter Gottes bewahre Sie vor solchem Elend", da ist Effi „doch

mehr erschrocken als emport" (181) und verweist auf ihren Stams als

Ehefrau, der eine Schwangerschaft in der Tat weit weniger Sorgen

bereiten wiirde.

Effis Abreise nach Berlin lasst atmospharisch die Katastrophe

ahnen. Die grauen Wolkenmassen, die die ersten Spazierritte am
Strand begleiteten, haben sich gesenkt. „Uber dem Wasserspiegel

hingen graue Wolken", sie lassen die Hoffnung auf ein gliickliches

Ende schwinden, „und nur dann und wann schoB ein halb

umschleierter Sonnenblick aus dem Gewolk hervor" (194). Kaum in

Berlin angekommen, droht mit der Order, nach Kessin

zuriickzukehren, neues Unheil. Und wieder wird ein Arzt zum
Komplizen der jungen Frau. Ihre Not erkennend, verschreibt er zwei

Mittel, die Fontane—der Apotheker—mit Bedacht wahlt: „Aqua

Amygdalarum amararum eine halbe Unze, Syrupus florum Aurantii

zwei Unzen" (203). Das erste ist ein Medikament gegen Asthma und

Keuchhusten—tatsachlich ist Effi zu diesem Zeitpunkt keineswegs

erkrankt. Von Bedeutung ist also der symbolische Wert, die Medizin

soil der jungen Frau in Berlin das Atmen erleichtern. Allerdings

handelt es sich dabei um ein toxisches Mittel, einen „Auszug aus
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Bittermandelsamen", so dass sich mit dessen Verabreichung bereits

Effis Todesform ankiindigt. Das zweite ist ein Beruhigungsmittel mit

appetitanregender Funktion,^° ein harmloses, oft als Placebo

verwendetes Medikament.^'

Effi darf also Dank der giitigen Hilfe des alten Arztes in Berlin

bleiben. Ein „klarer blauer Himmel und eine lachende Sonne" lassen

sie „hoch auf ' atmen. Da aber steht sie auf dem Balkon ihrer neuen

Wohnung, wiederum ein Symbol im Sinne Fontanes, Effi fehlt der

sichere Boden unter den FiiBen. Tatsachlich triigt der Schein, das

„Wetter war beinahe sommerlich warm", eine atmospharische

Gaukelei im Marz. Und in der Tat holt sie bereits in den Ferien in

Hohen-Cremmen die bittere Erkenntnis ein, „es nicht

los(zu)werden". Hier sitzt Effi am Fenster, um ihre Verfehlungen zu

bedenken: „Aber es war nur die Nachduft, die ging." (224) Diese

Nachduft, im Gegensatz zur „hellen Luft" des Tages, die mit

(Atem)Freiheit assoziiert ist, beschreibt atmospharisch die dunkle

Seite der Existenz, wie sich der Schatten zur Sonne verhalt. Sie

assoziiert, dass Effis Freiheit nicht mehr im Lebenkonnen haftet,

sondern im Sterbendiirfen endet. Parallel dazu fallen die seeHschen

„Beangstigungen" mit der Zeit zwar von Effi ab, zeigen sich aber

fortan in korperlichen Symptomen, die das Atmen beschweren, in

„katarrhalischen Affektionen" (227). Die damit verbundene Atemnot

taucht nach dem Entdecken der Briefe von Crampas und ihrem

VerstoBenwerden als psychosomatisches Symptom wieder auf.

Endgiiltig ist Effi nach dem Entdecken der Liebesbriefe um
„freie Luft und lichte Sonne" (260) gebracht. Die neue Unterkunft in

der Pension raubt „der sehr empfindlichen Effi den Atem" (266) und

am gescheiterten Wiedersehen mit Annie droht sie zu „ersticken"

(279). Da enthalt der Bittbrief des alten Arztes Rummschiittel an die

Eltern, ihr mit der Riickkehr nach Hohen-Cremmen den

lebenserhaltenden „Luftwechsel" (281) zu ermoglichen, zwar eine gut

gemeinte, aber letztlich unwirksame Therapie. Noch einmal steht Effi

dort auf der Schaukel, aber die Sehnsucht nach Freiheit, die „fruher"

damit verbunden war, ist einer Sehnsucht nach Befreiung durch den

Tod gewichen: „Ach, wie schon es war, und mir die Luft wohltat; mir

war, als flog ich in den Himmel. Ob ich wohl hineinkomme?" (287)
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Proportional, wie ihr die Lebensluft den Atem raubt, wachst Effis

„Luftbedurfnis" im Freien, ein Bediirfnis freilich, das einem

hekdschen Ringen nach Luft gleicht. „Dabei war ihr Luftbediirfnis in

einem bestandigen Wachsen, und zumal wenn Westwind ging und

graues Gewolk am Himmel zog, verbrachte sie viele Stunden im

Freien." (289) Ihre angegriffenen Atemorgane setzt sie dabei

standiger Bedrohung aus. Und wie bereits das toxische Medikament

gegen Asthma und Keuchhusten die psychischen Beschwerden zu

lindern versuchte, so zeigt die „Luft", die Effi einatmet, um sich

freier zu fiihlen, ebenfalls ihre toxische Wirkung. Einmal noch

genieBt sie im Sommer die „freie Luft" und „atmet begliickt den Duft

ein, der von den Raps- und Kleefeldern heruber(kommt)" (296). „Die

Nachduft und die Nebel", die Effi am Fenster sitzend „einsaugt",

bedeuten ihren Tod. Es ist „der stillste und hoflichste Selbstmord"^^,

den die deutsche Literatur zu bieten hat:

Frau von Briest sah, daB Effi erschopft war und zu

schiafen schien oder schlafen woUte. Sie erhob sich

leise von ihrem Platz und ging. Indessen kaum, daB

sie fort war, erhob sich auch Effi und setzte sich an

das offene Fenster, um noch einmal die kiihle

Nachduft einzusaugen. Die Sterne flimmerten, und

im Parke regte sich kein Blatt. Aber je langer sie

hinaushorchte, je deutlicher horte sie wieder, daB es

wie feines Rieseln auf die Platanen niederfiel. Ein

Gefiihl von Befreiung iiberkam sie: „Ruhe, Ruhe."

(300)

Die Methode dieses Todes ist ein adaquates SymboP^: Effi Briest

stirbt an ihrem Verlangen, atmen zu wollen. Sie, die „Tochter der

Luft", bleibt im Sterben Taterin und Opfer zugleich. Mit dem
Einsaugen der Nachduft verschafft sie sich als Individuum im selbst

gewahlten Tod die einzige Moglichkeit, ihren Freiheitsanspruch

durchzusetzen und sich aus den Verstrickungen in die

Weiblichkeitsrolle zu erlosen, die ihr die Luft zum Atmen nahm.
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Anmerkungen

' Gemeint ist der beriihmt gewordene Brief Fontanes an Colmar

Griinhagen (10. Oktober 1895), Sdmtliche Werke, ed. Otto Drude und

Helmuth Niirnberger unter Mitwirkung von Christian Andree

(Miinchen: Hanser, 1982) 4,4: 487f.: „Er (der schlesische Adel, K.T.) ist

gewiB, nach bestimmten Seiten hin, sehr anfechtbar, aber grade diese

Anfechtbarkeiten machen ihn interessant und mir auch sympathisch. Es

sind keine Tugendmeier, was mir immer wohltut. Ich war nie ein

Lebemann, aber ich freue mich, wenn andere leben, Mannlein wie

Fraulein. Der natiirliche Mensch will leben, will weder fromm noch

keusch noch sittlich sein, lauter Kunstprodukte von einem gewissen,

aber immer zweifelhaft bleibenden Wert, weil es an Echtheit und an

Natiirlichkeit fehlt. Das Natiirliche hat es mir seit langem angetan, ich

lege nur darauf Gewicht, fiihle mich nur dadurch angezogen, und dies

ist wohl der Grund, warum meine Frauengestalten alle einen Knax

weghaben. Gerade dadurch sind sie mir Ueb, ich verUebe mich in Sie,

nicht um ihrer Tugenden, sondern um ihrer Menschlichkeiten, d.h. um
ihrer Schwachen und Siinden willen. Sehr viel gilt mir auch die

Ehrlichkeit, der man bei den Magdalenen mehr begegnet als bei den

Genoveven."

2 Vgl. im iJberblick Christian Grawe, Theodor Fontane: Effi Briest

(Frankfurt/M.: Diesterweg, 1998) 99. Vgl. des weiteren Daragh

Downes, "Effi Briest", Fontane-Handbuch, ed. Christian Grawe und

Helmuth Niirnberger (Tubingen: Kroner, 2000) 637.

3 Unberucksichtigt blieb—wie Christian Grawe moniert—, dass diese

Beschreibung nur sehr bedingt auf Effi Briest zutrifft (99). Fiir Grawe

ist „das Wasser" lediglich Symbol sexueller Wiinsche, die „zum
Ausbrechen aus den Fesseln der biirgerlichen Wohlanstandigkeit und

Ordnung, zum unkonventionellen Verhalten" (101) verlocken.

^ Dass das Versinken ein eigenes Motiv des Romans ist, hat nachgewiesen

Hugo Aust, "Effi Briest oder Suchbilder eines fremden Madchens aus

dem Garten," Fontane Blatter dA (1997): 75f

5 Downes 638.

^ Zit. wird im Folgenden nach der Nymphenburger-Ausgabe., Theodor

Fontane. "Effi Briest", Gesammelte Werke, vol. 3 (Miinchen:

Nyphenburger, 1979) 5-301.

^ Vgl. zur moglichen Beziehung zu Calderons „Tochter der Luft" Aust 81 ff
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8 Thum streift in seinen Ausfiihrungen lediglich das Motiv der „Luft":

„Linked with the swing motif is Effi's need for light and air. This need

expresses in a concrete form her desire to escape from situations wich

stifle her morally and psychologically." Reinhard H. Thum, „Symbol,

Motif and Leitmotif in Fontane's hffi Briest, " The Germanic Review LIV.l

(1979): 118.

^ Joachim Dyck und Bernhard Wurth, ,,'Immer Tochter der Luft'. Das

gefahrUche Leben der Effi Briest," Psyche 39 (1985): 621. Dyck und

Wurth analysieren den Roman vor dem Hintergrund der Thesen

Michael Balints zum oknophilen und philobatischen Charakter.

Letzterer, dem Effi zuzuordnen ist, zeichnet sich durch sein Verlangen

nach Angsdust aus. Dyck und Wurth weisen in diesem Zusammenhang
darauf hin, dass nach Balint philobatische Simationen heroisch,

phallisch-narziBtisch, sehr mannUch und zugleich sehr kindUch sind.

(625, Anm. 6.)

^0 Norbert Mecklenburg, Theodor Fontane. Romankunst der Yielstimmigkeit

(Frankfiirt/M.: Suhrkamp 1998) 271.

11 Vgl. Mecklenburg 268.

12 Trippelli ist fur Effi insofern bewundernswert, als sie eine wahre

„Kunsderin der (Atem)Luft" ist. Als Sangerin auBerhalb der

gesellschaftlichen Norm stehend—was das symbolische Fehlen des

Mieders deutlich macht— , steht sie in doppeltem Sinne fiir den Genuss

freier Atemluft: „Freilich bin ich auch nie eingepreBt; Brust und Lunge

miissen immer frei sein, und vor allem das Herz. Ja, meine gnadigste

Frau, das ist die Hauptsache." (96).

13 Vgl. Mecklenburg 268ff

i"* Bezeichnenderweise rat Roswitha ihrer Herrin, die nach ihrer Trennung

von Innstetten zum Zeitvertreib armen Kindern Nachhilfestunden zu

geben, von ihrem Vorhaben mit dem Hinweis auf den „Dunst und

Schmook" ab, den diese Kinder in die Raumlichkeiten bringen, „das

halten die gnadige Frau gar nicht aus" (271).

15 Auch Geert von Innstetten wird ein Opfer des Geschlechtsstereotyps,

auch er tragt die Last eines verinnerlichten MannUchkeitsbildes.

Innstetten kann als literarisches Paradigma mannlicher Fragilitat hinter

mannlicher Starke gelten. Von tadelloser Haltung, ist er ein Beispiel des

im Koordinatensystem von Militar- und Staatsdienst favorisierten

Mannerbildes im Kaiserreich, besit2t er doch Qualitaten, die seine
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kiinftige Braut schon aufzuzahlen weiB, bevor sie ihn kennen gelernt

hat. So ist er nicht nur „sehr mannlich" (10), sondern sogar „sehr

schneidig"—schlieBlich hat er im Deutsch-Franzosischen Krieg das

„Eiserne Kreuz" erhalten und treibt nun sein Aktenstudium mit

wahrem „Biereifer" (13) voran. Effis Vorstellung vom rechten Mann

stimmt mit dem herrschenden Mannerbild iiberein. Gleichzeitig

offenbart ihr Unbehagen, „wenn er nur ein biBchen anders ware" (35),

einen uneinlosbaren Gliicksanspruch. Innstetten besitzt Qualitaten, die

ein gesellschaftliches Funktionieren garantieren, Identitatsfindung aber

als Prozess der EntindividuaUsierung definieren. Nur in wenigen

Momenten scheint er sich des „Doppelgangers" (Plessner), d.h. der

Duplizitat von privater und gesellschaftiicher Rolle bewusst zu werden

und sich nicht an seine soziale Figur zu verlieren. Ihm gelingt es nicht,

„einen Ausgleich zwischen der privaten und der offentlichen Halfte

seines Selbst herzustellen und durchzuhalten" (Helmuth Plessner,

„Soziale Rolle und menschliche Natur (1960), " Gesammelte Schriften, ed.

Giinter Dux, Odo Marquard und Ernst Stoker, vol. 10 (Frankfurt/M.:

Suhrkamp 1985): 235. So geschieht es, dass er just in dem Moment, als

er seine vom herrschenden Mannlichkeitsdiskurs der Gesellschaft

verschiittete Liebesfahigkeit zeigt, seine Kapitulation vor der Rolle in

der Duellforderung eingestehen muss. Miihsam zwingt er sich in ein

Rollenkorsett, um das in auBerster Konsequenz zu sein, was er sein

musr. mannlich - ein Attribut, das ihm im wahren Wortsinn

lebensgefahrlich wird und sein Lebensgliick zerstort. Vgl. zum

Mannlichkeitsbild um 1900 Karin Tebben, ed., Abschied vom Mythos

Mann. Kulturelle Kon^epte der Moderne (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht).

'6 Das gilt ebenso fiir Crampas. Vgl. hier Putz: „Mit fortschreitendem

Geschehen wird immer deutlicher, daB an die Stelle eines tief

verwurzelten Empfindens die Romanze tritt, und so laBt Effi bis zum

Ende ihres noch jungen Lebens Zweifel daran, daB sie Crampas im

Grunde gar nicht geliebt hat. Wie Biicher und poetische Texte das im

Leben schmerzlich vermiBte kompensieren sollen, so dient das

Verhaltnis zu dem dichtenden und zitierenden Major der Uberbriickung

der affektiven Leere in der Beziehung zu ihrem Mann. " Peter Piitz,

„Wenn Effi lase, was Crampas empfiehlt... Offene und verdeckte Zitate

im Roman," TheodorFontane. Text und Kritik. Sonderband (1989): 174-84.

^"^ Downes 641.
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^^ „Was Effi zum Ehebruch treibt, ist nicht mit einem Wort gesagt", stellt

Aust in seinem grundlegenden, die Widerspriiche des Romans
aufdeckenden Essay fest (80). Effis Charakterisierung bezeichnet er

darin als „modern verwirrend, geradezu dekonstruktivistisch", da sie im

Grunde immer nur „das andere" sei: „Als solches ,selbsdoses' Wesen
steht sie wohl immer im Dienst eines ,Vorgesetzten', die als ,andere'

gerade auch in der Ehe mit Innstetten oder im Seitensprung mit

Crampas erfiillen muB, was ,die eine' sich versagt hat." (79) Vgl. Anm.
4.

19 Mecklenburg 277.

20 Erwin Kobel, „Die Angst der Effi Briest. Zur moglichen Kierkegaard-

Rezeption Fom2Lnes" Jabrhuch des Freien Deutschen Hochstifts (1994): 260f.

Crampas, so zeigt Kobel, „angstigt" Effi zu sich heran, indem er ihre

Angst mit seinen Geschichten schiirt und ihr gleichzeitig den

Zufluchtsort jenseits ihrer Ehe bietet. Das ist nur darum moglich, da

(wiederum im Riickgriff auf Kierkegaard) Angst dem Menschen auch

die Moglichkeit der Freiheit offenbart. (277)

21 Barbara G. Walker, Das geheime Wissen der Yrauen. Ein Eexikon (Nliinchen:

DTV, 1995) 336.

22 Dyck und Wurth 630.

23 Grawe 113 macht darauf aufmerksam, dass das Schleifen der Gardinen

auf dem Dachboden „bei dem starken Luftzuge", der durch die

geoffneten Fenster verursacht ist, in deutlicher Verbindung mit den

emotionalen und sexuellen Unzulanglichkeiten der Ehe steht. Assoziiert

wird in diesem Zusammenhang das sexueU konnotierte „Tanzen"

—

dessen sie auf dem Silvesterball nicht mehr bedarf, weil sie mit Crampas

eine Affare begonnen hat. Insofern ist mit den beruhigten Schleiern,

die nicht mehr im Wind flattern, ein Zeichen dafiir gegeben, dass die

(unbewusste) Entscheidung fiir diese Beziehung gefallen ist.

Crampas dient die Poesie zur erotischen Verlockung. Seine Lektiire-

vorschlage zeigen, dass er zwar in Effi verliebt ist, doch „sein

Gemijtszustand . . . zugleich das Produkt einer verallgemeinernden

Poetisierung [ist]. Seine hochst Uterarisierte Werbung verrat, daB sein

Begehren weniger der Geliebten als dem gilt, was er 'das Romantische'

nennt, und daB ihm die Romanze wichtiger ist als die Liebe." Piitz 180f.

25 Mecklenburg 27 Iff.

26 Mecklenburg 264ff.
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2"^ Insofern muss hier Mende widersprochen werden. Dirk Mende,

„Frauenleben. Bemerkungen zu Fontanes 'L'Adultera' nebst Exkursen

zu 'Cecile' und 'Effi 'Qne.sx! "Fontane aus heutiger Sicht, ed. Hugo Aust,

(Miinchen: Nymphenburger Verlagshandlung, 1980) 201.

28 Vgl. Mende 205f.

29 Stefan Neuhaus, „Geheimrat Zwickers Affaren. Zur Funktion einer

Nebenfigur in 'Effi Briest'," Fontane Blatter dA (1997) 124-32.

30 Insofern gehort Rummschiittel zur „jungen Schule", die im

Krankheitsfall nicht zur Askese raten, sondern zum „tuchtig essen"

(201).

3' Curt Hunnius, Pharma^ieutisches Worterbuch (Berlin [u.a.]: de Gruyter, 1998).

32 Dieter Wellershoff, Der verstorte Eros. Zur Uteratur des Begehrens (Koln:

Kiepenheuer & Witsch, 2001) 159.

33 Vgl. dagegen Thum 118, der Effis Krankheit (die im iibrigen keineswegs

als Tuberkulose zu identifizieren ist) als Ausdruck ihres Opferstatus' in

der Gesellschaft wertet.
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Ethical Aesthetics and the Immutable Model in

Friedrich Schiller's On the Aesthetic Education

ofMan and Dorothea Schlegel's Florentin

Sharon Worley

Friedrich Schiller and Dorothea Schlegel were both significant

literary figures who reached maturity in the last decade of the 18'

century. Writing at a time when invesdgative enquiries into the nature

of aesthetics merged the realms of psychology and metaphysics, they

both produced pivotal works which bridged the period between the

idealism of the Storm and Stress movement at the end of the

Enlightenment and the genesis of the German Romantic movement

in the first decade of the 19''' century. Schiller's range of intellectual

enquiry encompassed a broad range of genres and subject matter

from his early career as a medical student to his later philosophical

treatises on the relationship of physiology and psychology to

aesthetics and ethics\ In addition he made artistic contributions as a

novelist and playwright with outstanding well-known works such as

"Don Carlos" and "The Robbers." By die end of the IS''' century,

however, metaphysical aesthetics were in ascendance in Germany,

and scientific approaches based on Aristotelian empirical approaches

coincided with interests in sociology and state government. Schiller's

work On the Aesthetic Education of Man while addressing the former,

tacitiy combined the latter in a blueprint for social order based on a

unifying system of cultural aesthetics^ Dorothea Schlegel, a minor

figure in literature by comparison, is known primarily through her

marriage to Friedrich Schlegel whose famous definition of romantic

poetry in 1798 in his periodical Athenaeum Fragments is regarded as the

starting point of the German Romantic movement\ However, her
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first major literary effort Florentin published within the same year as

the complete revised edition of Schiller's Aesthetic Education mirrors

many of the claims made by Schiller regarding aesthetics and ethics

as the foundation of culmral unity. Through the creation of idealized

archetypal characters, Dorothea creates a sociological Utopia where

social order and hierarchy is guarded by immutable aesthedc models.

Using the example of an ideal German noble family named the

Schwarzenbergs, their images in art and the medieval casde and

surrounding estate on which they live, Dorothea presents an organic

model of ideal civic virme through aesthetics. Ultimately, it is the

power of art alone, which possesses the capacity to tame the

advances of a disruptive drifter named Florentin. However, Florentin

is much more that an anonymous vagabond. He embodies the all of

the sensual impulses, which challenge the strucmre and order of

society, and must be tamed by art. The novel easily fits the blueprint

for social order provided by Schiller, and illustrates the basis for

culmral unity through the medium of aesthetics. The opposing

categories of sensual and rational man presented by Schiller clearly

meet in tangible man-made aesthetic forms, neutralize one another in

passive harmless play through portraits of female members of the

Schwarzenberg family in the guise of Christian saints and Classical

goddesses, and deflect the sensual animal aggressive impulses of

would-be trespassers. The personal relationship between Dorothea

and her husband Friedrich Schlegel, and its effect on their immediate

culmral and political milieu become inextricably bound to the plot

itself As a Jew, and a woman whose own identity, appearance and

social standing does not fit the prescription for social order she

advocates in Florentin, Dorothea's own perception of aesthetics and

its relation to her self-image will merit additional consideration. In a

similar vein, Friedrich Schlegel, also outside the realm of the ideal

model of the propertied nobility, nonetheless advocated the feudal

strucmre of society rooted in the Middle Ages and supported by art,

and at the height of his diplomatic-academic career would resume

using his great-grandfather's lost noble tide "von."''

Friedrich Schiller's series of letters comprising On the Aesthetic

Education of Man were written with the intent of presenting an
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anthropological and psychological model of aesdietics and its affect

on the evolution of civilization. Written under the patronage of the

Danish Duke of Augustenberg, the original letters were completed

after the execution of Louis XVI in 1793 and during the Jacobin

Reign of Terror which followed. Revised versions were first

published in the periodical The Graces in 1795 followed by a single

volume in 1801. Like many most of his illustrious contemporaries,

Schiller was affected by the French Revolution and its challenge. to

not only the structure of society but the order and law on which it

rested. His initial admiration of the Enlightenment ideals embodied

in the movement's Rights of Man was rewarded by honorary French

citizenship^ But his reaction turned to horror as he witnessed

atrocities which followed. He wrote to his patron that he felt

"sickened by the these abominable butchers" who had just executed

the king and "plunged" Europe "back into barbarism and slavery"

To Goethe he confided that his Aesthetic Letters were intended to

"make his profession of political faith" concerning both the

"wretchedness of the acmal political simation" and the ideal of

freedom which it violated.^

Schiller, however, also recognized the absolute, innate value of

aesthetics as something which existed independendy of social and

political models or constraints. Art, he wrote:

Like Science, is absolved from all positive constraint

and from all conventions introduced by man; both

rejoice in absolute immunity from human

arbitrariness. The political legislator may put their

territory out of bounds; he cannot rule within it. He
can proscribe the lover of truth; Truth itself will

prevail. He can humiliate the artist; but Art he cannot

falsify.'

Art could at the same time be influenced by the fashions of the age

in which case the "heavy shackles of rules" would force aesthetics to

gratify the totalitarian demands of society. But acting independendy,

art was as pure an ethical ideal as truth, and the two were

interchangeable. As such it could act as a guiding light and moral
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refuge for the construction of an ideal society^. Aethetics, Schiller

contends, "exists in every finely attuned soul... like the pure Church

and the pure Republic." It represents a natural manifestation of

freedom which resists oppression of all kinds including social or

political encroachment and sexual besdality.^

During the same year that Schiller's letters were reissued in a

single volume in 1801, Dorothea Schlegel's novel Florentin was

published in October. Without the author's name and only that of

the editor, her fiance Friedrich Schlegel, the work attracted the

attention of leading literary figures including Schiller and Goethe.
^°

The subject of the novel as well as the relationship between author

and editor are interesting on many different levels and point to the

complexity of the plot as it relates to the fabric of contemporary

culture. Due to the close collaboration of Friedrich Schlegel as editor

on this and additional works which Dorothea published, as well as

the couple's mutual religious and political ventures, it will be

instructive to consider them joindy in relation to the plot of

Florentin.
'

'

Dorothea Schlegel had been born Brendel Mendelssohn, the

daughter of Moses Mendelssohn, a philosopher and major figure of

Jewish emancipation in Berlin. Mendelssohn had emerged from the

lower strata of German society in the Jewish ghetto of Dessau. After

moving to Berlin, he managed a silk factory and at the same time

established himself as a prominent scholar in both Jewish and

German circles becoming an esteemed colleague of his

contemporaries Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, Gottfried Wilhelm

Leibniz and Immanuel Kant.'^ Even more impressive was the

position he held in the eyes of Frederick the Great who in 1778

requested that he prepare and present the German authorities with a

compilation of the RitualLam of the JewsJ^ The model of integration

and participation in German society which Mendelssohn proposed in

a later work Jerusalem, or on Rfligious Power and Judaism (1783) was

followed by his daughter Brendel Veit to the extreme of assimilation.

After meeting the leading figure of the fledgling German Romantic

movement, Friedrich Schlegel in 1798, she dissolved her 15 year

marriage to banker Simon Veit and moved with Schlegel to Jena the
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following year where she wrote Florentin in a hasty nine months. The

romantic alliance eventually led to her conversion to Christianity, first

to Protestantism in 1804 in Paris where she and Schlegel married, and

later their mutual conversion to Catholicism in Cologne in 1808 and

reaffirmation of their marriage vows.'"*

On the surface, the plot of Florentin, is similar to Goethe's

Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre and Ludwig Tieck's Fran^ Siernbalds

Wanderungen, as well as other examples of the Romantic

Bildungsroman in terms of journeys of artistic development and self

discovery. The plot is also placed far from the ghetto of Moses

Mendelssohn's origins as well as the Schlegel's academic literary

circles of intellecmals which produced the forerunners of the 19'*"

and 20'*' century Bohemian cultural milieus. In contrast, the plot

focuses on a description of the ideal noble estate owned by the

Count and Countess Schwarzenberg as a model of German society.

As such, the model withstands the seduction of the peripatetic

bohemian artist Florentin and in the end subverts his destructive

advances by commanding his respect and admiration through the

innate reforming force of pure aesthetics. The Schwarzenbergs have

four children, two young boys and two girls, the oldest of which,

Juliane, is nearly 16 and engaged to a young man Eduard von

Usingen. After saving the life of the count from an attack by a wild

boar, Florentin is invited to stay with the Schwarzenbergs where he

immediately falls in love with the beautiful Juliane. The drama

unfolds as Florentin befriends Juliane and Eduard, reveals the

mercurial details of his sordid past, and comes to terms with his

unrequited feelings for Juliane prior to her marriage.

There are many reasons why Dorothea may have presented this

model as forming a mumally beneficial bridge between social strata.

Dorothea may have wished to present a model of integration and

assimilation between her own class and that of the nobility she

admired, thereby improving her social standing and facilitating the

social mobility of Jews into the upper echelons of society and

government. She may also have wished to transfer her own
conservative conceptions about prearranged marriages originating in

her Jewish heritage onto the medieval hierarchy symbolized by the
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Schwarzenberg's noble estate. By doing so she could at least in

fictitious terms legitimize her own unorthodox relationship with

Schlegel by shunning the sensuous advances of the peripatetic artist

Florentin through an inverse archetypal relationship. Placing herself

in the pre-established role of the Schwarzenberg women absolved the

need to marry someone like Schlegel outside of her religion and class

in order to attain cultural legitimacy and upward mobility in the

German social hierarchy. It also, ironically, gave her the upper literary

hand of artistic license in applying an outmoded moral code to the

sexual licentiousness which marked the literature as well as the

relationships of participants in Romandc culmre, including her own
suspect relationship with Schlegel. Like many of her Jewish women
contemporaries in the same social circle, Dorothea faced considerable

ambiguity over the issue of conversion. While Christian friends and

lovers, notably the theologian Friedrich Schleiermacher, urged

educated Jewish women like Levin and Herz who participated in the

salon circles to convert, some stalled, postponed conversion,

wavered, or repeatedly refused. Dorothea intentionally postponed her

marriage to Schlegel and conversion to Christianity until after her

mother's death. Her first husband Simon Veit had been both

unattractive and culmrally backward preferring his closed Jewish

social circle to Dorothea's venmres into contemporary academic

literary circles.'^ However, he represented the orthodox legitimacy of

prearranged Jewish marriages, while Schlegel represented the epitome

of the contemporary Romantic artist driven exclusively by his

passions.

Marriages between wealthy Jews and nobles were also entertained

at this time as a means of making capital available to support both

estates and military operations, especially in light of encroaching

Napoleonic campaigns. While this may have been outside of

Dorothea's immediate purview, it was a paramount concern to her

fumre husband Friedrich Schlegel. Much of Schlegel's writings at this

time on German culmre were aimed at shoring up the support of the

nobility and capital for military operations. Dorothea's involvement,

on the other hand, causes immediate speculation concerning Jewish

aspirations toward assimilation. Especially in the world of the salon
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at the turn of the \9^ century in Berlin, Jewish women were

presented with the dilemma of choosing between oftentimes pre-

arranged marriages to Jewish men, and the more glamorous option

of rapid upward mobility presented by the numerous nobles who
frequented the social gatherings of the intelligentsia.' Dorothea's

two closest childhood friends, Henrietta Herz and Rahel Levin, both

hosted salons in Berlin which attracted leading literary figures and

philosophers as well as members of the aristocracy including the

crown prince Friedrich Wilhelm and the king's brothers.

Given the self-imposed restrictions against marrying outside of

one's class and religion practiced by both Jews and the nobility, the

number of intermarriages that took place within the social circles of

the salons is all the more remarkable. Intermarriage prior to the

Emancipation Edict of 1812 granting Jews the rights of citizenship

including military service may have anticipated an unrealized goal of

redistributing Jewish capital.'^ The benefits of highly publicized

liaisons between prominent members of German Jewish and

Christian literary circles such as that between Dorothea and Friedrich

Schlegel at the very least served as role models for social and

intellectual integration. Disappointments and broken engagements

were probably more common as in the case of Rahel Levin who
while in her mid-twenties had an extended unhappy alliance with

Karl von Finckenstein. Among the most desirable and eligible

bachelors of contemporary Berlin society, he was an attractive blonde

member, and a member of one of the wealthiest Prussian noble

families.'^ High profiles affairs such as theirs only served to reinforce

the social glamour of the nobility, and attract women to the marriage

market. Given the structure of the military where aristocratic tide

was frequently equated with officers rank, a woman searching for a

noble tide could find easily find one in an officer of lower rank

whose wealth was limited to the salary of a clerical administrator.

Tides alone were not an assurance of wealth especially for

younger siblings who did not inherit land and the majority of nobles

who only owned small estates. For cases such as these special

ordinances had been passed early in the IS'*" cenmry permitting

nobles to marry outside their class for the purpose of increasing their
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wealth and landholdings." Many nobles also did not necessarily trace

their roots as far back as the romantic image of the Middle Ages
portrayed in Dorothea's Florentin. Friedrich Wilhelm III began the

practice of elevating civil servants to tides in remrn for bureaucratic

service. Those who had inherited tides but no land to speak of also

found employment in government administration. Thus, the many
nobles who frequented the Berlin salons were for the most part

administrative attaches rather than wielders of vast estates.
^^

However, at the dawn of the Napoleonic era, the entire stability

and structure of Prussian society rested on the image and model of

the landed gentry. The officer corps was drawn exclusively from the

ranks of the nobility, and modern monarchs beginning with

Frederick the Great actively promoted their role as the "foundations

and pillars of the state." Their leadership role as officers was

especially important given that the infantry they commanded was

composed of serfs and later freed peasants who were required to

provide compulsory service. The patriarchal role of the aristocracy

was reinforced by the publication of a genre of writing known as

"Hausvaterliteramr." These handbooks provided information on

both estate management and their social structures. Hausvater

literamre clearly established the role of the patriarchal noble as the

father of his self-contained estate. The estates represented a social

microcosm which included craftsmen and cottage industries

providing support for its primary agriculmral produce for both

domestic and foreign markets. As models of rural self-sufficiency

managed by a benevolent autocrat, nobles were placed at the center

of their own small self-contained kingdoms which in turn served as

role models for the aggregate of German society.
^^

The cross-culmral relationship between Dorothea and Friedrich

Schlegel raises a number of questions concerning authorship and

intent. Because Dorothea's name did not appear on her novel

Florentin, or other works which she translated and edited, the degree

of Schlegel's influence is still in question. It seems plausible that the

general plot or at least the setting of the novel Florentin was suggested

by Schlegel as a means of reinforcing his own agenda with regard to

the medieval origins of German social strucmres. Medieval overtones
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which reinforced Romantic figureheads and feudal social structures

were an important means of identifying and maintaining loyalty to

existing class structures in Prussia and Germany. Dorothea, while she

would never reach the range of audience that Friedrich Schlegel

would, supported his literary interests in medieval culture on both

intellectual and philosophical levels. Both authors demonstrated

considerable interest in the medieval period. Other medieval sources

which Dorothea edited and for which Schlegel took credit for

included The Maid of Orleans from Old French Sources, The History of

Margaretha of Valois Wife of Henry the Fourth and Lother and Mailer, A
Tale of Chivalry from an Unpublished Manuscript. Clearly in this vein,

both Dorothea and Schlegel showed a strong affinity with Schiller

whose historical settings for his dramas William Tell, Don Carlos, Mary

Stuart and The Maid of Orleans mirrored contemporary conflicts with

the French while providing clearly defined role models in art and cues

for ethical actions.

The tide of Dorothea's novel Florentin was itself not fixed, and

the tides Arthur and Lorent^o were alternately considered. The name

Arthur suggests allusions to the legendary Celtic hero King Arthur

who discovers his destiny and legitimizes his claim to the throne by

drawing the sword from the stone. The name Lorenzo, on the other

hand, suggests the Italian Renaissance "prince" Lorenzo de'Medici

who symbolized not only a cultural and aesthetic high point of

European civilization but the trade and banking on which it was

based. The tide which was ultimately decided upon, Florentin, also

alludes to both the Renaissance city of Florence and its widely

circulated coinage known as florins. At the time the novel was written

and published, the imminent threat of social change in the wake of

the French Revolution followed by Napoleon's meteoric rise to power

as First Consul in 1799 and his subsequent Italian campaign, loomed

large on the horizon of Prussia's political future. The primary

challenge to the decaying outmoded structure of German feudal

states, which had a natural tendency towards fragmentation, was unity

and financing. Loyalty was dependent upon real estate tides which the

French offered in turn for military support. In addition the flow of
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capital outside of the loose federation of German states to finance

French campaigns and aUiances was a central concern.

The elixir which Friedrich Schlegel went to considerable trouble

to concoct and disseminate to the German nobility was a heightened

awareness of the faith, culture and unity symbolized by German
medieval heritage. The Romantics' resurgent interest and appreciation

of the Middle Ages was quickly adopted by numerous literary figures

and adapted to different ends. Not only Schlegel and his brother

Wilhelm, but Goethe and the brothers Sulpiz and Mechior Boisseree

were among the early advocates of a medieval revival and movement

for the conservation of art and architecture which emerged at the

turn of the century When Dorothea and Schlegel visited Cologne in

1804, the Boisseree brothers were among the first to hear Schlegel's

lectures on medieval literature. He also assisted the two in preserving

numerous examples of medieval German art. The primary attraction

in the city, however, was the Cathedral of Cologne to which they

devoted considerable scholarly attention. It soon became a symbol of

national unity in the face of French oppression, and the restoration

and completion of the original Gothic design received vigorous

support, ironically, from the Protestant Prussian monarchy under

Friedrich Wilhelm III and his successor Friedrich Wilhelm IV.^'*

Dorothea and Friedrich Schlegel's romance with German medieval

heritage was literally consummated with their conversion and

reaffirmation of their marriage vows at Cologne Cathedral in 1 808. It

culminated in the lectures Schlegel gave soon thereafter to the

Austrian nobility in 1810 and again in 1812 where he stated his

assertion that German civilization was at its pinnacle in between the

lO'^ and 12''' centuries. According to Schlegel: "Nobility...and

freedom were the foundation of the earliest German Constitution"

where "the pope was the spokesman and umpire" of the European

nations.^^

Popular academic literature such as Friedrich Schiller's On the

Aesthetic Education of Man advanced a similar type of model which

defined the role of beauty in creating the ideal state. In one sense it

can be regarded as reactionary to the events surrounding the French

Revolution. It does not pose a radical reordering of society, rather a
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description of the psychological process which naturally create

morals and govern civilization. "Sensual man" according to Schiller is

the being who threatens society if his needs are not met. "Rational

man" alternatively represents the highly evolved intellect which

formulates abstract laws of morality and resides in a perfect

unchanging realm. Art, the mediator between the states of sensual

and rational only has one purpose according to Schiller: to

manipulate the lower functions of sensual man to conform with the

laws created by rational man. Society, Schiller assumes, can naturally

make distinctions between good and evil because morals are abstract

ideas which exist independentiy of human experience. The highest

form of aesthetics are comparable to moral qualities, and work in

close conjunction with ideals of truth and justice. Art can literally act

as the sensual embodiment of intellecmally abstract ideals such as

truth and justice. As such, it serves to educate society in morality

through the medium of beauty or sensual aesthetic pleasure. Thus,

the image of the ideal ordered society is never questioned, rather

Schiller attempts to publicize the role of aesthetics in attaining that

ideal image.^^

The key is art. Both Schiller and Dorothea use art as the means

of maintaining an ideal ordered society, and of pacifying the wild

beast which lurks in human namre and would otherwise create havoc

in design and order. Art is able to appeal to the sensual bestial nature

of man and at the same time convey abstract ideal moral values in the

literal tactile form of art via analogy, allegory and narrative. Schiller's

Aesthetic Education and Dorthea's Florentin compared together provide

an example of how Schiller's model could be put into practice by a

contemporary author. In some respects Dorothea's novel can be

reduced to an analysis of how unbridled human passions are held in

check through art. The bestial nature which threatens the ideal

ordered world of the Schwarzenbergs is clearly alluded to in the

opening scene of Dorothea's novel. The story opens with the hero

Florentin traveling through the countryside on horseback. A
peripatetic lonely figure, he represents "sensual" man without means

or social structure to guide his search for a higher intellecmal

"rational" state of existence. The only meaning he finds in his
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existence is the sensual aesthetic appreciation of nature in the

landscape which surrounds him. Dorothea clearly lays out this

analogy in the opening setting of the novel and the reflections of the

hero Florentin:

Absorbed in the enjoyment of the splendor

surrounding him and in fantasies that tugged him

now forwards, now backwards, he had missed the

right path. . ."Have I gotten to this point for naught? I

came to this forest in about the same way I came into

life... I boast of being a free man. This sunshine, this

warm embrace, the young buds, the anticipation of

things which surround me is to blame for my
anticipation also...and of what?... It would be foolish

enough if this path ultimately led me to the right

place just as life leads to the inevitable goal."
^^

The importance of bridling sensual nature to positive societal goals is

explicidy symbolized again in the opening scenes in the contrast

between animals where the utility and nobility of Florentin's horse is

juxtaposed with that of a wild boar. The horse is white and Florentin,

while allowing the horse to rest a moment from their journey,

showers it with accolades calling him a "regal animal" fit for kings, "a

model of loyalty and submissiveness" which should be "eternalized

in history." The soliloquy by Florentin which follows rivals

Shakespeare's famous "to be or not to be" lines given to Hamlet, the

Prince of Denmark, as Florentin considers whether he should yield

to his temptation to leave the aesthetic sensuality of the forest and

return to the "senseless institutions" of civilization. Florentin's

journey itself symbolizes a search for freedom, and the question he

poses to himself is whether it is contained in the confines of

civilization or in the beauty of nature. Florentin is dismrbed from

these reflections by a cry for help, and he immediately comes to the

rescue of an elderly man Count Schwarzenberg who is in danger of

being attacked by a wild boar. While the white horse is masculine, the

boar is a sow who being undomesticated has no rational faculty and

is about to engage in a life and death struggle with the Count who
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was hunting her. With a calm presence of mind, Fiorentin quickly

distracts the sow, encourages it to charge him instead, and then

"warded it off" with his hunting knife. As the novel proceeds and the

reader discover the importance of Schwarzenberg and his ideal

estate, it becomes clear that Florentin's act has much more

significance than simply that of a good Samaritan. The boar comes to

symbolize those unbridled, undomesticated besdal inclinations of

animals and by extension human nature which pose a threat to the

ordered existence of the landed German gentry. In contrast,

Florentin's noble steed represents the best animal nature trained to

serve and act as a harmonious mediator between nature and society.

The remainder of the novel is devoted to a contrast between

Florentin's roodess past and search for meaning and freedom in his

fumre, and the stability and cultural idealism represented by the

Schwarzenberg family. The Schwarzenbergs exist in a bell jar which

represents the building block of German society, law and order.

Beauty takes the form both of natural surroundings and art in the

form of religious paintings and family portraimre. Ironically and

symbolically, the faces of family members as we shall see are

superimposed on religious paintings. In terms of Schiller's model,

Fiorentin can be said to symbolize the potential of man. Literally set

adrift in nature guided solely by human passions and impulses

without the necessity to conform to a social structure, he is a

completely malleable substance who plays with the concept of

freedom in the intermediary realm between sensuality and rationality

through the vehicle of beauty in nature. When his appreciation of

beauty is transferred from animals and nature to the human form

reinforced by positive and ideal role models represented by members

of the Schwarzenberg family and their images in portraiture and

religious art, his conversion to their societal structure is sealed. But

the process is a slow painstaking one which begins with his comical

perception of their way of life. After rescuing the Count and his son

and agreeing to accompany them back to their estate, Fiorentin

imagines their portraits as parodies on icons:
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If I had to paint their portraits for an ancestral

gallery, I would paint the first one in great devotion

presenting a heart pierced with arrows, and the other

one absorbed in solemn and moving meditations over

a bunch of forget-me-nots. It is the most ridiculous

thing in the world, except for me, who lets himself be

induced to follow them in procession. .

.

Both SchiUer and Dorothea attach a metaphysical dimension to art

and aesthetics which transcends human existence and at the same

time imbues it with tangible meaning. The revival of medievalism and

smdy of religious art in this context went far beyond a mere

historical interest in classification. For both Schiller and Dorothea as

well as Friedrich Schlegel, art was a powerful tool which could model

the aspirations and thus ethics of humanity. For this reason, the study

of religious medieval and Renaissance art became increasingly

important in the contemporary political climate. Art is venerated as if

it acmally possessed the mystical powers attributed to it at the time of

its creation centuries earlier, and could induce the loyalty of the

masses through ideal models of aesthetic and by association ethical

behavior. However, philosophers such as SchiUer and the novelists

they influenced, such as Dorothea, applied models based on

reasoning which were clearly influenced by the Enlightenment

standards of empirical Aristotelian inquiry. The reverential power

traditionally accorded to art had been evaluated by leading German
philosophers who laid the epistemological basis for modern

psychology and the smdy of human behavior. ^^ As such, art was an

abstract reflection of the moral goals of society which could be

modeled according to highest ideals of its age.

Dorothea's study of Italian art would later be aided by spending

two years in Rome with her two sons by her first marriage, Johannes

and Philipp Veit. Johannes became a painter whose commissions

would include a portrait of Princess Wilhelmina of Prussia following

the Napoleonic Wars and the restructuring of Germany during

Congress of Vienna. According to a friend Frau von Humboldt,

Johannes had demonstrated the ability to accurately copy an image of
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the archangel Michael by the Renaissance painter Pietro Perugino

including its soul and spirit. The larger implication being that

Johannes could transfer these same transcendent qualities to his

subjects in portraits of contemporaries.^" Certainly Dorothea's later

conversion to Catholicism together with Friedrich Schlegel in 1808

would serve to reinforce her convicdons regarding the power of

religious art. But the political agenda they supported with the Church

was never out of sight. Her determination to see her sons follow her

example in converting to Catholicism was linked with her belief that

Germany's salvation resided in the dynasty of Austria and a revival of

the Holy Roman Empire as the sole means of repelling Napoleonic

invasions. To this end, following their conversion at the Cathedral of

Cologne, Dorothea and Friedrich Schlegel, together with her two

sons Johannes and Philipp Veit, would move to Vienna where

Friedrich Schlegel would rally the support of the nobility and the

feudal social structure they governed under the banner of medieval

Christendom, art and literature.^' At the same time Dorothea and

Friedrich represented the "natural aristocracy" of the intellectuals of

academia who also drew its inspiration and support from an

association with the community of medieval craftsmen.

Dorothea's use of female standards of beauty in maintaining

German social structure in the context of Florentin and the

Schwarzenberg estate, naturally calls into question Dorothea's own

Semitic features. Did her contemporaries view her exotic dark

features and those of her prominent Jewish friends Henrietta Herz

and Rahel Levin as close relatives of Mediterranean Italian and

classical artists and models they admired? One portrait of Henrietta

Herx (1778) by Anna Dorothea Therbusch (fig.l) portrays the

budding salon hostess in her prime with all the grace and aUure of a

Classical muse and the mystery of a Dionysian bacchante. As

sympathetic a rendering as the portrait appears, Therbusch was much

more than an admiring friend. She was the daughter of the Prussian

court portraitist G. Lisiewski, and the painting was completed

towards the end of her life when she had already established a

formidable reputation. During the course of her long career, she

served as the court painter to the Duke of Wurttemberg, Charles
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Eugene, and the Mannheim Elector of the Palatinate, Charles

Theodore, as well as painting portraits of the Prussian royal family

including that of Frederick William 11 as Prince of Prussia in 1773.^^

Despite social connections to the Prussian nobility, the personal

appearance of the three Jewish women (fig. 2) caught the attention of

contemporaries who generally ascribed to the wit and social esprit as

compensation for a lack their of physical beauty. According to one

contemporary:

There was nothing about Dorothea to entice one to

sensuality. Nothing about her was beautiful except her

eyes, through which, it is true, there shone the light

and loveable soul and her sparkling mind, but with

the exception of that there was nothing, neither face

nor figure, not even the hands or feet, which are often

beautifully formed in otherwise unattractive women.^^

Admittedly Dorothea and her friends Herz and Levin by the time

they were approaching middle age did not conform to contemporary

ideals of Northern beauty. However youthful depictions of dark

haired beauties in classical settings seem to have been just as popular

in contemporary art as fair-haired maidens. Franz Kriiger's portrait

of Prince Augustus of Prussia (fig. 3) with Francois Gerard's 1805

portrait in the background of the famous French beauty and salon

hostess Madame Recamier who long stood as the object of the

prince's affections, is probably representative of the ideal Dorothea

and her friends sought and admired. While cruel caricatures of

Jewish social pretensions, some overtiy racially motivated (fig. 4),

existed, Dorothea appears to have been unaffected. Her close friend

Rahel Levin, while ostensibly a great success as a salon hostess, was

painfully aware, on the other hand, of racial discrimination and the

effect which it had on her social interactions. In 1805, Levin would

confide to Dorothea's ex-husband Simon Veit:

Be a Jewess! And now my whole life is a

wound...how repulsively degrading, offensive, mad
and common is my environment which I cannot
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escape, a single contamination, a mere contact sullies

me, and disturbs my nobility.^''

It seems likely then, that Dorothea sought assimilation and

integration, together with her sons, with the very society which might

otherwise ostracize them for culmral interloping.

Given that the Schwarzenberg estate appears to have been set in

Southern Germany in the region of Austria close to the Italian

border, and the very area Schlegel and Dorothea would target with

their message of medieval unity when they moved to Vienna

following their conversion to Catholicism, the question of integration

and assimilation appears to be broached on the level of German and

Italian cultural diversity rather than Jewish and Christian ethnicity.

A similar question regarding the ideal of rooted ancestry in the

German medieval feudal social structure also applies. Residing

exclusively in cities, neither Friedrich Schlegel nor Dorothea and her

Jewish friends could lay claim to the ideal fantasy of the castie

surrounded by a vast estate she presented in Florentin. Yet the

romance of the landscape retained spiritual significance as well as

allusions to social and political stability. Landscape painting depicting

the German countryside and noble estates was a common feature of

Romantic culture. As such, paintings by friends and colleagues of

Dorothea's artist son Philipp Veit, like Johann Heinrich Ferdinand

Olivier's landscape near Berchtesgarden (fig. 5) or Ernst Ferdinand

Oehme's Stolphen Castle (fig. 6) painted for Prince Friedrich August of

Saxony, served to reinforce the dual notion of metaphysical and

material well being residing in ideal representations of the German

landscape in art. In other words the Schwarzenberg ideal of beauty

and social structure went hand in hand to support the united interests

of the loose federation of German states. In contrast, well-educated

Jews such as Dorothea and the Mendelssohn, Veit, Levin and Herz

families represented interlopers attempting to integrate themselves

with German noble society through the play medium of intellectual

cultural pursuits like art, philosophy and literature.^^ Dorothea's own

background in terms of beauty and social structure differs so

dramatically from the ideal aesthetic model she creates with the
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Schwarzenbergs, ultimately one is left with the impression that

Dorothea had used Schilleresque methods of modern psychology to

set her own aesthetic literary trap for cultural interlopers. Dazzled by

the perfect beauty and harmony of the estate and its female

occupants, Dorothea presents outsiders like herself with a model for

support and cooperation based on aesthetic admiration.

While the Schwarzenbergs lived in contemporary turn-of-the-

century Germany, they represented the audience Friedrich Schlegel

hoped to target. Wealthy descendents of an ancient medieval

hierarchy. Count Schwarzenberg remained loyal in the service of the

Kaiser. His administration of his lands is presented not only as ideal

but a model which his neighbors want to emulate and seek out his

advice for.^*" By contrast, at the time Florentin meets the Count his

journey has take him from a monastery in Italy where he was

educated across Germany on his way to board a ship for America.

Florentin's aimless wanderings perplex the Count. "Your fatherland

doesn't hold you?" he asks Florentin. America was a popular

destination in the Romantic imagination which could symbolize the

heroism of George Washington and the Revolutionary War as well as

the Enlightenment ideals which initially drew intellectuals to support

the French Revolution. In this context, however, it represents a

seductive alternative which competes with German nationalist goals

for the loyalty of citizens, and suggests the militarist attraction of

Napoleon who claimed to spread the Revolution as he advanced over

the Alps crossing Italian borders. "Where is my fatherland?"

Florentin responds in dejectedly, "as far back as I can remember, I

was an orphan and a stranger on earth, and thus I intend to call the

land where I will first be called father my fatherland."^^

Issues of identity and nationality were flexible for both Friedrich

Schlegel and Dorothea as a result of their interfaith marriage and

subsequent conversion to Catholicism. Their mutual search for

national identity at a time of approaching international crisis is clearly

alluded to in the figure of Florentin. Being members of the

intelligentsia they were among the educated and modern enlightened

salon class, which included noblemen and diplomats as well as

philosophers, writers and artists. This mixed social milieu was
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naturally drawn to the exploration of questions of national identity

which challenged traditional role models and entertained notions of

ethnic, religious and class diversity and equality. Comments by many
of their friends suggest that they were more surprised by the couple's

conversion to Catholicism than they were by Dorothea's Jewish

heritage or the fact that she changed her entire name from Brendel

Mendelssohn Veit to Dorothea Schlegel. Clearly inspired by the

Romantic medieval revival, Schlegel's conversion, nonetheless,

aroused some consternation among family and friends stemming in

part from long standing prejudices as well as his family's venerable

history as Prussian Protestant pastors. The move towards

Catholicism began with the couple's interest in medieval art and

Literature and grew with their concern for national solidarity in the

midst of the Napoleonic invasions. In 1806 Schlegel wrote to a

Protestant acquaintance regarding his preference for Catholics:

If you think we are partial towards Catholicism, I

must confess that this is pardy due to personal

friendship. My former so-called friends, be they

Calvinists, Lutherans or Moravians, theists, atheists or

idealists, have with the sole exception of my own
brother, who is, however, a very bad Calvinist —

behaved towards me like a veritable pack of gypsies.^*

The psychology of social organization is a primary concern for both

Schiller and the Schlegels. Society itself represents nothing more than

the organization of social groups, and art is the powerful tool which

ultimately possesses the potential to wield human destinies.

According to Schiller men namraUy impose limitations upon one

another through their interactions. He refers to this state as the

"dynamic state" which is the most fundamental level at which society

is formed. The "ethical state" represents a higher level organizational

complexity in which morals are necessitated by the need to subject

the will of the individual to society as large. Here the namral

instinctual impulses of humanity are held in check and governed by

laws. The question Schiller poses at this point is what induces people

to give up their freedom and conform to social structures defined by
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laws. His answer is that men retain their freedom through the play

function of beauty and aesthetics which at the same time provides

the glue which holds society together:

Though it may be his needs which drive man into

society, and reason which implants within him the

principles of social behavior, beauty alone can confer

upon him a social character. Taste alone brings

harmony to society, because it fosters harmony in the

individual. All other forms of perception divide man,

because they are founded exclusively either upon the

sensuous or upon the spiritual part of his

being... only the aesthetic mode of communication

unites society, because it relates to that which is

common to all.^^

For Schiller society is induced to obey laws because the culture which

binds it also satisfies the natural urge for freedom through the play

mode of aesthetics. Aesthetics is the only medium for Schiller which

can be experienced both on an individual and aggregate level. As

such it is the unifying basis for culture, having a function which

anticipates a parallel with Karl Marx's statement to the effect that

religion is the opiate of the masses. For Schiller: "Beauty alone makes

the whole world happy, and each and every being forgets its

limitations while under its spell."'*^

Upon reaching Count Schwarzenberg's estate Florentin is

overwhelmed with scenes of beauty and order, among the first of

which include the Count's daughter Juliane:

Juliane's face did not belong to the regular beauties at

which one stared but whose lack of vitality left one

cold. The fine play of the expressive features, which

so visibly reflected what transpired in her soul, was

irresistibly attractive and pleasant. Although not very

tall, she was built in the most perfect proportions. A
veritable wealth of light brown hair flowed in many

locks and braids around the small beautifully formed
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head and the white nape of the neck. The slender

throat which was often bent to the side in sweet

cunning and then again raised freely and proudly,

joined the youthful breasts in smooth contours... big

dark blue eyes that now sparkled full of soul and a

happy Life, now lowered tearfully like bedewed violets

under the long, silky eyelashes... All these were so

many enchantments from whose unified power

Florentin could not remain unaffected.

The term beautiful is used so frequendy within the next several

paragraphs in which Florendn encounters the estate and its

inhabitants, there is no doubt that beauty is accorded primary

importance in the novel. Not only is a long paragraph devoted solely

to describing Juliane's appearance, the term beaudful is applied in

rapid succession to her mother Eleanore, Eleanore's eyes, the two

women taken together, several horses and the village, as well as "large

farm buildings and several interior installations." Formerly, Florentin

had reacted to such domesticated scenes of social order with

revulsion, considering them "oppressive and sdfling to the spirit."

Through the example of the Schwarzenberg family and estate,

Florentin finds that only through the aesthetic faculty can he too be

domesticated and reconciled with society. While realizing that Juliane

is unattainable due to her engagement, her beauty symbolizes that the

irresistible allure of aristocratic society he has encountered. His

strong reaction is due to undoubtedly to paucity of his own material

possessions and experience which pale in comparison. It serves to

expose his own emptiness and lack of self worth. At the same time,

it transforms his entire outiook on life and provides him with future

moral direction where previously he had none,'*^

Images of women which had the power to arrest and instruct

society through aesthetics had their basis in portraiture of royal

family members at the top of the Prussian social pyramid, Dorothea,

for example, would have been influenced by such idealistic and

politically significant representations as Friedrich Georg Weitsch's

Portrait of the Princesses Louise and Frederica Crowning the Bust of Friedrich
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Wilhelm II (fig. 7). Painted in 1795 to celebrate the Peace of Basel in

which Prussia gave diplomatic status to the French Republic as it

existed with boundaries west of the Rhine, the paindng reflects the

English Grand Manner in portraiture. The highly symbolic pyramidal

form would also characterize the work of German Romandc painters

such as Philipp Otto Runge and Caspar David Friedrich. In this

paindng the Prussian princesses decorate the bust of their father-in-

law King Friedrich Wilhelm II with garlands. The bust itself is a copy

of one made by Johann Gottfried Schadow in 1792, who had

previously accepted a commission to do a portrait bust of Henrietta

Herz in HSS.'*^ While a portrait such as this presented the external

image of the role model in which social order was effected, its

symbolic representadon of the metaphysical potential it held in terms

of the relation of aesthetics to the order not only of Germany but

life itself would be closer to work such as Runge's Morning (1808)

(fig.8).

Ultimately, however, Dorothea's combination of portraiture with

religious archetypes in art anticipates later corollary developments by

the German Nazarene painters and their followers who strove to

infuse contemporary painting with Medieval and Renaissance

idealism. For example Wilhelm von Schadow's Mignon (1828) (fig. 9)

which represents a incarnation of poetry from Goethe's Wilhelm

Meister's l^hrjahre illustrates contemporary conceptions of abstract

literary allegorical archetypes based on Classical and Renaissance

prototypes. When Florentin discovers a portrait of two

Schwarzenberg family members, Juliane and her aunt Countess

Clementina, represented as St. Anne instructing the Virgin Mary, his

conversion to domesticity through aesthetics is sealed. Not only is

beauty the term which the portrait immediately calls to mind but also

"sublimity...gende seriousness... virtue...peace and dignity."

Florentin jokingly confides to his host and rival for JuHane's

affections, Eduard von Usingen, that he is in danger of falling in love

with the image of Countess Clementina and would have pursued the

model of Saint Anne in "knightiy custom." Not only he is restrained

by the knowledge that she is now a matron once entrusted as

JuUanne's governess, but also by the civilizing influence of beauty
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Upon which the structure of Germany's nobility itself rests."*^ In the

realm of the Schwarzenberg estate as in Schiller's "kingdom of taste

even the mightiest genius must divest itself of its majesty, and stoop

in all humility to the mind of a litde child. Strength must allow itself

to be bound by the Graces, and the lion have its defiance curbed by

the bridle of a Cupid."'*'*

An even greater challenge to Florentin's sensual nature by another

work of art is located in Juliane's bedroom. A bas-relief with Ufe size

figures of Psyche "with the lamp in her hand, gazed at the

slumbering god of love [Cupid] with astonishing rapture." The image

of Psyche "hovering" and nearly "disembodied" casts an aesthetic

aura over the entire room. Juliane's persona permeates the ensemble

of objects and merges with the ideal represented by Psyche.

Triumphal symbols of social caste and objects of sexual desire

intersect above her bed where her coat of arms rises and spreads like

tendrils to embrace heavy silk bed curtains pulled back by gold tassels

on either side.'*^ At this point, just prior to Juliane's wedding

reception which follows in the next scene, Florentin's urges are

refined by art. He finds so much pleasure in the sheer appreciation of

beauty, that it effectively models his own behavior in line with the

Schwarzenberg's ideal and harmonious estate.

Sensuality and aesthetics continually collide in art yet the

Schwarzenberg ideal is never threatened by them. It does appear as

though the outsider and drifter Florentin would otherwise possess

the power to completely subvert the social structure of the estate

were he to press his sensual claims on JuUane. In fact Florentin

appears to have drifted into the world of the Schwarzenbergs merely

to pose a sexual and thus strucmral threat, be lulled into submissive

docility by art, and retreat in admiration. His destructive potential is

revealed by his own disruptive vagrant history which included

effectively being cut off from his mother and raised as an orphan in

monastery, a botched "godless" attempt to prevent his sister from

taking orders as a nun, and an unstable relationship with a woman in

Italy which ends with an abortion when she believes he has

abandoned her.
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Florentin's pattern of life has been one of dissipation and

uninterrupted demonstrations of the play drive. His ability to

respond to art is enhanced by the fact that he is an artist, and had

worked as a portrait painter. Given that Florentin has limited

resources which have run out from time to time, his freedom must

occasionally be sacrificed to his need to support himself. In these

situations he has the ability to sublimate his urge to freedom in the

play drive of art. When Florentin encounters art at the

Schwarzenberg estate which embodies his sensual desire for Juliane,

he feels both veneration and love for the immutable model whether it

is a Christian saint or classical goddess. Like Schiller's description of

Juno Ludovisi:

It is not Grace, nor is it yet Dignity, which speaks to

us from the superb countenance ... it is neither the

one nor the other because it is both at once. While

the woman-god demands our veneration, the god-Hke

woman kindles our love; but even as we abandon

ourselves in ecstasy to her heavenly grace, her celestial

self-sufficiency make us recoil in terror...we find

ourselves at one and the same time in a state of utter

repose and supreme agitation, and there results that

wondrous stirring of the heart for which mind has no

concept nor speech any name."**^

The conflict between the two opposing active drives is diffused in a

passive state of equilibrium which is known as the pleasurable

aesthetic response. Here the drive for action and consummation is

satisfied psychologically. The female model, whether it be the symbol

of divine motherhood in Saint Anne or the prenuptial adoration of a

lover symbolized by Psyche, serves to inspire and arrest unlawful

action in one breath. Art in this context can almost be viewed as

neutralizing sensual drives which are then re-channeled according to

the higher moral ideals the immutable models represent. Florentin

admires two final aesthetic objects in the family chapel before he

disappears from the Schwarzenberg estate forever without a trace

following the marriage of Juliane and Eduard: a bas-relief of a
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guardian angel resting on a sarcophagus and above, another portrait

of Aunt Clementina portrayed as St. Cecilia, the patroness of music.

In this case, form itself has come full circle in Florentin's mind from

sensual attraction and apprehension to the intangible realm of ideal

metaphysics. Like the image itself he perceives, Florentin dissolves

into the thin air of memory and ideas, leaving the Schwarzenbergs to

their perfect world protected by aesthetic guardians:

The setting sun cast yet a brilliant ray through the

high windows; the white candles shimmered through

palely; all objects were illuminated in a strange way

and moved like ghosts. The ray fell directiy on the

face of St. Cecilia. Colors and feamres had

disappeared; it was only a brilliant radiance. Florentin

could have fallen to his knees before this splendor.
"*

In preparing notes for a second edition, Dorothea compared her

novel Florentin to Paul Veronese's Marriage at Cana. The jubilant image

from the Italian Renaissance depicting a wedding sanctified with

wine, and the bacchanal pleasures of society mystically multiplied for

the guests, is an accurate description of her own aspirations with

respect to upwardly mobile assimilation. It is an image of

inclusiveness rather than alienation, and wine itself symbolizes the

sanctity of aesthetic pleasures which could bind society under a

unified culmral agenda. Dorothea effectively used Schiller's play

medium in art to create the image of an ideal social order in

Germany which would induce others upon admiring its perfection to

model their own behavior in accordance with her aesthetic goals. Yet,

like Schiller, she also believed that art should strive to achieve an

independent value which in its highest form could affect everyone

who perceived its aesthetic power. In this respect, she sought

Schiller's aesthetic dicmm in the purity of experience:

This lofty equanimity and freedom of the spirit,

combined with power and vigor, is the mood in

which a genuine work of art should release us, and
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there is no more certain touchstone of true aesthetic

excellence/*
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student Perception vs. Student Performance:

Understanding the Pedagogical Paradox in

SLA

Jonathan Jones, Austin Payne, Charlton Torres, Claire Whitner

This study grew out of the suspicion that contemporary

students remain attached to the "traditional" methods of teaching

and learning against which current trends in pedagogy are working.

That is, as counterintuitive as it may seem in the context of

increasingly pluralist pedagogy (which is to say, in a context where

practical exigencies mandate that preponderant trends are

methodologically opposed to historically dominant methods), it is

nonetheless the case that the Adas Complex continues powerfully to

inform modes of learning. Although an analysis of this situation

requires reference to the broad culmral-political socius within which

learning takes place, it seems crucial for smdents of pedagogy to

assess the tendentious play between the methods they deploy and the

ingrained frameworks that those methods seek to dismantie. In

short, pedagogy may be faced with the contradictory proposition that

though our smdents are increasingly exposed to innovative modes of

learning, these smdents might nevertheless resist such non-traditional

modes, even when the smdents score well on tests within the new

paradigms. This is a big proposition, beyond the scope of this smdy,

and to be sure, much recent work in pedagogy is committed to at

least registering this paradox, if not overcoming it, in its methods.

This smdy supports such a project, and takes as its first step the

identification of this central contradiction in the field of Second
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Language Acquisition. It asks, then, whether the Adas Complex
indeed continues to reign as a dominant horizon of student

expectation. To answer this question, the instructors of level one

German at UCLA have conducted an experiment in the fall of 2001.

The experiment investigates (1) student opinion: do students prefer

traditional or communicative methods? and (2) effectiveness of each

respective method: do smdents achieve higher quiz scores after

having learned grammar traditionally or communicatively? In all four

German 1 classes, and in the same way in each class, one grammar

lesson was taught using a traditional approach, followed by a quiz on

the material that day. A few days later, another presentation of

grammar was presented, this time using communicative methods, and

was, as before, followed by a quiz. Meanwhile, students answered a

questionnaire about their own learning preferences. This paper

presents data that both demonstrate the effectiveness of the

communicative method versus the traditional, and that take into

consideration the standpoint of the smdents. In finding the

contradiction between how smdents believe they learn most

enjoyably and effectively and how they actually perform within

different paradigms of learning, this smdy raised an important

question about the role of the target language in grammar learning.

But first, let us explain the experiment.

Student Perception

In order to get a sense of smdents' own perceptions of how they

believe they learn best, we devised a questionnaire asking students to

characterize their views of how they like to be taught German
grammar. The same survey was given to the [number of smdents?]

in the four sections of fall quarter 2001 German 1 at UCLA. On the

questionnaire, smdents indicated according to the categories of

"greatiy," "fairly weU," "somewhat," "very Httie," and "not at all"

whether they hked (1) lecmres to be in English, (2) lecmres to be in

German, (3) partoer activities, (4) group activities, and (5) drilling

exercises; then, smdents indicated according to the same categories

how important they think learning grammar is to (1) understanding
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written German, (2) understanding spoken German, (3) producing

written German, and (4) producing spoken German. First, however,

we asked smdents what they thought about grammar itself.

Approximately 85% of the smdents answered "no" to whether they

considered grammar "fun," with about 62% claiming that it is

"intriguing." At the same time, however, over 80% said that grammar

was "useful," and about 85% considered it "necessary." Almost 70%
find the learning of grammar rules "definitely" crucial, and about

25% on top of that fmd grammar "fairly" crucial, for understanding

written German. Similarly, 90% find learning grammar rules

"definitely" crucial for producing written German. But even for

understanding and producing spoken German, about 3/4 of smdents

consider learning grammar rules "definitely" or "fairly" crucial. In

short, students generally perceive grammar as a necessary and useful,

though not fun, component of language learning.

The next step was to determine what smdents perceive to be the

most effective and enjoyable modes of acquisition of grammar in the

classroom. Smdents seemed to enjoy equally partner activities, group

activities, and drilling exercises. But we fmd the starkest contrast in

perceived enjoyment and effectiveness when asking smdents about

the language of instruction. Over 80% of the smdents said they

enjoyed when the instructor presented grammar in English, in

contrast to the just over 35% who either gready or fairly well enjoyed

when the instructor presented grammar in German. Most of the

smdents believed that the grammar lessons, moreover, were most

effective when presented in English. Thus, according to this data, it

seems that smdents believe that they enjoy learning and learn most

effectively when presented grammar lessons in English.

Student Performance

Do smdents acmally perform as well under the conditions that

they perceive as the most enjoyable and effective? To fmd out, each

TA presented two different grammar lessons—one according to a

traditional grammar based approach, the other according to a

communicative approach. After each lesson, the smdents took
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quizzes covering that day's lesson. Though students may think they

learn better when taught grammar traditionally (that is, when
presented grammar in English, by an instructor standing in front of

the class, explaining the forms, and then when drilled by that

instructor), in fact their performance demonstrates otherwise.

Whereas the mean quiz score on the first quiz (the traditional

grammar lesson) was 69.7%, the mean on the second quiz (the

communicative grammar lesson) was 81.3%.

The first lesson presented dependent word order in a

"traditional" way. That is, the instructors spoke in English, telling the

students how to form dependent clauses, providing some examples

along the way. At the end of the lesson, students were asked to

produce the newly presented forms on the spot. It was an instructor-

centered lesson, to say the least. In order to evaluate how well

students acquired the forms, they were given quizzes over the

materials.

The second lesson, on the other hand, modeled upon the so-

called communicative approach, presented the perfect tense. The
instructors conducted this lesson in German. Class began with a

brief description of what the instructor did over Thanksgiving break.

Next, the instructors elicited yes/no responses from the students to

questions about what the students did during the break. After this

introduction to the perfect tense, the instructors imitated walking,

running, jumping, sitting, and standing in the present and perfect

tenses ("ich gehe," "ich bin gegangen"), commanding afterwards with

Total Physical Response to the glass to enact those movements and

then having them say what they just did. The last activity of the class

consisted of group work on an exercise in the textbook. At the end,

as before, the students took a quiz over that lesson—scoring higher

than on the first quiz.

Conclusion

In showing that students see their Second Language Acquisition

interests best served by teacher-centered, rule-based grammar

approaches taught in the first language, though they in fact score
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higher when learning via communicative methods—a seemingly

central paradox within foreign language learning—^we found that the

antagonism between grammar based versus communicative

approaches might acmally be a red herring. To be sure, this

experiment has demonstrated the effectiveness of communicative

language learning, its superiority to traditional approaches to teaching

grammar. But one of the most pressing issues today, nevertheless,

might in fact concern the role of grammar within the communicative

approach. Our smdy has shown that smdents perform rather well

when grammar is taught communicatively and in the target language.

Second Language Acquisition pedagogy should seek to develop

methodologies that work to integrate the teaching of grammar in

target languages into communicative approaches.
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James Robert Keller. The Role ofPolitical and
Sexual Identity in the Works ofKlaus Mann.
Studies on themes and motifs in literature. 56.

New York: Peter Lang, 2001.

Reviewed by Christina Wegel

In his first book to date, Dr. James Robert Keller takes on The
Role of Political and Sexual Identity in the Works of Klaus Mann.

Keller offers a thorough investigation of a number of Mann's

fictional and non-ficdonal writings by placing "his sexual themes

sufficiendy into their polidcal and historical context." From Mann's

vast literary production, Keller focuses on a selection of his prose

fiction, three autobiographies, as well as essays, drama, letters, and

diaries. Keller's study is organized along thematic lines of Mann's

thoughts rather than adhering to a timeline. The book's fresh

perspective on sexual and political identity in broader terms is

guaranteed by utilizing current theories on personal identity and

specifically queer theories of sexual identity. Keller's interpretations

of Mann's writings are supported by research of Erik Erikson, Erich

Fromm, Sigmund Freud, Eve Sedgewick, and Judith Butier among
others. Keller's organization of themes make his study highly

comprehensible for anyone slighdy familiar with (and interested in)

Klaus Mann's literary production and the larger picmre of questions

of identity in the first half of the twentieth century. The many
subdivisions throughout the five main chapters as well as Keller's
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prose add to the book's readability. Although scholarly in its

approach, the limited number of endnotes lets the text flow more

easily. The extensive bibliography of primary and secondary sources

is complemented by an index of names.

In the first chapter, Keller starts off by discussing Klaus Mann's

third novel Treffpunkt im Unendlichen (1932) since it "occupies a

key position in his [Mann's] fiction because it exemplifies his move

from individual to social or political themes." This novel deals with

two forms of identity, namely national identity and generational

identity discussed in Keller's study. By emphasizing that "identity

suggests belonging to a larger group" but "on the other [hand] it also

expresses what distinguishes one from others, one's particularity"

Keller pinpoints Mann's dilemma in life. Although this is not a new

view at this author's personal life simation, Keller gives it a new

treatment. He moves beyond Gerhard Harle's important

psychoanalytic study on Thomas and Klaus Mann's homosexuality

(Mannerweiblichkeit: Zur Homosexualitat bei Klaus und Thomas
Mann, 1993) by including "aspects of political identity in Klaus

Mann's work" and hence presenting Mann as the sexually and

politically challenging writer that he was.

In this first chapter, Keller also discusses Mann's essay

"Homosexualitat und Fascismus" (1934), which he identifies as "the

only essay devoted exclusively to the questions of sexual and political

identity." The re-criminalization of male homosexuality in the Soviet

Union certainly caused personal concern for Mann as a gay man, yet

it quickly moved far beyond that. He was mostiy troubled with

Gorky's comment on homosexuality and fascism, which he

paraphrased as: 'Destroy homosexuality and fascism will disappear.'

Although Mann was deeply concerned about this particular new law,

Keller argues for a linkage of sexual and political identity in Mann's

thinking: "He [Mann] perceived a crisis not only within Germany but

also in the world's view of the new [Hitier] regime, and he was

startied that the exile press was not confronting the regime direcdy

and criticizing it for all of its human abuses."

In chapter two, Keller mrns to Klaus Mann's fictional works,

which are "characterized by realism of plot and setting, including a
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pronounced focus on autobiographical elements." The four fictional

works in question here are Kindernovelle (1926) as a literary answer

to Thomas Mann's novel Unordnung und friihes Leid (1925), "Der

Vater lacht" and "Marchen." All three writings are viewed through

their employment of laughter, which Keller interprets with Helmuth

Plessner's 1970 smdy Laughing and Crying: A Smdy of the Limits of

Human Behavior. He argues for laughter instead of language as an

"indicator of characters' identities" and sees it as a "subterfuge of

communicating their feelings towards a father figure." Keller sees

Kindernovelle as being "acmaUy about procreation, childbearing, and

child rearing, but in other families, families in general, not the family

ostensibly treated in it" because of "the enigmatic place of children

in the story." Mann wrote this novel during times of an emerging

"personal and sexual subjectivity," which shows also in his gradual

geographical independence from his family.

The smdy's third chapter takes the father-son relationship of

Thomas and Klaus further by considering the latter's "search for a

mentor and ideal to emulate." The French author Andre Gide

became Klaus' mentor and the subject of a biography: Andre Gide

and the Crisis of Modern Thought (1943). Keller objects to focusing

on Gide's and Mann's homosexuality as the reason for their affinity

and instead stresses that "Mann's reasons for concentrating on Gide

were related to his own sexual identity and political worldview, and

Gide contrasted with the image of the father as presented in Mann's

fiction." Also discussed here are Mann's three autobiographies Kind

dieser Zeit (1932) and The Turning Point (1942), and Der

Wendepunkt (1949) that all deal with issues of "sexuality,

homosexuality, political matters, and questions of innovation and

tradition in literature and literary taste." Mann moved from being an

enfant terrible toward developing "a sense of his social-self identity,"

which for Mann included finding a place in society and shedding the

sad role of the outsider. In addition, Mann would evenmally edit two

literary journals. Die Sammlung (1933-35) and Decision (1940-41).

While his task allowed Mann to "establish further his political identity

as a spokesperson and representative German and European," Keller
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points out the affect it had on Mann's sexual identity: it distracted

him from love relationships and a "lack in his sexual identity."

Chapters four and five are devoted to a large number of novels,

plays, and short stories that amount to too many to be listed

individually. To still provide a sense of the chapter, Keller may be

quoted from the conclusion: "Some of the thematic patterns that

strucmre Mann's writings were found to include his political

partisanship, individual love versus social duty, a common
replacement father figure in the family, partner swapping and free

love, Mann's despair over politics, the artwork as progeny,

supernatural births, and his obsession with death." Keller stresses

that the "interdependence of political concerns and sexual identity

were the forces that motivated Mann to write," which is evident in

the association of love/ sexual identity and politics/political identity.

Mann's politics are described as anti-fascist and non-communist, and

not a rebellion against the father. His fight against fascism was always

motivated by the quest of how to defeat it and not by the question of

why it is happening. In terms of Mann's sexual identity, Keller insists

that "in fact [Mann] never really thought of his sexuality in terms of

proscriptions and forbidden wishes." Finally, Dr. Keller takes Mann's

explorations into relationship of sexual, political, and personal

identities into the latter half of the twentieth cenmry. This is an

acknowledgement of Klaus Mann as a political and private person

that the latter surely would have appreciated.
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